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Part I:
The American Response
to Soviet Espionage

Archival Citations and a Note on the Documents

The following 35 documents are reproduced in Part I. They represent an

* attempt to gather some of the more interesting, important, and revealing
original documents available to American policymakers and intelligence
officers during the period covered by this volume. It is hoped that these doc-

uments will provide researchers with ready access to some of the key deci-

sions of the period, as well as give them a flavor of internal US Government

discussions and concerns over Soviet espionage in America. Almost all of

the documents are published here for the first time anywhere; although most

* of the documents were already declassified, 13 were declassified by NSA,

FBI, and CIA specifically for this volume. In many cases the date of the

declassification is marked on the document's first page.

* 1. Loy W. Henderson, memorandum of conversation [with General

Krivitsky], 15 March 1939, National Archives and Records Administra-

tion, Record Group 59 (Department of State).

2. Attorney General [Frank Murphy] to the President, 17 June 1939,

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, President's Secretary's Files (Confiden-

tial File), "State 1939-40," box 9.

3. Franklin D. Roosevelt, to Secretary of State et al., 26 June 1939, Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt Library, President's Secretary's Files (Confidential

File), "State 1939-40" box 9.

" 4. J. Edgar Hoover to Major General Edwin M. Watson, 25 October 1940,

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, White House Official Files (Subject

File), "Justice Department-FBI Reports," box 12.

5. Joseph A. Michela, Military Attache Moscow Report 1903, "N.K.V.D.
of the U.S.S.R.," 14 April 1941, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Harry

* Hopkins Papers, "MID Reports-USSR-Volume V," box 190 [Chart
not included].

6. Hoover to Watson, 18 February 1942, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library,
- White House Official Files (Subject File), "Justice Department-FBI

Reports," box 15.
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7. Tokyo Circular 906 to Berlin and Helsinki, 6 October 1942, National
Security Agency, "Jap Dip Dispatches," Venona Collection, Provisional
Box 1.

8. US Army Signals Security Agency, "Memorandum on Russian Codes
in the Japanese Military Attache System," 9 February 1943, National
Security Agency Archives [Excerpt].

9. Hoover to Harry Hopkins, 7 May 1943, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library,
White House Official Files (Subject File), "Justice Department-FBI
Reports," box 18.

10. Anonymous letter to Hoover, undated [received 7 August 1943],
National Security Agency Venona Collection, 54-001, box D046
[Russian original with English translation].

11. Hoover to Birch D. O'Neal, "Alto Case," 26 February 1944, Central
Intelligence Agency, Leon Tarasov file.

12. Edward P. Stettinius, Jr., Memorandum for the President, "Soviet 5
Codes," 27 December 1944, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, President's
Secretary's Files (Subject File), "Russia-1944," box 49.

13. Hoover to Matthew Connelly, 12 September 1945, Harry S. Truman
Library, President's Secretary's Files (Subject File), "FBI-Atomic
bomb," box 167.

14. Hoover to Frederick B. Lyon, 24 September 1945, Central Intelligence
Agency, Igor Gouzenko file.

15. Hoover to Brigadier General Harry Hawkins Vaughan, 8 November 5
1945, Harry S. Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files
(Subject File), "FBI-S," box 169.

16. Hoover to Vaughan, 1 February 1946, Harry S. Truman Library,
President's Secretary's Files (Subject File), "FBI-W," box 169
[Attachment not included].

17. Federal Bureau of Investigation, "Underground Soviet Espionage
Organization (NKVD) in Agencies of the US Government,' 21 October
1946, Harry S. Truman Library, White House Central Files (Confiden-
tial File), "Justice" (7), box 22 [Excerpt].
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18. Charles Runyon [Department of State], Memorandum for the File,
- "Walter Krivitsky," 10 June 1947, National Archives and Records

Administration, Record Group 59 (Department of State).

19. [Meredith Knox Gardner], "Covemames in Diplomatic Traffic,"
- 30 August 1947, National Security Agency, Venona Collection, box

SD017.

20. No author [probably William K. Harvey, CIA], Memorandum for the

" File, "COMRAP," 6 February 1948, Central Intelligence Agency,
Vassili M. Zarubin file.

21. George M. Elsey, Memorandum for Mr. [Clark M.] Clifford, 16 August
1948, Harry S. Truman Library, Clark M. Clifford Papers, "Loyalty
Investigations," box 11.

* 22. [Harry S. Truman] to the Attorney General, 16 December 1948,

Harry S. Truman Library, Tom Clark Papers, "Attorney General-
White House/President, 1948:" box 83.

- 23. D. M. Ladd, Memorandum to the Director [J. Edgar Hoover], "JAY
DAVID WHITTAKER CHAMBERS," 29 December 1948, Federal
Bureau of Investigation, Reading Room, Alger Hiss File.

24. Tom C. Clark, Memorandum for the President, "Proposed Deportation
of Valentine A. Gubitchev," 16 March 1949, Harry S. Truman Library,
White House Central Files (Confidential File), "Justice" (4), box 21.

- 25. [Robert J. Lamphere to Gardner], "FLORA DON WOVSCHIN, With
Alias," 9 May 1949, National Security Agency Venona Collection at
49-005.

- 26. Sidney W. Souers, Memorandum for the President, 22 March 1949,
Harry S. Truman-Library, President's Secretary's Files, National
Security Agency File, "Meeting 36," box 205.

27. [Lamphere to Gardner], "Anatoli Borisovich Gromov," 12 July 1949,
National Security Agency, Venona Collection at 49-018.

28. [Lamphere to Gardner], "EMIL JULIUS KLAUS FUCHS, aka; Karl
Fuchs," 26 September 1949, National Security Agency, Venona
Collection at 49-029.
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29. W. K. Benson to Chairman, Scientific Intelligence Committee
[H. Marshall Chadwell], "Failure of the JAEIC To Receive
Counter Espionage Information having Positive Intelligence Value,"
.9 February 1950, Central Intelligence Agency, Executive Registry Job
80B01731R, box 35.

30. Hoover to Souers, 24 May 1950, Harry S. Truman Library, President's
Secretary's Files (Subject File), "FBI-G," box 168.

31. [Lamphere to Gardner], "Study of Code Names in MGB Communica- 5
tions," 27 June 1950, National Security Agency, Venona Collection,
50-025, box D045.

32. Hoover to Rear Admiral Robert L. Dennison, 18 July 1950, Harry S.
Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files (Subject File), "FBI-R,"
box 169.

33. Armed Forces Security Agency, "Russian Cryptology During World
War II," undated [ca. 1951], National Archives and Records Adminis-
tration, Record Group 457 (National Security Agency), Historic
Cryptographic Collection, box 526 [Excerpt]. -

34. No author [Washington Field Office, FBI], "William Wolf Weisband,"
27 November 1953, National Security Agency, Office of Security files
[Excerpt].

35. Hoover to Brigadier General A. J. Goodpaster, USA, 23 May 1960,
Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, White House Staff Secretary Files
(Subject Series), "Expose of Soviet Intelligence," box 23 [Table of
Contents and Appendixes not included].
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1. Loy W. Henderson, memorandum of conversation [with General
Krivitsky], 15 March 1939.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DIVISION OF EUROPEAN AFFAIR S--

(" . ch 15, 1939

Statement made by General..Krititsky4 a former
general of the Soviet Army, formerly on duty
in the V:ilitary Intelligence Section of the
Soviet General Staff (alias Samuel Ginsberg) \o

It will be recalled that General Krivitsky, who es-

caned from the Soviet Union at the time that the eight

Red Army generals, including Marshal Tukhachevsky, were

seized and executed, and wnose civilian name is Samuel O
C,

Ginsberg, came to this country with his wife on temporary

visitors' visas in the latter part of 1938. In January

1939 he called at the Department and discussed at length

certain aspects of Soviet developments with which he was

Sparticularly familiar. A memorandum ;repared by Mr. Page ri0
setting forth some of the statements made by General

* cn
Krivitsky is attached hereto. Chile the general was in m
the Department he told me frankly that he feared that (DmU
agents of the Commissariat for Internal Affairs (the OGPU)

might make some attck upon him or members of his family

while they were in the United States. He said he .was

-- therefore living quietly and endeavoring not to attract

attention to his actions.

General Krivitsky came in to see me today and #ri

the course of a rather extended conversation made arum r

*- i
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1. (Continued)

-2-S

of statemer:ts, tne substance of sore of which are set 5
forth below. 5

He has sold a series of four articles to the Saturday 5
Evening Post and is writing a book which he hopes to have 5
-ublished in the not distant future. 5

On Tuesday evening, Larch 7, he entered a cafe near 5
Forty-second and Broadway and took a table with a iend, 5
a Mfr. Shoup, one of the editors of the Jewish Daily Forward, 5
whom he had met while in Paris. "Tnile they were talking at
this table four men entered the restaurant and seated them-
selves at an adjoining table. One of these men made obvious

y efforts to attract the General's attention and the General

recognized him as Sergei Bassoff, an agent of the OGPU who
had been connected with the American work of that organiza-

tion for many years and wnose record had become known to the

General while the latter was engaged in intelligence work
in Moscow. Bassoff was formerly a Soviet sailor; he joined
the Soviet secret police in 1920; he came to the United

States as a Soviet secret agent some time during the early

twenties; since his arrival in the United States he has been
an employee of the Soviet secret service; he has been S
naturalized as an American citizen; he has been invaluable -
as a GPU courier traveling between various European coun- S
tries on an American passport; in June 1937 he was arrested S
in Holland while transporting funds but was released shortly S

thereafter S

6S



1. (Continued)

-3-

S thereafter, apparently after having called upon the

S American Consul in Amsterdam for orotection; after nis re-

lease he proceeded to ;.oscow where he arrived in July 1937

5 and where he remained for some time.

5 }cr. Bassoff indicated by gestures thet he desired to

5 speak to the General and tne General in a somewhat agitated

5 frame of mind suggested to :r. Shouo that they leave the

cafe at once. Before they could het out, how;ever, M!r.

Bassoff stopped them and told the General that he desired

to have a talk with him. When the General replied that he

wished to have nothing whatever to do with Mr. Bassoff, the

latter repeated his statement that it was necessary that

- they should have a talk. Mr. Shoup interrupted to suggest

- that all three of them go to the New York Times Annex,

- which was close by, where they could talk in private. The

S General then asked Mr. Bassoff if he intended to shoot him

- and Bassoff replied in the negative..

In the office of the New York Times Mr. Sheplin, a

5 member of tre editorial staff of that newspaper and a

5 friend of Mr. Shoup, conducted them to a private room.

5 Mr. Shoup withdrew to a distance so the conversation could

5 be carried on without a third person overhearing. The

5 General asked Bassoff who had sent him and Bassoff replied

that the meeting had been accidental. The General said

- that

S

5 7
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1. (Continued)

S

that he knew tiat Bassoff must be acting under orders since

otherwise he would not dare to talk with a person in such

bad standing with the Soviet authorities as himself. Bassoff

replied that the General still had friends in 'oscow and

that many persons continued to have confidence in him. He -

said., "Of course, we have read all thet you have written and
we suppose you are writing more." The General then inouired

regarding the fate of a number of his friends and was informed
that all had been shot. He was also told that the brothers

of his wife "had suffered greatly". The intonations and

gestures accompanying this statement were apparently made
in order to convey the impression that the actions of the
General and his wife were responsible for this suffering.

The General asked kMr. Bassoff if the latter was not -

afraid to approach him in such a manner in the United S
States. Bassoff said, "I have no fear. I am perfectly S
safe here." The General then told Bassoff that the latter 5
would not dare take his life. Bassoff made no threat but 5
contented himself with stating that there was nothing 5
particularly to fear; that the penalty for such an act 5
would probably be only a couple of years in jail.

The General told Bassoff to leave at once and not to

approach him again. Bassoff thereupon left the building,
joined his three friends who had waited outside, and

Cisappeared.

8



1. (Continued)

" disappeared. The meneral had zaid no particular attention

_ to tne three men accompanying Y r. Bassoff but Vlr. Shoup

told him later that they appeared to be of the gangster type.

- The General told me that he believed that his life was

- in danger since the GPU organization in the United States

" was very strong and since he was certain that Baseoff t~ould

" ~not have approached him unless he had. been ordered so to

do by the hig hest Soviet authorities and unless it had

- been decided tha~t come wiat may the General must not be

- permitted to continue writing his experiences and memoirs.

- He said that in 1935 a GPU ag~ent had been killed in New

- York City by an automobile in suspicious circumstances.

- There were ways of bringing about his own death in such a

- manner as to make it appear to be accidental.

- I asked the General if he desired police protection

- and he replied that he did not presume to make such a

- ~request; that he hoped eventually to be able to 'leave New

- York and live ouietly in some more remote place: but that

he could not do so until he had finished some of his writings

and had obtained an extension of his permit to remain in the

- ~United States, which expired on March 31.
- Since General Krivitsky has served for many years in

" the military Intelligence Service and since the work of

- that service is closely connected with that of the GPU

- (The Commissariat for Internal Affairs), I asked him

several

S9



1. (Continued)

several questions regarding the or-anizatiocn of the GPU

in the United States. He replied that there were two

distinct branches of the GPU operating in this country.

One branch was headed by some person in the Soviet Embassy,

a person probably w~ho had no diplormatic rank or Derhaps a
low7 diplor.mtic rank and who had little direct contact with
the Ambassador or diolom-atic mem~bers of his staff. Subor-

dinate to this person were GPU centers in Amtorg, intourist,

nd the various Soviet consular offices.

Tne second GPU branch had no connection rhatever with
the first and like the first, reoorted direct to IMoscow.

The head of the second branch lived in New York and undoubtedly
many of his agents were American citizens. Altnough there
was some contact between the two branches of the GPU they
worked independently. .

Eu:Henderson:LF

1

S
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2. Attorney General [Frank Murphy] to the President, 17 June 1939.

* (Office iof tbatnr (!enrnt

June 17, 1939

The President,

The White House.

My dear Mr. President:

I desire to direct your attention to the
importance of investigations involving espionage,
counter-espionage and sabotage. For some time an
informal committee composed of representatives of
the Department of State, the Department of the

* Treasury, the Department of War, the Department of
Justice, the Post Office Department, and the De-
partment of the Navy, has been acting as a clear-
ing house for data or information concerning such
matters. Such data or information was then trans-
mitted to one of the investigative agencies for
further action. The great majority of the inves-
tigations in this field have been conducted by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department
of Justice, the G-2 Section of the War Department,
and the office of Naval Intelligence of the Navy
Department.

* Experience has shown that handling such mat-
ters through a committee such as is described above,
is neither effective nor desirable. On the other
hand, the three investigative agencies last mentioned
have not only gathered a tremendous reservoir of in-
formation concerning foreign agencies operating in
the United States, but have also perfected methods
of investigation and have developed channels for the
exchange of information, which are both efficient
and so mobile and elastic as to permit prompt expan-
sion in the event of an emergency.

As of course you are aware, the Department of
Justice has developed in the Federal Bureau of

U 
1



2. (Continued)

S

2 S

Investigation a highly skilled investigative force 5
supported by the resources of an exceedingly effi-
cient, well equipped, and adequately manned techni-
cal laboratory and identification division. The
latter contains identifying data relating to more
than ten million persons, including a very large
number of individuals of foreign extraction. As a
result of an exchange of data between the Departments
of Justice, War and Navy, comprehensive indices have -
been prepared.

With a view to organizing investigative acti- -
vities in this field on a more efficient and effec-
tive basis, I recommend the abandonment of the inter-
departmental committee above mentioned, and a con-
centration of investigation of all espionage, counter- S
espionage, and sabotage matters in the Federal Bureau
of Investigation of the Department of Justice, the S
G-2 Section of the War Department, and the office ofNaval Intelligence of the Navy Department. S

The directors of these three agencies should
in that event function as a committee for the purposeof coordinating the activities of their subordinates. 5

If the foregoing recommendations meet with
your approval, I suggest that confidential instruc-
tions be issued by you to the heads of the Departments
interested in accordance therewith.

A draft of a memorandum which you may possibly
care to use for that purpose, is enclosed herewith
for your consideration.

Respectfully, S

Attorney General. -

Enclosure -
No.2100 

5
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S 3. Franklin D. Roosevelt, to Secretary of State et al., 26 June 1939.

S

June 26, 1989

- COlOIDW~lTIAL

- IMORAY=M FOR -~jgSERETARY OF STATE

-l E P3TARY O 0? AR
TFF ATTCimi 0GERAL'S

- THE P0894ASTER4 GReRAL
TIlE SEMRT OF ME NATT s

"1WE SSRETART OF 0019RCE x '-

- It is niy desire that the investigation of all
espionage, counter-mspionage, and sabotage satters be an-
trolled and handled by the Federal lhnrma of Investigation
of the Department of Justice, the Minltery Intelligene

- Division of the War Department, and the office of Neval
Intelligence of the Navy Department. The directors of these

- three agencies are to function as a committee to coordinate
their activities.-

No investigation should be conducted by any in-
vestigative agency of the Governent into matters involving

- actually or potentially any espionage, counter-ecpiLonge, or

- sabotage, eroept by the three agencies mentioned above.

Ishall be glad. If you will instruct the heads of

all other investigative agencies than the three named, to
refer immediately to the nearest office of the Federal Bureau

" of Investigation any data, information, or material that may
came to their notice bearing directly or indirectly on espionage,

" eounter-espionage, or sabotage.

SV

1
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"
S
" 4. J. Edgar Hoover to Major General Edwin M. Watson, 25 October 1940.S

S
S
S

JOHN EDGAR IOOVER
DIRECTOR

S !ebral iureau of Juurstigaion
Entteh tates Bepartmrnt of 3 utire

Octobe r Sc, 1b'

5 :"'jor General Edwin . -;atson
Secretary to the Prcsident
The :;Tite House
. Crhngton, D. C.

5 'y decr Gene ral:

S I as enclosing herewith for the infor-
nation of the President and you a nerorandum

': ich I have just completed upon the -resent
status of the espionage and counter-espionate
operations of the Federcl Pureau of Jr.vestigation
to date. I thought the Fresider.t might Uish to
have an up-to-date memorandum of exactly what ::e
have done and are doing in this field. s you
will note, the contents of this .memorandum are
hichly confidential, in view of the delicacy of
some of the opcrations upon which we are presently
uorking.

ith expressions of my best regards,

5 Sincerely,

" enclosure
DECLASSIFIED

E.0. 11652, Sec. 5(E)(2)
- Justice Dept. letter, 9-21-73

By DBs, NLR, Dat* APR 3 1975

5

S
S
S
S

S
S
S
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4. (Continued) -

JOHN EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR S

3eheral Bureau of inuestigation 5
Uniteh tates Department of lustice 5

D CLASCFI Easltntan, m
E.O. 11652, Sec. 

- StrictlyJustice Dept. Jetter, 9-21-72 October 24, 1940
BY DBS, NLR, Date APR 3 i

PRESEN' STATUS OF ESPIONAGE AND COU'ATER
ESPIONAG OPERATIOiS OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU .

OF INVESTIGATION

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has been overati'no for
a period of many months on the eastern seaboard a shortwave radio
station which is utilised by the German Intelligence Service for
transmission of reports of German Agents in the United States to 5
Germany. The directors of the German Secret Service in Germany
also communicate with this station furnishing instructions and 5
requests for information to the operators of this station for
transmittal to German Agents in 'the United States. Needless to
say, no one knows that this C-erman communication system is
actually controlled and operated in the United States by Special
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, who are considered S
both by German Intelligence Services in Germany and in the United
States to be actual members of the German espionage ring. Through S
this station the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been able todevelop voluminous information concerning the identity of German
Agents in the United tates, their movements, interests and pro-
gram. All material furnished by German Agents through their com- 5
plicated channels of communication to this station for transmittal
to Europe is cleared by State, War and :navy Department officials 5prior to the time that it is actually transmitted to- Germany.
Gollaterally, in the operation of this station the undercover 5
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation have been utilized
for the transmittal of funds for salaries and expenses of German 5
Agents operating in the United States, which has of course resulted
in widening the 'nowledge of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 5relative to this espionage group.

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation have
under constant observation and surveillance a number of known andsuspected Agents of the German, Russian, French and Italian Secret
Services. The BI is nale through its counter espionage efforts tomaintain a careful check upon the channels o~f communication, thesources of informiation, the method of finance and other datarelative to these agents. Arrest is considered inadvisable except Sin extraordinarn cases because counter espionage methods o f obser-
vation and surveillance result in a constantly growing reservoir 5
of infor';ation concerning not only known but also new a-er.ts of
tnese governnents. 5

16
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4. (Continued)

U -2-

Of course, when material is observed passing through the moni-
tored channels which should not reach its European destination, such
steps as are necessary are taken to prevent the ultimate delivery
of this information.

S57peci al Agents of the Federal Bureau o Investiation are
assigned in undercover capacities to those plants engaged in the
production of materials which are vital to the national defense
and to those factories in wich the War or Navy Departments have
a particular interest. Thus, Bureau Agents work in munitions
plants, shipyards, aircraft plants, engine factories and other
industrial units whose products and production are vital to the3 national defense. Agents selected for these posts are men Quali-
fied in the skills of the trade in :hich they are engaged. Their3 identities as Special Agents of the ABT are of course unknown to
their associates in the plants or even to the plant of'icials. Not
only is vital information pertaining to the production of plants
in which these men are engaged developed through these Agents, but
they are able through their daily contacts to study and observe
fellow employees who may be utilized as confidential informants

3 for the FBI in these plants.

Undercover Agents, of course, never contact their fellow
employees and disclose their identities but appropriate contacts
are established through regional field offices with plant employees
known to be dependable in order that arrangements may be perfected
whereby these employees will keep the FBI informed of all matters3 of interest to the national defense. Indicative of the tremendous
coverage established by this method, it is interesting to note that3 in one Ohio city the Federal Bureau of Investigation has 133
confidential informants in a single industrial unit, all of whom3 furnish to the FBI information deemed of interest to the production
of the plant. None of these informants are known to each other3 and each believes that he is the Bureau's sole source of information
within that organization. Extraordinary care is exercised at all
times in situations of this kind to avoid the so-called "labor
spying", industrial espionage or other matters which would interfere3 in any manner with employer-employee relationships.

Informants of this character are maintained in more than twelve
hundred key industrial facilities. Among the plants in which Special
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation are assigned in under-
cover capacities are the Carl L. Norden Company of New York, manu-facturer of bo-.b sights, the 7ought-Sikorsky Aviation Corporation,
Stratford, Connecticut, the Newport ?ews Shipbuilding Company of
Newport ews, Virinia, the New York Shipbuilding Company of Camden,New Jersey, the ?ederal Shipbuilding Com.pany of Kearney, New Jersey,the Shipbuilding Division of the Bethlehem Jteel Company at San
Francisco, California, the Bath Iron WVorks of Bath, Maine, and other
plants.

U

U
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4. (Continued)

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigati on are
actually operating in undercover assignments for intelligence pur-
poses in :-any foreign countries. Included in' the poses of assign-
ment where men are stati oned as of the date of this memorandum is
Shanghai, China, where investigation by Bureau personnel has been
under way for several months in connection with the espionage
operations of German Agents. Specially qualified and carefully
selected Special Agents are assigned in various undercover capaci-
ties in Plexico, from whence they operate in Guatemala, Costa Pica,
,%icaragua, Honduras, Salvador and British Honduras. Other Agents
are operating in Cuba, Colonbia, Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Uruguay,
Ch:ile and other South American countries. Other Special Agents of
the Bureau are on confidential missions in Yoscow, Russia, Lisbon,
Portugal, Berlin, Spain and Rome, Italy. A large detachment of
Agents is stationed in the Hawaiian Islands to devote their entire

time to general intelligence matters not only in the Hawaiiap group
but in other islands oyf the Pacific.

The office of the FBI at Juneau, Alaska, has been augmented
in such a manner as to permit constant -control of Bureau Agents in

all settlements within the territory of Alaska. Particular care is
exercised to constantly maintain appropriate channels of information
with its sections of the Territory most adjacent to Siberia. At

San Juan, Puerto Rico, the office of the FBI has been.,further

enlarged and serves as the headquarters for a group ofr specially
qualified Agents who from this point cover not only the American
insular possessions in the Caribbean Sea but also make-frequent
visits to the insular possessions of other foreign governments.

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation are
presently undertakirig under appropriate cover a detailed examination
of the numerous islands and cays in the Caribbean Sea, with particular

emphasis on the minute islands of the Antilles groups. This project
contemplates frequent personal contact with inhabitants of all of
these islands and periodical physical suIrveys of the islands to-

determine whether foreign powers rmay be concentrating fuel or other

supplies in any remote spot.

Bureau Ag~ents are conducting police training schools at the
Present time in Haiti and another Agent is assisting the Government
of Colombia in the improvement ofo its policing .facilities. Another
Agent recently completed an assignment in Ecuador, which was designed
to improve relations between the United States and Ec-.ador.

18



4. (Continued)

- ~Arrangements have been, perfected w ith the follow4ing companies
to obtain through their ,Facilities in Central and Sout; Amecrica

" ~ information concerninzg industrial, financial, political and rropa-
ganda manipulations and operations of Foreign governments:

- Standard Oil Company of !eL Jersey
- ~Pan American Airways, N'eW Tork: City

riational City Bank, Ness York City
. ~Un ited .Fruit Company o.f Boston,

M'assachusetts
- Wt. R. Crace Conpany, New York; City

zlontgomery, ylard a Company, Chicago,
- Illinois

Dun and Bradstreet, New Yorkc City
- The Ameri can m!etal Company, Ltd.,

I'!e:_ Tor & Ci ty
- ~Sterling Products, Inc., Nfew York City

(mar':cters of Dayer aspirin and

- related products)
Ray bestos-slanhattan, Inc., Nlew Yor. City

- The American-Colombian Corporation,
d/ash ingto n, D. C.

- Stewart, James & Company, In:c., New Torlk
City

- American Express Company, 7iew York City
Smithsonian Institution, New York City

- E. A. Pierce a; Company, Niew York City
Pan American :dews Service, Wias ington., D. .

- The Hemisphere Corporation, New York City
Rockrefeller Foundation, Fiew York City.

- All of these organizations have extensive interests and person-
nel in Central and South America and are in a position, to obtain
information of interest and value to the Government of the United

- States.

- ~The employees of these companies- who obtain tk is in.,ormatio)n
do not knot. its purp.ose or the identity of the agency to wh'ich it

- is ,;urnished.

1
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4. (Continued)

A4 close and' constant liaison iz maintained by representatives
of' the Federal Bureau of Investi ation -ith operative's %f the
British Intelligence Service. These contacts are maintained not
only in the continental United States but throughout the i~estern,
Hemisphere and a considerable volume of material is received dailyfrom Vthis source. Information so received is of course transn.itted
to interested governmental agencies.

Close liaison is maintained with the Canadian IntelligenceService, which it is to be noted operates independently of the
Lritish Intelligence Service. This agency h:as established over aperiod of zany years excellent and dependable contacts in the
:,estern. :enisphere. Officials of, the ,BI and officials of the
Canadi an Intelligence Service meet at least once a month in Ottawa,
New Yori City or Washington for the purpose of exchanging datp of .interest to the national defense of Canada and the United States.

The federal Bureau of' Investigation is collaborating wi th the
Pan American Union and the State Departent at the present time in
perfecting plans for a conference of law enforcement officials and

. Intelligence Ag ents .-of the Destern :'enisphere in order to establisha broader medium for the exchange of Intelligence information.
Plans are also being perfected for the holding in the trainingfacilities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at iashington,
D. C., in January of a special session ofr the 'ational Police Academy
to be cttended only by accredited representatives of the Central
and South American. countries. A comprehensive and extensive course
in police methods, investigative procedure, Laboratory techniques
and training methzods will be afforded the representatives selectedfor this .school. Invitations will be extended through the State
Departmen t to the. Central and South Ameri can countries to have
representatives attend this session of the ::ational Police Academy.H:ot only will this school enable the :BI to increase its channels
of informati on f~rom Central and South Arerica, but the school will
undoubtedly contribute to a greater feeling of good will tetween
thze United States and its southern neighbor republics.

For th^e past year Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
have been engaged in the conducting of; surveys of planis upon thepri ority lists of the ."ar and. navy Depacrt-ents. These surveys
are inte ded to deter-ine the vulnerability of American industrialunits to espionage, sa:;-aae and o- aer de-:rimental ef;forts of
s'oreigrn ents. Mhe Sp~ecial Agent personnel engaged upon this typeof ~o rk. .. s received e~ctensive specialized training in all aspects
of plant _-rotection and industrial security. To date, completesurveys nave been made of more than 350 slants and detailed recom.-mendations -ade Goth to the plant -anagement and the ::'ar and Niavy

2
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Departments ac to the steps which should be takcen to ninimize
the possibilities of espionage and sabotage of these plants.

.actually under survey at the present tine are 243 plants,
in wohich the Wiar and Navy Departents are interested, and by
No vembe r 1st, surveys will have been completed of more th:an
1,000 plants. Recommendations made to plant management pertain

- to vulnerable points, hazards, the selection and handling of

- personnel, the handling of confidential documents, the estcblish-
ment of identification systems, the inittation or imp'rove-vent of

- guard forces, the prevention of fires and other similar subjects
pertinc:at to the protection of such facilities. s stcff of more

than 250 men is used in making these industrial surveys. Astound-
ing evidence of the lack of comprehension of the potential danger
to plant production on the part of plant -ianagement is disclosed

" ~ in many of; these surveys.

- Collateral to the plant survey program, arrangements have
been. perfected whereby a special, committee representin~g all of

- the insurance companies in the United States is cooperating with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in the problmt of industrial

- ~ protection.. Lundreds of carefully investigated and specially
trained insurance company inspectors make frequent detailed

checks of key facilities to insure that all recommended precautions
against fire hazard and other interference with continuity of1

- production may be maintained on an absolute minimum.

- The Special Agent staff of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
is undergoing extensive expansion but great care is exercised to

- insure that the high standards of personnel selection and quali-
fication are not lowered. The training center on the -.:arine

- Reservation at iuanti co, Virginia, is filled to maximun capacity
and in addition, Five Special Agcent schools are operated in

- Wiashing~ton at all tires. Through the combined facilities thus
available, eight training schools for newly appointed Special

- ~ Agents arc in operati on at all times. In addition, upon comple-
tion of the traini:g course in -/ashington., Special Agents when

- assigned to /ield duty are reguired to continue their training
under the supervision ofr Special ATents in Charge nor a considerabl.

Speriod.-

S T ae underal sureau of Investigation, because 24f tc or, in
the fielc of law enforcemnt, av as established ard intained for
pears nrne dl' contacts owith folice officials t troughout the
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country. To insure a coordination of state, county and municipal
law enforcement agencies with the Federal program for the national
defense, there have been completed a series of conferences with
police executives, these conferences being called by the Special
Agents in Charge of each division of the -ureau. A nationwide -
coordinated plan of procedure under the supervision of the FRI
with reference to national defense investigations has been worked 5
out. In every section of the country Special Agents in Charge
of the FI field offices have called together groups of police 5
officers, as a result of which there has been established in each
community the machinery whereby thousands of police of local, county 5
and state jurisdiction are available for use in the handling of
those types of inquiries and investigations which the FI believes
can be referred to those agencies. This program gives the local
officers a high degree of pride in the fact that they are cooperat-
ing in the national defense program and it likewise serves to assist S
the FI in the handling of routine cases which the police are
qualified to handle. The system is presently working in excellent
manner and as the emergency becomes greater, the machinery so'
established will permit an even wider use of the services of 5
local law enforcement acencies.

Closely alioned with the program of enlisting the active -
assistance of 2local departments has been the development of the
FBI National Police Academy. This Academy, inaugurated in 1935,
has trained selected officers from local, county and state police
organizations in investigative methods and advanced crime detection.
An effort has been made in the three months' course of training .
afforded officers in this Academy, to cualify them as instructors
in their own departments. Thus the 515 graduates of the Academy
are in a position to make the FRI methods available in police
departments having a total law enforcement personnel of 86,137.
Each year a retraining session of the National Police Academy is 5
held. On October 5th there was completed the Fifth Annual Re-
training Session of the former graduates of the Academy and 5
considerably more than 300 of the graduates returned to Washing-
ton for an intensive course of study and training in the handling 5
of investigations pertinent to the national defense.

In view of the known practices on the part of certain grons
of foreign representatives wnich extend beyond the scope of
diplomatic usages, careful and constant observation is made of S
these groups in Washington and ct other strategic and carefully
selected places. This operation is produ ctive of considerable

S
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- i~nformation of interest to the Tederal Governnent concerning actual
and proposed activities contrary to the best interests o,, the

- country. This type of work is, of course, done under guarded cir-

- cumstances and in a most careful manner.

A constant monitoring is maintained o.! all movements and

- expenditures of foreign funds, their location, sources and dis-
tribution, with special emphasis of course upon those funds in

- which there is a direct or indirect interest on the part of the
German, Italian, Russian, Japanese and Frenc' governments.

" Because of the FBI's Friendly relationships over a period of
nany years with various banking establishmrents, excellent coopera-
tion is received from financial insti tutions. This monitoring

- progran of course produces much valuable information not only
from the standpoint of detecting espionage, sabotage and similar

- ~ activities for wh:ich the funds nay be used, but also develops
data and inform.ation of; interest to the Treasury Department in

reaching administrative decisions with reference to desirable

legizelation, etc.

- The Bureau has prepared and maintains extensive suspect
lists composed of data concerning several thousand individuals

- located in the United States and its territories whose nationalistic
tendencies and activities are considered potentially inimical to

- ~ the welfare of the Ui ted States. These records are maintained
according to the nationality of the individuals involved, as well

- as geographically. In the event of greater emergency or the
enactment of additional legislation v-hen it might become necessary
to take such individuals into custody or to intern them, the

information maintained in these suspect lists, instantaneously
available, sets forth the names, addresses, activities and source
of information upon each individual in convenient form for

necessary action. This.list is of course being increased daily as
the facts justify. Individual l-ists are maintained upon German
groups and sympathizers, Communist.croups and sympathizers, .Fascist

- groups and sympathizers, Japanese and others.

- The :Federal Bureau of In~vestigation Technical Laboratory,
Lhich is te largest and best equipp ed of its kind in the w-orld,

" ~ has trained personrnel constantly engaged in the handling7 of
scientific studies and technical crimne detection me tiods in the

- solution of" es;:ionage and. sabotage cases by Laboratory procedures.

S 
2
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The Intelligence cperations of the FBI require the constant use -
of skilled experts in document identification, including the
comparison of handwriting and typewriting., chemical, physicaland other scientific analyses. This Laboratory has proved
itself a most valuable adjunct to the investigation of national
defense matters. Constant work is carried on in the solution
of cryptograms, in decoding ciphers, and in similar matters.
Research is being continued -by members of the Laboratory staff to
enlarge the possibility of utilization of Laboratory technicians
in internal security cases. Kembers of the technical staff who
are authorities upon the subject of-explosives have completed
a lengthy series of experiments for the purpose of perfecting
methods of :handling bombs 6"i infernal machines. Detailed
instructions upon. this subgject are being prepared for dissemina-
tion throughout the United.States. Included in the experiments
conducted was a complete study of the efficiency and practicability
of a freezing process wahich would 'render bombs ineffective and
inoperative. Research has been conducted as to the possible use
of portable I-ray equipment in the study of bombs at the point.of their location. Experimentation has maade possible the wider
adaptation of spectography in cases involving espionage and
sabotage. Extensive research; is being conducted in the use of
infrared light, ultraviolet light and black light for photographicpurposes, particularly in the development of concealed and secret
writings.

Radio stations are being operated at strategic points for
the purpose of intercepting messages transmitted to European
nations by small but powerful portable transmitters in the hands
of foreign agents. An experia~ental radio station is being operated
for the purpose of intercepting radio waves carrying impulsestransmitted by specially designed teletypewriter machines, which
messages are not intelligible to receiving equipment designed toreceive either regular code messages or voice messages.

Information concerning sabotage methods utilized throughout
the world has been obtained and compiled in comprehensive formin order that Bureau Agrents will have first hand knowledge as' to
the potential reans and methods which may be utilized in perpe-trating sabotage. The staff of the Identification Division of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been doubled ir. the pastyear and the Identification Division operates on a twenty-fourhour a day basis. Daily receipts of f;ing:erprints have doubledin the past year, the daily average number of prints received at
the present time approximating 12,000 per day. All of these
prints are answered within a.36-hour Period. Included in the

24
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U fingerprints being scarched at the present time are applicants
for appoir.tment to positions in the service of the pederl Govern-
ment, current erlistments in the rar ncd i'Navy Deperi'entc, anc
persons being engaged to wor: upon secret and confidcntial projects
for the War and iNavy Dept rtments. Two thousand finrerprints are
received each day from the Director of Alien ?egistratiocr and
after appropriate classification these prints are searc'ed and
filed as a permanent record of the alien's registration in the
files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. This raterial, of
course, provides a valuable source o4 information relative tc he

Q identity, location and background of alirs. Included in the
Tedcral Bureau of Investigation fingerprrn collectio at th e prcert
time are more than 14,000,000 prints. This constitutes the largest
reservoir of information based on fingerprints an the world.

- Extensive investications are Leing- conducted upon the -' is
of complaints received fro" officicls and citizens relative to
violations of espionagc.and sabotage laws, as well as other
statutes designed to maintain the internal security of the ration.
Indicative of the volune of this work receiving attention, it may
be noted that on a single day 2,985 complaints of this kind were

" received.

The Bureau has established a special unit to handle cases
involving violations of the Selective Service Act of" 1940. _ased
upon a comprehensive study of records available fro. the W:orld War
period, the Bureau estimates that enforcement of the Conscription
Act will require the services of 1,085 field Agents. Based upon
Wiorld Lar figures, the Bureau estimates that in the course of the
registration and conscription of 16,500,000 males between the ages

- of 21 and 35, there will be violations of the law on the -art of
approximately 900,000 persons. On the basis of' the average number

3 of cases closed :er Agent per month, it would recuire a staff of
approxim-tely 5,500'Agents to handle this volume o tork. Since,3 howe:;er, the present Selective Service program will be eatended
over a period of five ;years, Bureau estimates.provide for the use3 of 1,085 men upon this type of work. A comprehensive pro rar has
been outlined which contemplates not only close peroral liaison
with the 6,500 draft boards throughout the country, but also a
systematic check to locate persons failing to register, -ersons
failing to report to ;rcft boards ti:.er called, to investi ate cases
of conscientious objectors and all other possible violations unoer

. . the statute.

Close relations?:ip is maintained with the State, War, Navy
and Tre:sury Departe:.cnts, as well as other departments and agencies
participating in the national defense program-r. The heads of the

U
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various governnental depart;ents are infJormac' prormptly of any
in.'ormzation obtained which relctes to the operations o, those -
departments.

eekly meetings arc held with representatives of Lilitary
and Naval Intelligence, the Treasury and State Depdrt ents for
the purpose of exchanging inf^ormation of" current intercst, out-
lining future pro -rames and otherwise coordirating the work in
the Intelligence field.

In a most discreet and careful manner, constant check is
being made of those Consular representatives wh.ose conduct is 5
reported to be detrimental to the United States. Their move-
ments, contacts and financial transactions are the subject of 5
constant observation and study.

2
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5. Joseph A. Michela, Military Attache Moscow Report 1903, "N.K.V.D. of the U.S.S.R.,"
14 April 1941 [Chart not included].
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" MILITARY INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
WAR DEPARTMENT GENERAL STAFF

MXUTARY ATIACH REPORT .h.14e.II !.
a.ma .... .. o.

Subject . . V. D. of the, S._.. S . I N.O . ... '
. K^CE-NE G/2 n unV Vp2

Souse. and Dgsewe of R.alhUy1 :
constitutionalAs As e19e2-1936, Colleetion Of Las 19%-

1941; Bolshaya Sovietsaya nsiklopedia, Soviet press &A parsoal
contacts.

Sumarausntion of R.port

The history and organisation of the N. K. V. D.

S

5 INTRODUCTION.

The N. K. V. D. is the abbreviated name most colonly
used to designate the NARODNI KMATSSARIAT VNUE K DE. (the
Peoples Comissariat oTinternal Affairs). The compounded ab-
breviation "NARIKOMVINUIEL" is also frequently used. The functions
and organization of this governmental department are not wholly
new, having origin as far back as 1881.

OKRANA.

S In 1881 was formed the OKRANOTE OTDELENOYE - loosely
tranelatea as the Department or Safety - in the capital city
or St. Petersburg (now Leningrad), for the purpose of "pre-
serving public safety and order". It was then a section in the5 city police department and its duties were to "investigate pol-
itical crimes and combat the revolutionary movement". Gradually,
all the large cities organized similar police divisions. Al-
though these divisions were organic parts of the city police
departments, the Tear's government exercised complete control
over all police and used them as an agency to assist in main-
taining "state security, order and peace". The Okrana existeaS up to the February Revolution of 1917.

CHKA.

During the revolution the Bolsheviks realizea thatSsome organization was needed to combat counter-revolutionary
movements, anu on December 20, 1917 the VSYA-ROSSISKATA
CHRiZVICHAINAYA X:{.ISSIA PO BORBE S kiONTRE REVOLUTSITEI,
SPEtULAISITEI i SAB0TAZHYEI (The All-Russian Extraordinary
Commission to Combat Counter-devolution, Speculation and
Sabotage) was created by the Soviet or Peoples Comissars as
an all-Union Commissariat.

G-2 Distribution: 4. . . , .... 6 .........
c.py N.. R/5; 2. 1NC; 3, S.An,,, rl.

S From M. A. N.oscow . Report No. 1906 Date... April 14, 1941
Tr no a p. s ..n............d..g...g..
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he Cha lasted until March 1, 1922 when its name
was changed to the ap - OMUDAmRIO!Z POLITIESKOTE
U1LITE (The State Political Administration) with little -

er no changes in function. Gradally, each republic organised

its on WU and on November 83, 1983 the republic GPU's were

unated into the zDN=OQ TE G DASTTENNGOE POLITICHISKOTE

UPALENIT (The nified State-Political Administration) (OGPU).

The purpose or the OGPU was to unite all the revol- 5
utlonary forces of all the republics to "combat the political

and esonomie counter-revolutionary movements, espionage ana

banditry". The abier of the OGPU was appointed by the Pre- -

sidium of the then Central Committee or the U. S. S. R. and
had a vote in the committee.

The head of the OGPU at that time was also a member

or the Supreme Court; and the Chief Prosecutor or the U.S.S.R.

was responsible for the legality of all acts of the OGPU. It S
Was amply another cEic with broader powers. These powers
grew to such proportions that it beoame for a while the most

powerful and feared government agenoy. It had so much power
that its activities were actually curtailed in 1934 when it
wa incorporated into the N.K.V.D.

N. K. V. D.

At the time or the Civil War all or the republics 5
organised their own republic commissariats of internal affairs.
These commissariate controlled the militia, criminal investiga-
tions and prisons. But in 1930 these republic N.K.V.D.'s were

liquidated and the term was not used again until 194 when the -
N.K.V.D. of the U.S.S.R. was formed as an All-Union Commissariat.
It was responsible for the following: S

(1) Preservation of revolutionary order and
state security.

(2) Protection or public property.
(3) Registration of civil acts, and vital statistics.
() Protection of the border.

The following administrations were organized and
subordinated to it: 5

(1) State security.
(2) ilitia.
(3) Border and internal protection.
(4) lire protection.
(5) Corrective labor camps and settlements.
(6) Department or civil acts.
(7) Administrative economic administration.

From M. A. Moscow Report No. 1906 Date: April 14, 1941

38.55 44
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S ilthough the N.K.V.D. was made an All-Union Commis-
sariat, it again formea the N.K.V.. in all the republics,

5 except the :.;.F..a., which republic became directly unaer
the AllUnion N.K.V.ij. The same administrations listea above

- were organized in all the subordinate administrative aivisions
down to ana incluaing the city or district and village.

At the same time, the N.K.V.i. collegium within the
Supreme Court was abolished, ano certain cases were referrea
to the court having jurisdiction. Cases of treason and es-
pionage were referred to the Military collegium or the Supreme
Court or to the military tribunal having jurisdiction. Cases5 coming within the runctions of the State Security Administra-
tion were all referrea to the Supreme Court.

To take over all other court runctions of the abolianed
N.K.V.D. collegium, there was formed the Special Advisory Council
within the All-Union Commissariat. It consisted or five members
and was actually a court in itself. This step gave the N.K.V.D.
even more power for it permitted it to try its own cases.

In November, 1935, the N.d.V.D. took over the surveying
and cartography administration of the U.S.S.R. with all of the
technical agencies to carry out its functions. This latter was
taken away in 1938 when it became an All-Union Administration
under the Soviet of Peoples Commissars (SOVNARKOM).

In October, 1935, the administration of highways was5 brought into the N.R.V.D. where it remains today.
When the new Constitution was ratified in uscember,5 - 196, the N.ii.V.D. became a Union-depublic Commisaariat and

has remained as such to the present time. in February, 1941,
the State Security Administration was removed from the N.K.V.D.
and formed into a new commissariat.
-s Today the N.K.V.D. is organized into six administra-S tions.

(1) ilitia.
(2) Border ann Internal protection.

5 (3) Fire protection.
(4) Corrective labor camps and settlements.
(5) Registration or civil acts, vital statistics

and preservation or state papers.5 (6) Construction and maintainence of highways.

Each republic, autonomous republic, territory, auton-
omous territory, city or district and village has an agency of
some kind ror each one or the above nmed adminisaratiOns.
Theoretically, each one of these subordinate N.K.V.D. Ca-missariats
controls its own six administrations under the nezt higher N.K.V.D.,
but there is no doubt that in practice each administration works
in close harmony and directly under the administration of the Next
superior N.K.V.D. administration.

Although it has not been so stated, it may be that sinee
there are seven (7) vice omissars, each administration and the
chief inspection is under one of these vies com issars. The chief
inspector is responsible to the VCmssar only and funotions as

5 From M. A. Moscow Report No. 1903 Late: April 14, 19t1
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the Chief Inspector of the Comissariat. The attached
chart shoes the organization of the N.K.V.D. of the U.S.S.R. Sas it is today.

AIINISTRATIONS.

Since a few of the administrations have little
or no military value they are discussed briefly below. S

Fire Protection Administration.
Tis administration confines its activities to

cities and towns. each city has its fire department, the-oretically subordinated to the city Soviet but with probablya greater responsibility to the fire administration of theoblast Soviet above it. Funds for the city departments S00n from city budgets and therefore only the fire adminis-tration headquarters of the U.S.S.R. and the sixteen (16) Srepublics are financed by the national budget.
In rural o"minities all fire administrations are 5voluntary; and since the Soviet Union is 67% rural, it meansthat 67% of the personnel in the fire administration forcesare unpaid volunteers. In addition, all factories and mills

also have their own volunteer fire brigades. Hence, thecity personnel in the city fire departments is relatively Ss-mall. The estimated number of fire administration personnel
is 60,000 for the entire country, exclusive of volunteers. 5

Civil Ants & Vital Statistics Administration. 5
This administration is purely civil in Character.It is also charged with the preservation of state papers,and the pecronnel for this administration is trained in the

E..V.D. Institute entioned above." Except for the head-
quarters of this administration, which are established inthe U.S.S.R., republics, territories, oblasts and cities,the routine duties of this administration as they apply tosmall towns, villages and yural areas, are performed by theilitia. National funds are used to maintain only the head-quarters of the administrations of the U.S.S.R. and the UnionRepublics. The personnel is estimated at 10,000.

Highway Administration. 5
This administration is responsible for the con-struotion and maintainence of the All-Union, the Republio, 5the regional, and the territorial highways. The respon-sibility for the district and village roads lies with therespective Soviets. The personnel in this administration isad up principally of technicians. The labor for highway Sprojects coms from the corrective labor eamps. then an1@tant highway mast be built it is not infrequent that enappeal (with rather stiff persuasion) is gent out to the Kom- Ssesle, trade unions, Osoaviekhim and the Party, to donate

ser"es to a highway project. This administration is main- 5tained entirely by the national budget. Its personnel isestiated at 6,000. 5
SmaL A. Moscow bport No. 1903 Date: April 14, 1941 S
* See chart. 355 46 S
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Militia - apen a. 1f 2437 /4
Border Q ards a Iaternal

C s . " e 1ng. .Z037-/$5Garrective Labor' Ows and* Celea&*e . lO0Sgggg..

P tersael ateagth the .. V.D. of theU.S.S.R. is estimated as folloes:

a. Xilitia 3?5,000
In a. eldiag:* ailuaGards (35,000)

Enterprise Duards (50,000)
b. Border Guard 15000
e. Iaterior eeps 50,000d. Convoy Troops 50,000*. Fire Personnel
f. Civil Ants Administration 10,000
g. Highway Administration 5,000

S Total 900,000

Control over this commissariat is actually oen-" tralised in the Soviet of Peoples Comimissars, where ordersare carried out by the Commissr of the N.K.V.D. of the
- U.S.S.R. In none of the subordinate organs is this controreleased, but the responsibility of mintainence and finan-oing is forced upon agencies other than the U.S.S.R. Al-though the Soviets disclaim forced labor in this country,the organisation or this commissariat is interesting tonote. In it are the means to apprehend (militia), try adsentence (advisory council) and Imprison offenders (cor-rective labor). Any governmental organization that has acrying need for labor simply calls upon the N.K.V.D. tosupply it. If the amount of labor is insufficient tosupply the need, Is is relatively an easy atter to insti-tute a reign of terror on any pretext and fill up laborcolonies to meet requirements. There is little doubt thatduring the purges or the past, one eye was kept on the laborneeds or governmental projects.

The N.K.V.D., including the State Security, hasprotectea.the present regime but has also prevented thedevelopment or the country. Its close supervision over thepeople, its pogroms, its raids and arrests, has instilledfear to such an extent that initiative in all phases ofnational economy has disappeared. The individual is tooconcerned with the problems of simply living that he is

From M. A. Moscow Report No. 1903 uate: April 14, 1941
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reluetaat to attemt any shanges or imrovements ror rear
or a mistake - and a mistake asans prison.

De N..V.D. has every individual under obser-

-vation res birth to death. It registers the birth, assigns

quarters, controle internal, as well as etternal, passports, "

it prevents er permits travel within the ontrye its secret
agents are everywhere; its astions are swift. An individual
4aly disappears in the middle or the night ad no one evr
sees or hears of his again. Tae N.K.V.D. Is used as the
eheek and balance weapon by the government - esver a group
in the government gets too popular, or too powerful, or when
Stalin needs seapegoats to sover governant mistakes he un-

leashe his N.K.V.D. The N.K.V.D. and the State Security are
the most powerful weapons in the hands of the goverment.. S
Te Soviet Union is in itself a prison and the N.K.T.D. ana
State Security are its keepers.

yo eph A. Michel.,
1 enclosure: Major, Uavalry,

Chat. Ass't. iitary ttaohae. 5
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6. Hoover to Watson, 18 February 1942.

JOHN EDGAR HOOVER

U bIRECTOR

*rberal Bureau of 3nuresigatiou
0nitn atates Drlarmtut of 3ustirr

ashtungtn, B. 5.
* February 18, 1942

PERSONAL AND

" Major General Edwin M. Fatson
Secretary to the President
The White House

" Washington, D. C.

My dear General Watson:

U
* As of possible interest to the President and to you,

I am transmitting herewith copy of a revised delimitation
agreement executed by General Lee, Admiral Wilkinson and
myself on February 9, 1942. It will be observed that this

U agreement outlines the respective responsibilities of
Military and Naval Intelligence and the Federal Bureau of

- Investigation under various conditions.

Sincerely,

U

- DECLASc .D
- E.30- 11652, Sec.er 5()9-2

I Attachment

U By special messenger

U
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STN-CTLY S
February 9, 1942

SUBJECT: Delimitation of Investigative Duties of
the Federal Bureau Investigation, the
Office of Naval Intelligence and the
Military Intelligence Division
The Agreement for Coordination of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Office
of Naval Intelligence and the Military 5
Intelligence Division.

I. The undersigned have reviewed the directive contained in the 5
President's Memorandum of June 26, 1939, as augmented by his directive 5
of September 6, 1939, the Delimitation Agreement of June 5, 1940, and

the supplemental interpretation and agreements thereunder. It is now 5

agreed that responsibility for investipation of all activities coming 5
under the categories of espionage, counter-espionage, subversion and 5
sabotage, (hereinafter referred to as "these categories") will be 5

delimited as. indicated hereafter. The responsibility assumed by one 5
organization in a piven field carries with it the obligation to provide 5
a pool of all information received in that field but it does not imply. 5
the reporting agency alone is interested in or will work alone in that 5
field. Close cooperation between the three agencies in all fields is 5
a mutually recognized necessity. S
II. FBI will be responsible for: 

1. All investigation of cases in the categories involving S
civilians in the United States and its territories with the

exception of the Republic of Panama, the Panama Canal Zone,

Guam. American Samoas, Palmyra, Johnston, :fake and .idway

Islands, the Philippine Islands and the Territory of Alaska

other than that specifically described in Paragraph III.

DECLASEIFIED
E.0. 11652, Sec. t(E)(2)
Justice Dept. letter, 9-21-72
By DBS, NLR, Date JUN 2S1975

g
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U
2. Investigation of all cases directed from foreign countries

on those occasions and in those situations in which the State,

War or Navy Departments specifically request investigations of

designated group or set of circumstances.

3. The coordination of civilian organizations furnishing infor-

mation regarding subversive movements.

4. Jointly with OI0, the coverage of Japanese activities in

these categories. ONI will continue its coverage of Japanese

activities as heretofore and FBI will continue to expand its

operations in this field.

5. Keep MID and ONI advised of important developments, asch as:

(a) Developments affecting plants engaged on Army or

Navy contracts.

(b) Cases of actual and strongly presumptive espionage

and sabotage, including the names of individuals

definitely known to be connected with subversive

activities.

" (c) Developments affecting vital utilities.

(d) Developments affecting critical points of transporta-

- tion and communication systems.
(for c and d above, no protective coverage is

" contemplated)

6. Ascertaining the location, leadership, strength and organiza-

3 tion of all civilian groups designated to combat Fifth Column

3 Activities (overt acts of all sorts in groups of armed forces of

enemies); and transmitting to MID, ONI and State Department infor-

motion concerning these organizations and any information received

3 concerning their possession of arms.

U
U
U
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6. (Continued)
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7. Keeping ONI and MID informed of any other important

developments.

III. S
MID will be responsible for:

1. Investigation and disposal of all cases in these categories

in the military establishment including civilian employ, military

reserve and military control. .

2. The investigation of cases in these categories involving

civilians in the Canal Zone, the Republic of Panama, the Phil-

ippine Islands and the Alaskan Peninsula and islands ddjacent

including Kodiak Island, the Aleutian and Pribilof Islands and

that part of the Alaskan Peninsula which is separated by a line

drawn from Iliamna Bay northwest to the town of old Iliamna and

thence following the south shore of Lake Iliamna to the Kvichak

River to Kvichak Bay.

3. Informing FBI and ONI of any other important developments.

36
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6. (Continued)

" - 4 -

- ~ IV. ONI will be responsible fror:

- 1. Investigation and disposal of all cases in these categories

- in the Naval establishment, including civilians under Naval

" employ or control, and all civilians in Guam, American Samoa,

- Palmyra, Johnston, Wake, and Hidway Islands. .

- 2. Jointly with JBI, the coverage of Japanese activities in the

- categories enumerated in Paragraph I.

ONI will continue its coverage of Japanese activities as hereto-

fore, and FBI will continue to expand its operations in this field.

- 3. Informing FBI and MID of any important developments.

- V. The ultimate test of cooperation and coordination of the

- Intelligence agencies is the manner in which they function under conditions

- of national emergency or actual warfare. There should be no doubt as to

- ~ the identity of the agency or official who is primarily' responsible for

- carrying on intelligence operations under the broad conditions for

- which the governing principles are listed hereinafter.

- PERIOD OF MARTIAL LAW

- VI. It is further agreed that when a state of martial law has been declared

- by the President, the Military Commander assumes responsibility for Intel-

- ligence coverage. He has authority to coordinate intelligence activities

- of the participating agencies, within the limits of their available

- personnel and facilities by the assignment of missions, the designation

3
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6. (Continued)

of objectives, and the exercise of such coordinating control as he 
5

deems necessary. He is not authorized to control the administration 5
or discipline of the subscribing agencies to which he does not belong, 5
nor to issue instructions to such agencies beyond those necessary for 5
the purposes stated above. S
VII. Personnel of the subscribing agencies will still send reports 5
to and be under the continued supervision of their respective head- -

quarters. The subscribing agencies will render such aid and assistance

to the Military Commander and his designated representatives as are S
possible and practicable. All pertinent information, data, and other S
material that are or may be necessary or desirable to him shall be

furnished by the most expeditious means and methods possible consistent

with requisite security. The headquarters of the subscribing agencies

will promptly be advised of all information and data appropriately

identified as having been furnished to the Military Commander.

VIII. It is assumed that the Military 'Commander will not hesitate S
to call upon any governmental agency outside the three subscribing S
agencies to this agreement for any assistance, cooperation, or activity.

PERIODS OF PREDOMINANT MILITART
INTEREST, NOT INVOLVING MARTIAL -
LAY.

II. In time of war certain areas will come into prominence as potential

theatres of operation. When a Military Commander of such a potential

theatre is designated, he definitely has interest in, though not control

of, the civilian life within the area. In order that the Military

Commander may prepare himself for the discharge of the possible respon-

sibility which may affix to him, the following procedure is agreed upon:

38
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1. Agents of the FBI, of ONI, and of MID will continue

U
to function in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs

II, III, and IV.

2. In addition thereto the Military Commander may take

steps to analyze the facilities existing and to explore

the manner in which complete coverage will be obtained

U
if martial law is declared. Adequate liaison with the

other two intelligence services will insure that the

U
Military Commander will have the benefit of the experience,

judgment and knowledge of the representatives of the other

services.

3. The Military Cormmander is authorized to recuest and

receive such information from the three agencies as he

may desire and they may be able to furnish.

U

U

U
U
Q
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6. (Continued)

S

I. The analysis and exploration referred to above will show the

coverage furnished by each of the subacribing agencies and any

additional coverage each subscribing agency can-undertake. When

the Commander feels that more complete coverage is required, it is

recognized that his service is authorized to augment the coverage.

Prior to any invasion of the spheres normally coming under the

cognizance of the other subscribing agency, the Military Commander

should obtain the necessary authority from the far Department.

II. Irrespective of the fact that the preceding recommendations have s
placed the initiative in the hands of the Military Commander, Ighenever -

either of the other two services feel that such a survey to determine

adequacy of coverage should be undertaken, it should be ao recommended

through the director of each service.

III. The above provisions contemplate that the far Department will be

the agency administering martial law. When appropriate, the same s
principles will govern the Navy Department. -

PERIODS OF NORMAL CONDITIONS

IIII. Under these conditions, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the

Office of Naval Intelligence and the Military Intelligence Division will

operate in accord with the provisions of paragraphs II, III and IV.

IIV. From time to time it may be desirable in the light of changing

conditions to modify or amend this delimitation agreement. Such

amendments or modifications when agreed upon by the heads of the

40
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subscribing agencies shall be 
issued in the form of a revised 

delimitation

agreement and not as separate instructions.

Asa t nt Chief of Staff
r Department

rector, Office of Naval
Intelligence

' - ecor deral Bureau of

~In k tgatton

U 41
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" 7. Tokyo Circular 906 to Berlin and Helsinki, 6 October 1942.
S
S
S

" From: Tokyo (WOTNS)-
To: Berlin and Helsinki=

" October 6, 1942
Ja REVISED TRANSLATION

" Circular #906 (Seven parts complete)

* (

" To Col. HAYASHI-and Major HIROSE.

" /' We have. cpmenced the study, of Russian
" ~diplomatic and commercial codes;- and have obtained

the following results. 'For our information let us
" ~know hows you are getting along.

" 1. Extent of interception.

" ~Mostly from Moscow and the Foreign Office
" in Kuibyshev. Also f'rom the embassies and consulates

in Japan and Manchoukuo.-.Very little material aside
" from this.

2. Diplomatic..

" (1) (Type 8 ?

Subtracting the first- group of the.-text
Trom the third group,..the first a second digits

*ive the additive. page;-the hird digit isthe
same as the second; the fourth and fifth digits

" Zgive the vert c~al and horizontal coorrinates:_ the-
fifth digit is always even ; te code seems to .be a
4- figure one . -

SWThe additive table is 5d pages each of
" i5p groups. This type- is used in all messages

centering in Kuiyshev and about ******saof these
_ As around Moscow.

SC. I. #896 (Japanese) Page 1
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7. (Continued) -

(2) Special forS 1 (a).

Subtracting the first group of the text 6
from the second group from the. end, the first and S
second digits.give the'number of groups in-the te.'
of the message; the third,'fourth, and fifth digits
are all either 4 or 6-

In subtracting the first group of the
text from the third group from the and, the first, .

second, third, and fourth digits are very, often
all the same. This is lieved to'be the number
of the additive tab-s. The fifth digit is believed
to give the consecutive ascending additive page for
each message

The additive table is 1? pages each cf

?0 groups. This type is used for ~Yout half the S
messages centering in Moscow and between the representa-
tives in Vladivostok and Tokyo.

(3) Special form 1(b). -

Only the difference between the second
group from the end and the first group of the text
mentioned in the previous paragraph. '

This type -is used between Tokyo,
Vladivostok, Seoul, Hakodate, and Dairen. Between
Seoul and Vladivostok (they also) subtract the
fourth group of the text from the third group from
the end, and the seventh group from the end from the
fourth group from the end.

(4) Special form 2(a).

The difference between the second and
third groups from the end is a series of 2's and
8's. Moreover the sum of the digits in the third

C. t. #896 (Japanese) Page 2.

A4MY4
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" group from the end is a multiple of 10 and, as sub=
* tracting the first and second digits from- the third

and fourth digits gives an ascending sequence. in each
* telegram, it is thought-that this indicates the

additive page.

Sgos The additive table is 40 pages each of 50
groups. -

This form is used from Tokyo -- HASHI --
to (LADOGA ?) and from -- HASHIa -- to.Manchuria.

" (5) Special form 2(b).

* The second group from the end is a multiple
of 10. Aside from this it is the same as the
preceding paragraph.

This form is used for messages going in the
opposite direction as the previous paragraph.

U 3. Commercial.

" The first and second digits of the first
" group of the text give the vertical and horizontal

coordinates. The third digit gives the length of
" the message. (Up to 60 groups is 1; and increases

1 for each 60 groups thereafter.) The fourth and
fifth digits give the additive page.

6 The additive table is 50 pages each of
* 50 groups.

* a - Kana spelling.

U

C I. #896 (Japanese) Inter. 10 6/42 (12)
Trans. 1 3

Retrans. 2 /3 (B-d)

" ARMY Page 3.

U
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8. US Army Signals Security Agency, "Memorandum on Russian Codes in the Japanese
Military Attache System," 9 February 1943 [Excerpt].

O ON RUSSIAN CODES IN THE JAPANESE EILITARY ATTACHE SYSTEE,:

Sr

The present memorandum records all quickly available infor-
mation concerning Russian codes which have been transmitted in

- the Japanese ilitary Attache (JMiA) system of enciphered code.

The transmissions seem all to have taken place from Europe
(Berlin, Stockholm, Helsinki, Hungary) to Tokyo-(once to Hsinking).

* The earliest foundisdated July.1,.1941; the most recent, Decem-
ber 22, 1942. All but one (number 8 below), which does not seem
toDe an ordinary code, were enciphered by the C additive-book, -no
matter what the date or the cipher-alphabet used (1,2,3).

Cicher text. The text seems to suffer from more than the
usual transmission garbles. It is possible that haste and indif-
ference have produced many of the deviations from intelligible
Russian and numerals that are found.

Materials used. Circumstances caused the preparation of the
memorandum to be hasty. The various message-parts had already5 been recorded on cards by originating station, station addressed,
date, serial number, additive-book page, and the first and last

- words of the code involved. Unfortunately, the corresponding
terminal munbers had not teen recorded. Additional information
has been sought principally by inspection of the first and last
available parts of each message.

S It has been impossible in the time spent to correct many,5 _arbles and other inaccuracies in the Russian words or to check
the work of the compiler of the cards, although some errors of5 both sorts have been detected and amended in passing.

5 TyDes of codes. Each code is classed, when this could be
easily done, as one- or two-part and as four- or five-digit.

Treatment of the Russian (Cyrillic) alphabet. The earliest
- tramsmissions (1-3) used the code-values for the letters of the

Russian alphabet provided in the basic code of the JEA system.
- These-are properly qadriliteral groups introduced by NQ; thus,

NQAZ ,.Russian A. (See 7.) On some occasions, NQ is used only5 at the beginning and the erjd of a-Russian word, and is to be
read -efore each intervening letter-pair. (See 5.) In the5 longer code-book messages here treated, NQ never appears, but is
to -e read before each ai-licable letter-pair. (See 1,2,3, and5 compare 8.)
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8. (Continued)

S

It seems reasonable to assume that the abandonment of this

method was caused by the great time, effort, and expense it en-

tails. In all longer transmissions sent later (beginning with 4),
the Russian letters were incorporated as individual-letter (JL)

spellings into the message in transliteration, the 26 letters of

the Roman alphabet being substituted for the 31 of the Bassian 5
( , the hard sign being omitted). This change in method

reduces the length of words by half. The table of translitera- S
tion is given below. Note that the use of T, V, Q, (foruy), X,
and E (for3) agrees with the use of the corresponding Iorse

letters when apklied to Russian. The use of the other letters
agree both with the Lorse and with the usual Slavonic translitera-
tion of the Cyrillic letters (Of. H~--(Serbian X - Croatian H2--
C, Y), except for J (taken away from N, which becomes I, and assigned
to4 ). The special LHorse letters forW , and A have been re-
placed by Q, U, and A respectively, so that, finally, the follow-
ing pairs of lettgrs are represented each by the same letter:
AA (a), E3 (E),1 NA (I), MO (U),wu4 (q).

Cyrillic Transl..in Transl. used Cyrillic Transl. in Transl. use
messages in EII(b)4a messaces in BII(b)4e

A A A P R R 5
G B B C S S
B - V T .T T

rG G Y
A D D a m F F
E E E, YE X H K
A V ZH U, C TS
3 Z Z J CH

I IQ SH
I IQ SCH

K( K -b S
11 L L Y
M Li M b X
8 N. N 3 E E

O O U Y
n p P A A YA

a Transliterated YE when it does not follow a consonant. S
b At first the usual Slavonic Y was used forbi . But since

in systems for use in Engligh-speaking countries YU, YA, and on

occasion YE are used forO,f , and E, it was thought better, in
order to avoid some one's misunderstanding a form like
VYUCHIVAT'(forbY4 NBATb ), to employ I, a symbol widely used
by linguists and lexicographers to express the sound of bl .
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9. Hoover to Harry Hopkins, 7 May 1943.

U
U

JtNN EDGAR NOOVER -

3Theral Uureau of .3nuestigation
'Entirb Otates Deparintrut of 3ustrr

SNashington. D. Q.

* PERSONAL AND 9
BY SPEIAL G

" Honorable Harry Hopkins
The White House

* Washington, D. C.

* Dear Harry:

b , Through a highly confidential and reliable source it has
been deteradmed that on April 10, 1943, a Russian who is an agent of

* the Communist- International paid a sum of money to Steve Nelson,
National Comitteeman of the Commnist Party, USA, at the latter's home
in Oakland, California.

6 The money was reportedly paid to Nelson for the purpose of

" placing Commmnist Party members and Comintern agenta in industriesengaged in secret war production for the United States Government so
that information could be obtained for transmittal to the Soviet Union.

The Russian agent of the Conmmist International has been
U identified as Vassili Zubilin, Third Secretary of the Embassy of the

USSR. New York City is his headquarters.

Both Nelson and Zubilin will meet in the near future with
other leaders of the Comamist International (Comintern) apparatus
active in the United States.

It has likewise been determined through a highly confidential
" and completely reliable source that the National Headquarters of the

Conmnist Party, USA and, particularly, Earl Browder, General Secretary
of the Communist Party, USA are aware of and have approved of the

* assignment which has been given to Nelson by the Comnuist International.

Steve Nelson has used the following aliases: Steve Joseph
Nelson, Stephan Mesarosh, Steve J. Mesarosh, Joseph Fleisbinger and
"Hugo." It is reported that he was born in Yugoslavia in 1903. His
true name is unknown. According to a biographical sketch of Nelson
which appeared in the Daily Worker for November 10, 1937 (when the
Daily Worker was adnittedly.the. official organ of the Comminist Party),

" Nelson joined the Commnist Party, USA in January, 1925. He claims

4
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9. (Continued) -

S

to have been naturalised under the name, Stephan Mesarosh, at Detroit,
Michigan on November 26, 1928.

According to Nelson's own statements, he performed espionage 5
work for the Soviet Government in 1931 and 1932. In 1935 he was vice
president of the Workers Alliance in Pennsylvania and was a subdistrict 5
organizer of the Conmmnist Party in Pennsylvania at the outbreak of the
Spanish Civil War. Nelson went to Spain as a political commissar of
the International Brigades and rose to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
He returned from Spain in the latter part of 1937 and became active in -
the affairs of the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and the
American League for Peace and Democracy. Since 1938 he has been a
national figure in the Communist Party, USA and is now a member of the
National Committee, a high policy-forming body of the Communist Party,
USA.

Steps are being taken by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
to identify all members of the Communist International (Comintern)
apparatus with which Steve Nelson and Vassili Zubilin are connected,
as well as the agents of that apparatus in various war industries.

Because of the relationship demonstrated in this investigation
between the Commnist Party, USA, the Comnmist International and the
Soviet Government, I thought the President and you would be interested
in these data. -

These matters are being brought to your attention at this -
time for your confidential information inasmuch as the investigation
is contining.

Sincerely yours,

S5

S
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10. Anonymous letter to Hoover, undated [received 7 August 1943] [Russian original with
English translations].

S -Z 
fury, r t'-uuti

/51-0c

Mr. HOOVER,

Exceptional circumstances impel us to inform you
of the activities of the so-called icL nar of the Soviet a di

. Intelligence in this country. This "Soviet" intelligence
- ' officer sq'inely occupies a very hig~h post in the GPU (nor NKVD),

,.v.renjoys to a vast extent the confidence of the Soviet Government,
but in fact, as we know very accurately, -orks for Japan himself,
while his wifu (orks) for Germany. Thus, under cover of the name
of the USSR, he is a dangerous enemy of the USSR and the U.S.A.
The vast organisation of permanent staff [KADROVTE] workers of
the NKVD under his command in the U.S.A. does not suspect that,
thanks to the treachery of their dirgcto~r, they arc also - 14
inflicting frightful harm on their own country. In this same
false position is also their whole network of agents, ainong
whom arc many U.S. citizens, and finally BROYWDER himself, who

* - has immediate contact with them. BROVIDER passes on to him
very important information a 5ut the U.S.A., thinking that all

- this goes to MOSCOW, but, as you see, it all goes to the
Japanese and Germans. % The "Director of the Soviet Intelligence"
here is ZUBILIN, Vasilij, 2nd secretary in the cmbassy of the
USSR, his real namruis ZARUBIN, V., deputy ha. of the fprrign
;ntclligonce Directoratc [UPRAVLENIE] of the NKVD. He personally

5' deals with getting agents into and out of the U.S.A. illegally,
organises secret radio-stations and manufactures forged documents.

* His closest assistants are:
1. His wife, directs political intelligence here, has a vast
network of agents in almost all minift:is including the Stat e
Department. She sends false in Ajrgl tion to the NKVD and
everything of value nasses on to the Germans through a certain
Boris MOROZ (HOLLY'700D). Put her under observation and you will
very quickly uncover the -Thole of her network,
2. :IARIN, Pavel, vice-consul in 197' YORK. Has a vast net- N.

work of agents among Russian emigres, mcets them almost openly,
brings agents into the U.S.A. illcgally. Many of his agents
work in very high posts in American organisations, they are all
Russian.
3. KhEJFETs - vice-consul in SAN FR.CISCO, deals vrith
political and military intelligence on the !est Coast of the U.S...
has a large network of agents in the ports and war factories,
collects very valuable strategic material, which is sent by
ZUBILIN to Japan. Has a radio station in the consulate.
He himself is a great coward, on arrest will quickly give away
all the agents to save himself and remain in this country.

S 4. KVASNIKOV, works as an engincer in .MTORG, is ZUBILIN's
assistant for technical intelligence, through SEMENOV - who also
works in AMTORG, is robbing the whole of the war industry of
America. SELENOV has his agents in all the industrial towns [~itc5 of the U.S.A., in all aviation and chemical war factories and
in big institutes. He works very brazenly and roughly, it would
be very easy to follow him up and catch him red handed. He would
just be glad to be arrested as he has long been seeking a reason
to. remain in the U.S.A., hates the NKVD but is a frightf.ul coward
and loves money. He will give all his agents away with pleasure
if. he is promised an American passport. He is convinced that he
is working: for the USSR, but all his materials arc going via
Z.. to Japan, if you tell him about this, he will help you find

5 the rest himself.

5 JzCLASS1?izflY 3 s-A9 6cLC47 [Continued overleaf)
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5. ShEChENKO, ayent for the Purchasing Comission in 3UFFALO.
Deals :ith the same as SEMENOV.
o. LUKYaHOV, agcnt for the Purchasing Comission in the ports 5
of PEW YORK and P-ILZDELPHIA. ZUBILIW's assistant for naval
in clligonco. Has a lot of agents in these ports. His o S
materials arc very valuable and dangcrcus to the U.S.i: as they
are all being sent on by ZUBILIN through his iifc to the
Germans.

The 2nd S ccrctary of the USSR Legation in Canada, Z,'s
assistant for Canada.
S. TARASOV - secretary of the USSR Embassy in Mexico, Z.'s
assistant for Mnico. S
9. DOLGOV - attachs of the USSR Embassy here, Z.'s assistant
for SUSHINGTCN. ( & peron .;hel cecupies a most special aosition,
ranks next after ZUBILI' in the NKVD, is a 2nd secretary in the
USSR Embassy here - MIRONOV, his real name is MARKOV (ZU3ILIIT
is a general in the N KID, MIROTOV - a colonel). Both hate each 5 '
other over their positions. In the NKVD line they directed the
occupation of Poland. ZUBILIN9 intcrrogated and shot Polcs in
KCZIELSK, MIRONOV in ST2OBIELSK. All the Poles 'ho 'acre saved

kmov- those butchers by sight. 10,000 Poles shot near MOLENSK
was the work of both of them. If you prove to "IRONOV that Z.
is orking for the Germans and Japanese, he ill immediately shoot
him wlithout a trial, as he too holds a very high post in the 5

K'rD. He has sane high level aent in the office of the Whitc
cuse. 5

Postmarked: ::ASHi=TON, D.C., 2. a.m., 7th August 1943. 5
S
S

S
S
S
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10. (Continued)

U r-H. TyDEP,

Hec6dmaiHHe od6TOATeTcbOTa no6ycAamT 
Hac coousHTb Ball a

AeATeaBsOcTH, T.Ha3. pyxoBOAMTean cOeTCHOm pa~3eA3H B BTOA CTpaHe.

3 8TOT 'bOBeTcmd pas 3e'lMH AeL9CT3MTCJbHO sB.H~maeT O4eHb,J1OCT B

MT (MHe HK), no bayeTCH orpomHHm Aooepsem OO3TCKOrO npa3HTeACTa,

- xc 4~awRTueox, ixai Hail CO~epMeHHO TO'4H0 M3BecTHo, caml aB-pa6oTaeT

Ann 9noux, aero asea AAA repeaHxx. Tamw o6pasom o, npxxpM3asoT

jmienem CCCP, aReRTcA onacaHm Bparo CCCP xCIA. - p o
annapaT iaAiPOBMx pa6OTHMHOB MABI, HaxoAUlU~O C~lAnj r

Ha afbCTOM He no ospeuae , MTO 6zaroJapR npeaOTe oT oer

- pyRODOHeJIR OHM TaxMze MHOCAT OMpaHmwi4 BpeA sz r C O6 Tpa.. B

aEO - AoMOU noOoHM HaXo TcR R pA mTh areHT pe A

UOTOpux Imaro rpawnnu CR A HaxoHe1 ceu payep, )me mrH

senocpeACTseeSSu EoHTaxT c Hm. BpayAep nepeaeT emy oueHb

uaHMe CBeAsefUx CA, AYM B 7TO Bee STO xxeT B Mocxsy, HO, sax

3M 3MJBH '0 Bee OTO WAn xOHI~a M Heimaml.

UPyO3O T oe JAecb 3y6NZmu BacH a, 2 cexpeTapb

nOCOAbCTsa CCCP, HacToamee ero ma Q 3apyOma B. sauecTxTeas

na8JaHa ynpaBJeHzua33eJa sa rpaH MUeM HU . uHO saHmaeTCR

HeJxarabHBlfl nepenpaBitog areHToB B CMA m Ms CHIA, apraMxayeT

cexpeTHie paAMocTaim x xsrOTOBAAeT noAAezBHue AoxyueHTH. Era
drnafmae nouomaxn:

1. ero Rena, pyxoBOAMT nOaxMTxMecxo passeAxo 3Aecb, ueeT

orpousym ceTb areHToB noYTH BO sCex HMnHTepOTsax B TOu mcxae M

3 CmIaT Aenap~cuemTe. B HKBA nooa~l~eT JpeswO~pMaim3, a Bee geaoe

nepexaeT Hemau lepe3 oexro Bopxca Mopo3 (anuyAJ-). YCTaHOBMTe

sa6arzesue sa Eek x BM BcEpoeTe sclo ee ceTb oeH6 6HCTpo.

2. Haapma Hasext DNueIoncyx B H.Mopxe. MueeT orpoauyi ceTb

areHToB opeAz pyccxxx saurpaBToB, BcTpeuaeTCn C xum nouTM

SOIpHTo, ueJeraAbHo nepenpasAAeT areHTOB B CIA. Maorxe ere

areaTM pa6oTaT Ha Oaelb 3MCOxxx noCTax 3 pasiaMEHX amepMxaRcHxX

- opr&BN8. ax, Bce OEM pyc, 
ee.

3. X864i - Bz~ex4Ayyx 3 C.Op8.H12CIO,saauaeTCa nonMTmmecC0abM
soeHoNa paSMeARON no BanAouy 6epery CBA, xueeT 6oubaylo CeTb

aresTOD 3 nOpTM x Ha BoeHlmx aaBoAaX, coo6paeT omeub eHH W

CTpaTxrxuecxM MaTepxax, KOTOpHN HanpaaJeRTc y6xAHUMM B finoHMo.
1mueeT paAxoCTaEUMIH B KOHCyaJbCT. Cam oH oeHb 6oAbomi Tpyc,

U npx apecTe 6HCTpo BHAacT Bcex areHTOB 'io6H CnaCTH ce6 x ocTbca

B sTOM cTpame.
4. HsacEHxoB, padoTaeT uHeHepom B AuTopre, sABaeToA nOOMHXHOU

2y6xzxHa no TexHMmecnog passeAx, 4epe3 CemeHosa - pa6OTalomero

ToTae B AMTopre, odnoposaDaeT BCow BoeHHyM0 npouWUeHHOCTb Auepxxx.

CemeHos xmeeT CBOMx areHToM 3o Bcex npomJeHHHx ropoAax CMA,
Ha Bcex sOeHHHX sasoaax no a.3Hagm, XXMMM H B HpynHMX MHcTHTyTax.
PadoTaeT omezb HaxazbHO x rpy6o, ero npocaeATb M 3axTTb Ha

meCTe npeCTynAeHA oeHb Aerso.' ApecTy OH 6yAeT npOCTO paA, T.K.

AaBHO mgeT npHMMHHy OcTaTbCA B CILIA, HeHaBHAxT HRBA HO cTpamHHI

- Tpyc H ArdUT AeHbrH. BCex CBOMX areHTOB BHfacT C yAoJbOTMbxeU,

eaM emy noo6emaTb amepMiaHCxx$ nacnOpT. OH yuepeH 'ITO padoTaeT

AA CCCP, Ho Bce ero maTepmaAH MAyT hepeS 3 3 B Ho, ecaM euy

06 aTOM paccxa3aTb, TO OH cam namonieT Dali HaRTH OCTambHHX.

5. MewBeHHo, ynojoMOeHHMl 38axynomHoi oumxccxM B Bycldao.

S3amaeTrca Tem-ze 'E CemeloB.
6. JlyxAHOB, ynOAHOMGe. 3axyno4Hok HOMCcMu B nopTax HMopna H

mjiaAez4pa. IIOMOMHHK 3y6JIHHa no BOeHHo mopCxog pas3eAxe. MueeT

uHoro areHTOB B 3THx nopTax. Ero MaTepxaH oueHb IeHHue x onacHwe

AAR CIA, T.H. 3ee nepenpaRAAIoor 3y6mamnaM Mepe3 neHy Hemluam.

7 - - 2 cexpeTapb muccxx CCCP B Ha~aAe, nOMomwa 3. no HaHaAe.

8. TapacoB - cexpeTapb noconbCTsa CCCP B MeiHcxxe, noUonamI 3. no

Mexcmnes
9. XIOroB - aTTeme nOCOJbCTsa CCCP aecb, nomomuz 3. no HamMHrTOHy.

Comepmesso oco6oe noJoMesme BaMHmaeT, BTOpOP nocae 3y6MaMrHa no
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10. (Continued)
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HHB2t, 2 cexpeTapb nocombCTsa CCCP sAecb - MapoxoB,, ero -HaCTORA -
anii Mapsos 3ydans - reaepaa HKBP., MZpoHOonaxuBHxx HWE)

0a Apyr Apyra BenaBXMaT no AOX&HOCTAM. 110 aHHan HKBA pyxosOAx n
oxsyae2~ Ilomb=n. 3ydmna -Aonpamxsaax HpaccTpeammaa roanxoB e
Roseanbcue o oB 9 B CTapodeabcxe. Bce enacmxeca noanxx 3aaa
*TX 4 ttmo. .10000 pacTpeanHHH: noaoB nloA MomexCxom Aeao
pyK xx Odoux. Ecxm ElxpOHCay ACxa3aTb, tQTO 3. padOTaeT Ha HexgeB

- j momges, TO off HemeTresc paccTpemseT ero de3 cYma, T. x'. HueeT
- Tome- onens BOAcmord nOCT Bf l mueeT xaxorO TO xpynHoro areHTa

B odtbuce Bemoro R4oma.

5

Q

Q

Q
Q
Q



11. Hoover to Birch D. O'Neal, "Alto Case," 26 February1944.

S

r A I
February 28, 1044

5 r. BIrh o.0il -
The :Amerien n ::5bassyS kMexico, J. .

Re: Alto Case

S Dear Sir: F' asoo.h wie.o h

t v 15ht " b f ,ebruary 23, 1944. ay s ag th at

eI ~ rhe -foro e .-too your ,*ablo

Jaaoo -Ptno who has Identified as o.. i th e a- o e

t lantdn eletter at o th a2
eu.ddtified'i ditdthal.. tt anru e.

the night ofFebruary 21, 1944, for ort7 minutes. ia 2ld 1nt9fied
individual the et to the Russian ebaw aYork City I lootedat

ea s individ- tpap aed at the airport In tto a d n o r i

SWith Aldexoankhoov, Russian dip- in.i ourie? wh - wnt

A-t fr th ed fo by uselare nr y pJgp of and wasether

to the United States. lhe itentified nlrdiduaal thln seat to the d

- Gev otel, and it wa dotermnod that on Paul oafi e was re ei-
stored at-the hotel fram 7 Yast 62nd Street. low York City the 6

Sobtained from a garble and this could be 61). Tinas ato

5 registered at the 1otel enevetsiral mowaee 2 r, 1945.

Tou, office stated that it ts believed thie Individual se

idmntiali with Pavel P. Klarina a Via p Consul of the Russian
Ceonulato-Gm ral in New York &tj, and a suspected Russian agent dbo

b ad left the united' States for Xauiia in Iov 1945. but has not

- beon located. You were advised by Bureau cable dated ?ebruary 24, 1944

- that the Russon Conulate Genral in New York Cit is loated at

" 7 East gist street, and were reqiested to effect a di.screet lurveil-

lance of lIk rim and to forward a picture taken of him and ro

at the Moiloean airport.

Attached for 70'a' use are three photocraphs of hlarin together

5 with hls ligature. You should advise the Bureau as Boon as possibb
whether [iarn is identical with the unidentified individual mentioned

5 above.

- ror lour Informationi and the informntien of the offices receivinzg

copies u: tI,1e legs:, :.: follcvinr, is goit forth. Thin should be

- smaintained in a striotl confidential manner. You arc aware numrous

S secret writing letters in this case were intercepted vp until
Dovember 1243, at uhic:. time it appears that .ths subjects boam

approhetisive of the aoovrity of their method of ocmauicain.

T e7 Indleu.ate4 that ooxa-jers were to be vaed in the future for their

5 eoontcatiofl5, anJ we know thiat an attnopt was. astually male to use
e. spaAina Collome, .. ou '.ork Clt7, as a ouir

SVCLSSIFIEDBL
SON.

S 
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11. (Continued)

S

It now appears ron the infortsation furnished by your office
relative to .pstein's meetin, with the unidentified individual
believed to o Flarin, that the subjects are usin.; either .uusian .
diplor.tio couriers or the RIussian diploatic pouch or both. 'his
considerotion s!o'.ld oe borne in :ind by all offices jnvesticating
this case. -

The followinZ in background information regarding Klarin as
tuinished to the Ztate Depart:ont when Klarin beoc:e attached to

the Husesan Consulate. General in Now York. Ilis full nmne is Pavel
Penteleevioh Klarin born Aug(uet 15, 1903, Isium, former Kharkov,
Oubo'nt , 'lusia. fie graduated from high school in Isium in 1920,
and free the irconomio raoulty of the Don State University in-1920.
He was emplo;ed as a field economist for "ovhosen" in various
parts of the soviet Union fra '1925 to 1931. Pron 1931 to 1935 he
was the economist of the.All Ukrainian Union of Cooratives. From
1935 to 1937 he was ooooomist of the All Ukrainia. her of S
Couserei from 1937 to April 1939, senior eacicmist of the I'eople's
Commissariat of, Agriculture of the U.S.S.R. Prom April to June 1939,.
he headed the Agriculture Seetion of the Soviet pavilion at the
Sew Yort torld's Fair, and then served as the- adainistrative
assistant to the Commissioner General of the U.s.c.nl. at the Fair.
m February 17, 1940, he .bee ice Consul of the Consuha to CGneral,

located at 7 east o1st. Street, low York City. He listed his
Amerloen address as 11 ast Glt Street, New York Ci ty. e stated -
that he @ame to the United States on April 6, 1939, aboard the
S. s. Queen Mary that he is the father of two ehildren Eladvia,
12 years old in January 1941, and Radas 9 years old in January 194. 5

There is a copy of a letter from the Iiaigration and aturali- 5
sation Service to the State Department dated March 5, 1941, indi"A-
ting that Klarin was admitted to the United States at the port of
Se York on April G, 1939, temporarily for business, destined to the
AatorC Tradir,- Corpo 'ation,-and was to leave the United States within S
thirty days after the close of the New York World's Fair. He
requested an extensic i 4f five months to eoplete work as en
employee of the Soviet Comission in *he New York orld's Fair,
but this request was denied en January 30, 1940, sinoe the Rorld's
Fair was not to re-open in 1940. A request was then-suhmitted by
the Consul. General in. New York for a change in Klarin's status -
from a temnpora:- visitor to that of a governmaant official, ho
havin: boon a;cnited Vice Con.;1 of the Union of Soviet Socialist
epublioa in new York and his appointment ocepted by the United 5

States !overnant and oertifiod bf exquatur on March 4, 1940.

Survoillancoa ond-cted/ the New Yor' Ycfeld Division have
estalstaed that K1I has tcean irr oonsiderable contact with 5
Vassili 'Jtkhailovio ubilin Z'econd sooretary of ti Soviet
Lar~assy in ahington. U. -C., an undeuhtedly the head of the
Soviet intelligence activities in t!-e Unitod States at the present
time. It has been found that Zuhilin and Klarin, have net a mnbr
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* 11. (Continued)

S

Q

S'.of times in the arly hours of t.e morning, sometines at 3r00

and 42Oo A.. .

S Zubilin wes born Jn'i-y 2, 1900, in Moscow Pjussia. He

claims to have boon graduated f'.cm the Flodnoff stitute of

5 daooy and to have mub squontly hold several positions in the
Pao lea Co-a sriat of t1r 7 of the U.S.".., uhich is w ,

* as arknfin. In 1941 he wn.s a;ointed attache of the Soviot

asbassy in China. In 1942 he was appointed Third Secretary o the

amassy of the U.S.S.R. in ushington, D. C. and he is athe

present tise the Second °ee-otary of the 3ov7 t Ebassy.

" 'or your strictly con-idential informtion, it has been

determined tha: Zubilin raid .a am of mony to e meber of the

- National Comnittee of the :olsmist Party in April 1013, for tho

purpose of defrying expenses of Co=mist Pary naubers nngaged in

espionaf-activities of the Sovi-t Onion and for Comsuniat Party
souriers..

- Aeeo-ding to infomation received, Zubilin holds the rank

of general in the I1D and is ena;ed ti the nvament of Soviet

Sagents into and out nf the United States. Be reporte3ly orCanises

searot radio stations, preroeOs counterfeit docuents, and obtains

industrial end nilUta.-y in'oration for t--ancaittal to the Soviet

- union.

* Tor your Cuidance in the investigation of Soviet aents in
Latin America, the follovinc infortstion is funished to abo the

type of innomation soviet agents in the United States, both
those wo are ombers of the Comanist Paty, USA, and those who

ire Soviet citizens, are attempting to obtain.

s 1. Yorrnula and bluerrints for all inventimne, disooveries and

5 innovations of a military aignifieance. I

'2. Fomulad .and blueprints for a.l inventions, diooveries, ant-
innovations of an industrial sicnificanoe.

3. Infor.ation regarding the mans of oorunioation betieon in-

dividuala in this oountry and porsona iu uooupl6d .Zuzvpo countries
who do not wish to have their n Liona annexod b;- the soviet Union. at

the clono o' this war.

4. Znorfation roe,,rdin- the number of otudonts and the curricula

of the od? ools oporutnd by the United 'tate ArJry for-s aministrative
officers who are to be sent to territories freed from Axis occupation.

Zubilin's ologoat saistent in the soviet Concul ate :enoral
in ow York vws level F. Klnrin, now in Vex o. It in reported
Vat in Zooivo Zubilin's assistant was L"o aasov, Yirst Soorotary
of the suasian .-mWeaiy at Ioxioo City. It aiguld be noted that

gS
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11. (Continued)
S

Leon 'arasov was acoosipanying Alexal Prokherov at the tine .
t-okhorov departed from :exico City by plane on ?ebsary-22, 1944.

All of the above iunormation is eztrenaly confidential and 5aust be so -aintained by all of the offices receivin: copies of
Lhis letter. It is furnisad to aid in the inveastiation of thy" --
case, which is of inoreasing import'enee to the Bureau. It is A
requested that all offices subnit investigative reports of
investi:-ationas to date within the very near future, and that all
orfiees oonduc t all necessary investigation pronptly and.
thar'ug~hly.S

Very tj'uly yous, 5
oJm dgar- BoovdrS

S

5

Q
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12. Edward P. Stettinius, Jr., Memorandum for the President, "Soviet Codes,"
27 December 1944.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
3 WASHINGTON

U December 27, 1944

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Subject: Soviet Codes

You will recall our conversation on the Soviet
codes. I have informed General Donovan that he should
send through General Deane in Moscow to General Fetin,

" the Soviet General with whom Donovan deals on all'
matters connected with the exchange of information

- in his field, a message informing the Soviet Govern-
ment that in dealing with other matters one of our
agencies had run across certain material which pur-
ported to be related to Russian messages sent in
code. He was also asked to explain that we had taken

* advantage of the opportunity to prevent this material
from falling into the hands of the enemy and that we
would immediately make it available to the Soviet
Government if they so desired.

I feel sure that this will take care of the
matter, as the Soviet Government will be informed

- and will see that we are fully disposed to cooperate
with them and not retain any material which they
themselves might desire to have.

U

U DECLASSIFIED
State Dept. Letter, 1-11-72

By J. Schble DatejijB 1972
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U 13. Hoover to Matthew Connelly, 12 September 1945.

U
UU

JHEDGAR HooVER

"IRECTR

SJtrberal Irtu of Jnuurstgation
Snurtb btates Brpartmnt of ludsut

Wasalington,. L 0.

September 12, 1945

U
Honorable Matthew Connelly
Secretary to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Connelly: ( am4- 9-2tear)

Shv The Royal Canadian Mounted Police have advised that they
have obtained positive information through a former employee of the
Soviet Military Attache at Ottawa, Canada, that the Soviets have an
extensive espionage network in Canada. The Soviets have made the

" obtaining of complete information regarding the atomic bomb the
Number One project of Soviet espionage and these data must be obtained

" before the end of this year. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police re-
port that there is considerable loose talk in the Office of the3 Soviet Military Attache in Ottawa regarding the "next warp which the
Soviet Union will have with the Anglo-American nations.

U
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police received from the same

source information that an assistant to an Assistant Secretary of
State under Mr. Stettinius, was a paid Soviet spy. This man's name,
or nickname, is unknown at the present time but further inquiry is
being made by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in an effort to
obtain further identifying data. No information regarding this
situation is being furnished to the State Department in the absence
of further identifying data.

U
With regard to the atomic bomb project, Dr. Allen May, a

U British scientist assigned to the McGill University Laboratory in
Canada, has been identified as a paid Soviet spy of long standing.
May spent some time during September, 1944, at the Metallurgical
Laboratory of the University of Chicago, working on the separation
process for uranium and is well informed as to the methods of setting

3 up uranium piles or lattices.

U
"/*
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13. (Continued) S
S
S
S
S

':a, is reported to have furnished the Soviets in Otta-ia 5
with a small guantity of U233 which is one of the isotopes of
uraniaL and this specimen was flown directly to idoscov:.

S
S
S
S
S
S

.u v urmuiLon regarding tray has been furnished by the "
Federal Bureau of Investigation to Lajor General Leslie Groves, head 5
of the ianhattan Engineering District project.

It has also been definitely determined by the Royal Canadian S
Your.ted ?olice that Dr. Jiay, in the first part cf July, 194, advised

the office of the Zilitary Attache in Ottawa, that th Ur.ited State: S
Navy was using radar-controlled projectiles against Japanese suicide

planes and that the tubes and batteries within the projectile were

finished with a special plastic protective device against the shock df 5
firing, which the American authorities have not furnished to the Dritish.

"
This latter information has been called to the attention of

the Office of Naval Intelligence.

The Canadian situation is being followed closely and any "

additional information will be brought to the attention of the President 5
and you.

iiith assurances of gr highest esteem and best r'erds,

Sincerely yours, 5
S

-2 
-

SS
S
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- 14. Hoover to Frederick B. Lyon, 24 September 1945.

U
jnyN EDGAR HOOVER

3 ebrral iureau of Inustigation

- initeb tatzsDepartment of ilustirr

Uiaslhirngton B. G.

SSPETAL 3ESSEGER

U Dte: Saptember 24, 1945 y SEf 24' j
To: Frederick B. Lycn -

U Livision of Foreigactivity Correlation

State Department
Washington, D. C.

_i'>ro'm: John Edgar Hoover - Director, Federal Eareau of Investigation

- Sub;ject: SOVIET ESPIONAGE ACTIVIT-

Reference is made to r memorandum of September 18, 1945. Addi-
tional information has beerr obtained by a D.rean representative from Igor
Guzenko as follows0

':TZTATIONAL ORGANIZATION -

SrGenko stated that all inteh gence activities outside the Soviet

Union and inside the Soviet Union are coorinated by G. H. Malenkov,. a member

of the ?olitical Eureau of the All Union Cosm:nist Party of Bolsheviks, a I

me:mber of the Central Committee of the same- organization and the man rio is

Smentioned by nany Soviet.officials. as Stalin's successor. dialenkov,. accordin

to Ouzeno, is actually the head of all intelligence activity, and 2ilitary
Intelligence, .iav Inelligence. the )a!D and the political apparatus are -

all ultimateLy- .resonsile to him.

- There -ar numercu- jurisdictional clashes, : ari.tilarly between the
Sitary and Naral Intelligence cr-anizations and the N .D such. atters

alenkv-- the act alhead of the political apparatus in :oreig. -

- ecunries and: all cozimmnications; reports, et cetera, from theolitical

USecetary in ay Ebassy are sent directly to ialenkov and not to 2 olotov or

- F a^,person in the Peoples Commissariat of Foreign Affairs.

---- Likewise, no comunication from the sol itary or Naval Attaches in
Sany 'mbassy would go to Molotov. Such commnications go to the Chief of

- --- spI.onage for the area covering the particular Embassy.

In the same way, 'the Bn'oassy Secretary who represents the NKVD does
3 not send any correspondence to the Peoples Commissariat of Foreign Affairs.

y4. tl1 According to Guizenko, the only person in the Embassy who would be
S-'.;: corresponding with the Peoples Commissariat of Foreign Affairs would be

the Ambassador himself, rino in every instance is only a front, and

possibly one or two men close to the Ambassador who are called ninnocents.°

U D- CLAS IFIbBY.S__

U - -- O
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14. (Continued)

S

Guzenko": stressed that t~;e :=obssador was advised in general terms of
poliri :.nd econoc o.atters naia te Political Secretary, t-:e c=VD

rpeactive andL the : ilitary or N."aval -Attaches, receive and whiich they felt
' d ,"poxs ibly be of interest to th-2 "_-:assador. The : :bassador, however, .is

n:. censulted. or ad-rised .:ith regard to the -rims-ry functions of these-
intelligence or-anizations. -

ccordingo to Guzenko, he has heard discussions in the Sovriet saassy
at at:i3 indicating that the presen~t system of super-aising the activities of
th'e Comu".ist Party of a particular country throu~gh the Political Secretary

-=i the- E'.bass~y is much: Pore eficient and nuch more effective than the old
c GriGrSOme CO-:internY' se tup. Under the present organizat+ion, the directives-
isso ed by ia1enkov through the Emnbassies to the Parties throu~gout the world-
are mu- h more direct and th-ere is less possibility of misinterpretationl.

Th= man. in the Ebassy in Canada who1 }Z hales political mattesi
.0ousaroV, the Third -Secretary, weho has his eGn cryptographer, one Patony, whno
also acts as a door guard at the mbassy. -

The aforementioned system is known to Guzenko to be in operation in
thea United States, Canada and . exico and possibl .in the oth:er 5estern_ Hem isphere
countries. It is also in effect in Great Britain, to his personal kn:owledge..
He celieves that ti system is likewise in effect in all other countries in

th -:orld vrhere the Soviets have diplomatic establishments, althca;;h there are
.ariations for those countries occupied by the ^ed in;:y.

Guzenk'o states th~at i n the --T;estern Heipeeand "'n Greet Britain no
r eport3 are ever made to _Moscow directly by individu.al esp i^n. agents, hether-

they ref.:r to '.i1litay, In°dustrial oa Political Espionage. 1l such reports-
clear through 't E assies- and. re _transm-itted by .theE abiassies.

Gu^en'o stated tht _romn cc'"rsa ta ns which he had _.eard inthe Ea=3ass
_and from traffic whi1ch he had read, it appeared the Soviets :,ere intenrdin sto _lent

rzany Sovliet espionage agents in the diplomatic es tablishmTents al1ready in. the
United. States ard Canad'a. as w:ell as in those diploata,ic establishments whrich a-e
yet to be set up in the Uni ted States. These espionage agents are to be sent fro=

Taste=rn, Central and Ealkan European. countries. These waouldi nah~er be ween 50c to
194of th~e employees below the rank of Ambassador and wou~ld actualy be Soviet

trained ;iilitary Intelligenc-e, NKVD7 or Comntern men.

-Guzenko pointed out that Lieutenant Kulakov had told hi= that one .o~f
his. K~ulakov's, best fri ends is an officer in th:e NKYD.. This NIDM officer is

S

Q
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- 14. (Continued)'

- th~~e cctrie clerk for the Lubini sh ft1. mDbassy in Mtosecx. Kulako r-s friend.
Fer::: his '::D uniform. to work and -it i.s apparently a stan.din;; oe in Moscow

thattheEK-D operat s the Polish code roo5i.

- IAccordi?~ to Guzenko, anothter 1VrD man :°ho is a close friend of

" ~~i :en.ant Kualakco is flarshal Titols personal cipher cle::k in Yugoslav13ia.
Gzdostates that this zipher clerk is almost worked to death because Tito

- ~sends mJessages to ;Lescorr asking for instructions and ad--ice on the rmost minor

- Guzerko stated that Soiet intelligence had good coverage at the

- ~Present time in th^e Czech Lmbassies and he knows from reading dispatches that
-the 1ilitary Attach:e who is being assigned to the Czech Legation in Ottawa is

- a S riet espionage agent. This individual had expected -to be appointed
Adj.tat. to the Chief of the Czech General Staff, but the Soi ets decided that

- he should go to Canada in the immediate future as '?ilita:7 A.ttache, Considering
this to be an egnally important post.

- Cuzenko stated that in Washington, D. C. the Czech iUlitary Attache is

- a Soviet spy named Hess. It seems that Colonel Zabotin, the Soviet klitary
Attache in Otte-wa, made a trip to W'ashington shortly after his arrival in

- ~Ottan~a and sent a cable to M+oscow telling them that he had met Hess, who seemeci--

to be sypathetic and that Zabotin felt that he could be developed. '=oscow

-. ir =diately cabled back that Zabotin. should stay away from! Hess because he
-was already being operated as a spy by General Saraev, Soviet tilitary ?ttache

- in 7-ashington, D. C.-

Gzonk- was, asked "hat the at itude lr. th^e So:'iet :ass in.. 2^ Ot.aiva was
- tc'".ards :he'san . ranciSco-CriJernceI and thelotner co"gnfe r.ces i hic the~UnLit E

- ~ ~ ~ e =-,s, Great' Britain -anci.ussia:playled leadi'n.P roles. -

Hesaedta n h massy the meetings of .the Al nir o

.1 .S ty of Zol0shev4i"Cs whic" is3 Sno-n i1 the E mbassy, as the Provisior .r-1..Uoion,
dicuse -uc mttrs -Thy ->:+re likewirse .discussed in she m.eeting3s of th?

Komsomols (Young :7::nist Lague), which is _nown in the -bassy as th^e "Sprorts

" L9-!:°, and there was also considerable loose talk in t^e Emabassy itself. .From
th05se incidents, Guzenko understood that the Soviets considered all such co--

" ;erences as merely 'talk fests" which served only to conceal from the Anglo-
I erican powers and from the rest of the world the actual plans of the Soviets.
.ar tin- of a material naturp which could be gai ned by the Soviets thrmgh
such conferences was, of course, all to the ;;ood and would not have to be gained

S'cy, force of arms.
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14. (Continued)

.sttae that he had been told that the Soviet 'Jnion'sa burdgeat- for wa~r,
- .hc .-ould include -intelligenge activit.ies, appropriations for th~e Red Ar:gE : d avy and for war production, w7ould be greater du.ri ng the coming year,

-:hien. was. ostensibly a year of peace, than it had been last year during a year
of .- ctual warfare.

He furt her stated th~at he had been in~formed that the Soviet Union vas
not converting its factories to consumer goods production, such as the UnitedStates and Canada had announced those countries were doing, but, on the other
hanid, th-e Sovi ets were inlcreasing their war potential by setting up additi onalplants devoted sole-ly to war production in Siberia. He stated that .he was in-
formed that the Soviets would continue to increase their industrial productionfor war and would obtain consumer goods from factories in1 the satelli.te states
of Eastern Europe and through purchases in the Western Hemisphere.

Guzenko stated that the Soviets before the use of the atomic bomb were
.confident that within ten_ years their military potential would enable them to

conquer the world. Since the atomic bomb has been used by the United States,
the- have set their calender ahead and have instructed all espionage agents to
nake the obtaning or the. co'-+pJlete con~str-ction plans of the bomb itself the
No. 1 espionage project. They have issued inst-uctions that this iformatior.
shoul7d be ob+.ained by the. end of this year, 1:45. Guzenko stated that 'the
last mressage received3 at the Eir mbassy from-- _oscorw before he left on September 5,
1;45, .vas stressing. the necessity for obtaining the atomic bombo before the end

oft. ear.--

e Was aked .^?ether tie? men the SJoviets had .set their ade
. rp te f°ull ten years. -IHe sated re did no, kFnow, bat that he -s merely tellin.T
,7hat heknew.--

- uzenko. sttedh:at..al es onsiole ovit_2 officials korthat the -
So:iet ;Union is 'ai='ing to'.ard -beatinr the -United States an d G.reat 3rti-in

-e n::t .ric ill perm1it: the Sov'ii or-af. the entire world -

S

Guzenko'was questioned carefully regarding the possible identity of
thC l--i-idal ir the sp Tment, of State under S tettinius who"n is a S.oviet spy,
uze.nko stated he did not knob the rmnls na-.e but that he had been told thiat
an Assistant to Stettiius was a Soviet spJy. This information came to him in
the followring znner:

After the arrival of- Kulakov in Ottawa in the Summer of 1945, Kule'avand l uzenk~o got into a discussion on thle agencies of the Canadian, or r..ization
as o:"?ared to the United States organization. Guzenko was bearing in mi1nd the

6
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on dy b _ Sovtisetr n' t r= a ho 'he 4--erican
o'= to- ryas -losely knit and well operated and most productive tha

"~~~~~ t;a. ree tfcurear a ?t -in the United States and that he had learned

- J_ Stte, zas a Soviet spy. 3uzenkopoed ou a this UnitedSate,sorearl onec ssarily have° cc.?-,e to Kulakcv' ateto pro to nas 1norato to-ddn
n o Th 'iea Sates a .d Canda on tha date st

h note hisk mortive -~ oftis individual because Kulakov" aouldhua: Colonel hisboti.es, since it involved an individulal ^:ho wsntbi

sert oftaik a it ed ou nthat the Soviets were er antic tobtith
cress recently -which appeared to him toincidena been repoed in -thaent

-This ovieat agent ri ght not necessarily be he een inied by a,' Soit . -
on the other hand, it ha allT th earak n ogo uao efered,-ha coailca ethona ,a-a ofte tecnnique use. -b-r Soyrse -polticl e.-oaie agents. Hie referred secifically tothe nmne3. mdin Londlon by Stettinius that the atomic bomb shouldbeu 'antceetad

"eourity Council of the United Natios --- tuned over to ene
could determine who suggested to Stein tht sgtdthi a if t e ure

?-rea -ight be able to identify a S]o4eaen eat be made, the°_
-rti us referred to by Kulako. noif hen.t aistant to

U
U

*- 
4
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* 15. Hoover to Brigadier General Harry Hawkins Vaughan, 8 November 1945.

U JQHN' EDGAR HOOVER 1
/ DIRECTOR t 4 e

/thral urran nf 2nuStigatioUrnn j -
nitib Statra Uepartment of 3Instre

3maszingon, U. @1.
. November 8, 1945

* BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

*i Brigadier General Harry Hawkins Vaughan SiFIED
Military Aide to the President D 1. T e h.Hso . . ,tai ,,, 5(D)U ~The White House
Washington, D. C.

SBy t4L.nH AflS tee.

Dear General Vaughan: QO

As a result of the Bureau's investigative operations,
information has been recently developed from a highly con-
fidential source indicating that a number of persons employed
by the Government of the United States have been furnishing
data and information to persons outside the Federal Government,
who are in turn transmitting this information to espionage
agents of the Soviet Government. At the present time it is

* impossible to d'efine exactly how many of these people had
actual knowledge of the disposition being made of the informa-
tion they were transmitting. The investigation, however, at
this point has indicated that the persons named hereinafter
were actually the source from which information passing through
the Soviet espionage system was being obtained, and I am con-
tinuing vigorous investigation for the purpose of establishing
the degree and nature of the complicity of these people in
this espionage ring.

U The Bureau's information at this time indicates thatU the following persons were participants in this operation orwere utilized by principals in this ring for the purpose of
- obtaining data in which the Soviet is interested.

Dr. Gregory Silvermaster, a long time employee of the
- Department of Agriculture.

Harry Dexter White, Assistant to the Secretary of theTreasury.

U George Silverman, formerly employed by the Railroad Retire-ment Board, and now reportedly in the War Department.

Laughlin Currie, former Administrative Assistant to the
" late President Roosevelt.
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Victor Perlow, formerly with the liar Production 5
Board and the Foreign Economic Administration.

Donald Wheeler, formerly with the Office of
Strategic Services.

Major Duncan Lee, Office of Strategic Services.

Julius Joseph, Office of Strategic Services.

Helen Tenney, Office of Strategic Services. S

Maurice Halperin, Office of Strategic Services. S

Charles Kramer, formerly associated with Senator -

Kilgore. 5

Captain William Ludwig Ullman, United States Army 5
Air Corps.

Lieutenant Colonel John H. Reynolds of the United
States Army, a former contact of Gaik Ovakimian, former head

of the Soviet Secret Intelligence (NKVD) in New York, is also

apparently involved in the Soviet espionage activities stemming 5
from Washington, D. C.

In addition to the foregoing group in the Government

it appears at this time that Mary Price, formerly Secretary to

halter Lippmann, the newspaper columnist and presently publicity
manager of the United Office and Professional Workers of America,
CIO, is also associated with the foregoing group.

The Government documents were furnished to Gregory
Silvermaster, who thereafter photographed them and turned over
the undeveloped, but exposed film to a contact of the Soviets -

7
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U
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U

U in either Washington, D. C. or New York City. In the past,

it is reported, the contact man made trips 
to Washinoton, D. C.

once every two we-eks and would pick up on such occasions 
an

- average of forty rolls of 35-millimeter film.

Investigation of this matter is being pushed

vigorously, but I thought that the President 
and you would be

interested in having the foregoing preliminary data immediately.

./ith expressions of my highest esteem and best

regards,

Sincerely yours,

UGovQ 
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16. Hoover to Vaughan, 1 February 1946 [Attachment not included].

" IFFECE OF THE DIRECTOR

leberal Bureau of Inuestigation

I Initeh ftates Departnent of Sustice
Sanalyington 25, 0. Q.

February 1, 1946

PESONAL AID 80Tee1 !mTE
BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

Brigadier General Harry Hawkins Vaughan
Military Aide to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear General Vaughan: G n

5 As of interest to the President and you, I am attaching a detailed

memorandum hereto concerning Harry Dexter White, Assistant Secretary of the

S United States Treasury Department.

S As you are aware, the name of Harry Dexter White has been sent to
Congress by the President for confirmation of his appointment as one of the

S two United States delegates on the International Monetary Fund under the
Bretton Woods agreement. In view of this fact, the interest expressed by the
President and you in matters of this nature, and the seriousness of the charges

- against White in the attachment, I have made every effort in preparing this
memorandum to cover all possible ramifications. As will be observed. infor-
mation has come to the attention of this Bureau charging White as being a
valuable adjunct to an underground Soviet espionage organization operating in
Washington, D. C. Material which came into his possession as a result of his

official capacity allegedly was made available through intermediaries to
Nathan Gregory Silvermaster, his wife, Helen Witte Silvermaster, and William

Ludwig Ullmann. Both Silvermaster and Ullmann are employees of the United
5 States Treasury Department, reportedly directly under the supervision of

White.

The information and documents originating in the Treasury Depart-
ment were either passed on in substance or photographed by Ullmann in a well-
equipped laboratory in the basement of the Silvermaster home. Following this

S step, the material was taken to New York City by courier and made available

to Jacob M. Golos, until the time of his death on November 27, 1943. Golos,

a known Soviet agent, delivered this material to an individual tentatively
identified as Gaik Ovakimian. Ovakimian you will recall was arrested some
years ago as an unregistered agent of the Soviet Government and subsequently,

by special arrangements with the Department of State, was permitted to return
to the U.S.S.R.

- After the departure of Gaik Ovakimian, Golos delivered his material
5 to an individual who has been tentatively identified as Dr. Abraham Benedict

Weinstein. Subsequent to the death of Golos, the courier handling material
received from the Silvermasters and Ullmann delivered it through an unidentified

S
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16. (Continued)

individual to Anatole Borisovich Gromov, who until December 7, 1945, was 5
assigned as First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy, Washington, D. C., when he
returned to the U.S.S.R. Gromov had previously been under suspicion as the 5
successor to Vassili Zubilin, reported head of the NKVD in North America, who
returned to Moscow in the late Summer of 1944. This whole network has been
under intensive investigation since November, 1945, and it is the results of

these efforts that I am now able to make avnilable to you.

I also feel that it is incumbent upon me at this time to bring to S
your attention an additional factor which has originated with sources avail-

able to this Bureau in Canada. It is reported that the British and Canadian
delegates on the International Monetary Fund may possibly nominate and support 5
White for the post of President of the International Bank. or as Executive

Director of the International Monetary Fund. The conclusion is expressed that 5
assuming this backing is forthcoming and the United States acquiescence, if

not concurrence, resulting, White's nomination to this highly important post 5
would be assured. It is further commented by my Canadian source that if
White is placed in either of these positions, he would have the power to 5
influence to a great degree deliberations on all international financial
arrangements.

This source, which is apparently aware of at least some of the 5
charges incorporated in the attached memorandum against White, commented
that the loyalty of White must be assured, particularly in view of the fact
that the U.S.S.R. has not ratified the Bretton Woods agreement. Fear was

expressed that facts might come to light in the future throwing some sinister

accusations at White and thereby jeopardize the successful operation of these
important international financial institutions.

I thought you would be particularly interested in the above comments, -

which originated with sources high-placed in the Canadian Government, on the 5
subject at hand. S

With expressions of my highest esteem,

Sincerely yours,

c&W + w,

Attachment O o
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17. Federal Bureau of Investigation, "Underground Soviet Espionage Organization
* [NKVD] in Agencies of the US Government," 21 October 1946 [Excerpt].
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UNDERGROUND SOVIET ESPIONAGE ORGANIZATION (NKVD)
IN AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVENMET

U
PREDICATION

BACKGROUND OF CURRNT PRESENTATION

The purpose of this memorandum is to set forth certain charges
against officials and employees of the Federal Government. These charges
will be dealt with in detail and information arising from other sources and
investigation will be coordinated in an effort to give an over-all view of
the situation concerning underground Soviet espionage activities in the
United States Government at the present time.

A time element exists in making a factual approach to the material
set forth. Although the majority of the basic charges against the individuals
mentioned herein concern activities dating back several years, these charges
must be viewed from the fact that they only became available in November of
1945. Consequently the reader must consider the difficulty of actually
proving these activities wr investigation at this late date. The facts are
strong in many instances and circumstantial in others primarily because of
the disparity in time between the date of the activities and the actual
report of these activities to the authorities. A determined effort has been
made to produce as much actual and circumstantial evidence as possible, either
to prove or disprove the basic charges. At the outset it is considered proper
to make a statement concerning the source of the basic charges which will be
outlined hereinafter. This source who becane available and cooperative in
November, 1945, for protective purposes in view of continued assistance being
received therefrom, is being given the cover name of Gregory. All material
originating with Gregory will be so designated and will be set forth as nearly w
as possible in the very words used by Gregory in reporting the material
submitted.

Background of Gregory U
Gregory is an individual of American origin and descent, and was 3

educated in both American and foreign educational institutions. Gregory
possesses far above the average of academic learning. As far as political 3
affiliations are concerned Gregory first came in contact indirectly with the
Communist Party while attending one of the leading educational institutions
of New York City. Gregory's first activity was as a speaker for the American

U
U
U

1U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
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- 17. (Continued)

League Against War and Fascism in late 1934 or early 1935. The American
League Against War-and Fascism was succeeded Dy the American League for
Peace and Democracy, both of whicn have been reported from numerous sources to be
and generally accepted as Cosunist rront organizations. From contacts mace
while appearing as a speaker for the American League Against Wear and Fascism,5 Gregory was introduced to and became a member of the Communist Party in 1935 in
New York City. Following this affiliation Gregory held numerous temporary

positions having no relationship to Communist Party activities but at the
same time in an extra-curricular manner participated in many of the activities
of the Party and its fringe groups. As an example, Gregory, during the summer
of 1936, served as an assistant at the Amtorg Camp in Napanoch, New York, a
summer camp for the Children of Soviet Nationals, attended by children ranging
in age from 2 to 1b. In June of 1936 through an employment -bureau of the

educational institution attended by.Gregory, contact was made with tne Italian
Library of Information, an adjunct of the Italian Propaganda Ministry situated
at 595 ladison Avenue, New York City. Gregory there came in contact withS inrormation which was thought of interest to the Communist Party. In a then
sincere effort to assist the Communist Party, Gregory approached Ferruccio
Varini and offered to make available to him what information was learned as
a result of enployment with the Italian Library of Information.. Marini is5 a former menber of the Comunist Party of Italy, a former student of. tne Lenin
School, ioscow, USSR; and an individual who since his arrival in the United5 States in 1928 has been active in the National Administration of the Communist
Party. Gregory remained with the Italian Library of Information until /arch,
1939. In the meanwhile Marini had introduced Gregory to an individual
originally knowa only as "Tim." "Tim" was later identified by Gregory as
Jacob M. Golos of World Tourist, Inc. After the introduction to Golos, Gregory
delivered all information which was gathered dealing with the Italian Library of
Information to him rather than to Marini. Tne activities of. Golos wi.l be set
forth in detail hereinafter.

In September, 1939, at the instigation of Golos, Gregory secured a

position as secretary to Richard H. :aldo, the President and owner of :cClure's
Syndicate which published and distributed the "Whirligig." Golos explained
to Gregory that Waldo was suspected of being affiliated in some way with the
Germans and the Communist Party was seeking information concerning his activities.
Gregory, in fact, was successful in securing considerable information regarding
Waldo between September, 1939 and February, 1940, but no facts significant in
proving what the Communist Party desired were forthcoming. In April, 1941,
the United States Service and Shipping Corporation, 212 - 5th Avenue, New.
York City, was organized, and Gregory became an official of this organization.
Tnis company was established with money belonging to the Communist Party - USA,
or to tne Soviet Union, made availaole by hrl Browder, then National Chairman5 of the Communist Party. According to Gregory, Browder made available ;15,000 and
John jazard Reynolds, the original President, who was personally selected by
Browder for this position, submitted another $5,000 to augment the capital. While
it has been claimed by Communist Party functionaries that the funds supplied by
Browder in tnis connection were funds of the Party, Gregory's superiors in the
Soviet Intelligence Service described the funds as "Russian Funds." Tne United
States Service and Shipping Corporation, Gregory states, is a cover firm for
Soviet espionage, in the same category with orld Tourist, Inc., with which Golos

2
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was associated up to tne time of his death on November 27, 1943. The ostensible Sbusiness purpose of United States Service and Shipping Corporation is to engagein the shipping of parcels and merchandise to Soviet Russia. "

Synopsis of Gregory's Courier Activities 5
As outlined above, Gregory's first contact with the Soviet IntelligenoeService was with an individual knovn only as "Tim" who, in view of definiteidentification at a later date will hereinafter be referred to as Jacob M. 5Golos, Secretary of World Tourist, Inc. World Tourist, Inc., was a New Yorkcorporation chartered on June 10, 1927. It is interesting to note that Golospleaded guilty to an indictment along with Worla Tourist, Inc., chargingfailure to register as agents of the Soviet Government in March, 194u. He 5received a fine of $500 and a jail sentence of four months to one year whichwas later changed to probation. .

After the passage of an initial probationary period, when Gregorywas supplying Golos with material secured from tne Italian Library ofInformation, Golos began to use Gregory as a courier for the collection of in-fomation from various individuals in Washington, D. C., and New York City.The majority of tnese persons were employed in the United States Governmentor had sources therein. During early activities as a oourier, Gregory Sbecame definitely aware of the connection of Golos with the Soviet IntelligenceService, namely the iK'D as distinguished from the Red Army Intelligence. 5Regular service as a courier began during the summer of 1941 when Gregorycame in contact with a parallel of Soviet espionage headed by Nathan Gregory 5Silvermaster who has held several positions in the United States Governmentin past years and is now Chief of the Dirision of Economic Analysis of the 5War Assets Administration. Silvermaster and his wife, Helen Witte Silvermaster,according to Gregory, were in turn in contact with many other individuals in the -United States Government from whom they secured material and made it available toGregory for transmittal to Golos.. Tnzs material was delivered to Gregory in tne 5form of written reports, actual cocuments, exposed but undeveloped film andverbally requiring its recording in shorthand which Gregory later transcribed.Gregory was eventually placed in contact with another parallel of Sovietespionage, headed by Victor Perlo, who was formerly employed with the WarProduction Board and later by the Foreign Economic Administration. Gregorymet Perlo with others at the apartment of John Abt in New York City who wasthen and is now General Counsel for the knalgamated Clothing Workers ofAmerica, MO. Abt is married to Jessica Smitn, the President of the S.R.T.Publications, Incorporated, and editor of its magazine "Soviet Russia Today," 
Communist and pro-Soviet propaganda organ. Gregory acted as a courier for the-collection of information of interest to the Soviet Government from this group and 5
delvered it in the same manner to Gobos. Gregory's activities as a courier forboth the Silvermaster and Perlo groups continued for Gulos until his deatn on 

November 27, 1943. Collaterally, while serving Golos, Gregory also served othersin a small way. Gregory mentioned specifically that while workinG with Golos, 5

7
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U certain material was delivered to one "John" who has not been further identirliedto date. "John" was introduced to Gregory by Golos and after having made severalcontacts he introduced Gregory to an individual known only as "Margaret."
Gregory's meeting with argaret occurred in the latter part or 1941 or tneearly part of 1942. Su.sequent to the introduction Gregory met Margaretfive or six times over a period of approxinately four months. Margaretdid not receive material collected by Gregory but merely arranged for contactsbetween Golos and "Charlie" who Gregory never saw but is convinced was Golos'superior, to whom the material which Golos received was delivered. Justprior to the death of Goias he instructed Gregory to meet Margaret who would3 mare an introduction to a new person who was to receive tne material obtainedfrom the Silvermaster group. Tnis contact was made and argaret introduced3 Gregory to an individual known only as "Catnerine." Material from tneSilvermaster group was only delivered to "Catherine" on one or two occasions3 1then these arrangements were apparently upset by the deatn of Goles. Takingstock for the moment, the only indiviaual who has been definitely identified3 in this "Jorn," "iargaret" and "Catherine" series of contacts is "Marg;aret,"who is Olga Borisovna Pravdina, a former employee of Amtorg Trading Corporation,

a Soviet purchasing agency. Her husband, Vlaaimir Sergeevicn Pravain, was thehead of TASS News Agency, the official news organ of Russia, in New York City.
They both returned to Russia in March, 1946. -

Imnediately following the death of Goias, "Catherine" introduced
Gregory to "Bill" who has not been further identified. "Bill" received allof the material collected by Gregory from November, 1943, until September,1944. In October, 1944, "ill" turned the operation of Gregory as a courierover to an individual known only as "Jack." Cooperation with Jack continueduntil December, 1944, when Gregory was removed from duties as a courier forthis espionage group. However, during the period of service with "Jack"he introduced Gregory to an individual known only as "Al." Througn ordinaryinvestigative procedures it was learned that "Al" contacted Gregory in3 November, 1945. As a result of this contact he was identified as AnatoliBorisovich Gromov, then First Secretary of the Soviet anbassy, Washington,3 D. C. Gromov had been under suspicion for a considerable period as asuccessor to Vassili 4ub)ilin, reported head of tne WIKD in Norte America

" until the late summer of 1944 when he returned to Moscow, USSR, followin-the inspection of espionage facilities of the Soviet Go--ernment in NorthAmerica by representatives of the PKVp and the Red Army Intelligence.
Gromo- departed from the United States for Moscow, USSR, on December 7, 1945.It is suspected tnh.t his position has been assumed by Fedor Alexeevien
Garanin, an official of the Soviet Enbaassy, Washington, D. C.

3 Gregory is unable to state specifically in any instance to whomColos, "Bill," "Jack," or "Al" (Gromov) delivered the material v:hich ascollected for them. However, Gregory does state that during the period ofassociations with Golos he selected those items of a political, economicor socia! intelligence character and made them available to Earl Erowder,
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17. (Continued) -

then National Chairman of the Communist Party. Browder, in no instance
kept this information for delivery to a third person since he did not wish
to become compromised in tne collection of material of this type. It is
significant to note, however, that Gregory is definite in stating that
Browder was cognizant of the activities of Golos and his use of Gregory
as a courier. It is Gregory's opinion that Golos violated his directives
in making inrormation availaole to Browder. Tnis presumably was done on
a personal friendship basis. From information submitted by Gregory, "Cnarlie"
whom Gregory never personally observed has been tentatively identified as
Dr. Abraham Benedict Wieinstein, a practicing dentist at 20 East 53rd Street,
New York City. During the course of instant inquiries, Dr. Weinstein has been
in contact with several of the individuals prominent in this case and dealt
with in full detail hereinarter in addition to other individuals known to be
Soviet agents.

It is significant to observe that while working wlth Golos and hissuccessors, Gregory had specific instructions to have no associations what-
soever with the Communist Party or any of its fringe groups. Gregory's true
name had never figured prominently in any of the activities of the Party or
its fringe groups until the advent of the current inquiries. It was tnroughGolos that Gregory became associated with the United States Service and
Shipping Corporation, New York City, ;mentioned hereinbefore, and he assisted
Greagary from time to time with grants of money plus all traveling and incidental -
expenses.

As will be seen nereinafter, througn the groups previously
mentioned as headed by Silvermaster and Browder, as well as various miscellaneous
individuals, it is apparent that the Soviet Intelligence Service was successful
in securing material from the Department of State, Orfice of Strategic Services,
tne Treasury Department, the Waer Department, the Department of Justice, the
Foreign Economic Administration and numerous other agencies of the Federal
Government. In numerous instances tne- aocuments tnemselves were made
available from these agencies for copying verbatim or for photographing in thebasement of the Silvermaster home wiere inves'tigation has determined a fully
equipped photographic laboratory was located.~

As pointed out hereinoefure investigation in this case has onlyextended over the period November 8, 1945, to the-present time. -Consequently
it nas not been possible to show that each and every one of the individualsmentioned by Gregory is interrelated in tneir activity. The normal practice
of espionage would not permit contacts between each and every individual duringthat period. However, it will be observed nu.merous contacts between the
subjects of instant, inquirieg-1a-e transpired ana in some instances under very
uspicious circumstancesd.. A studied attenpt has been made to establish

tne basic truth or falsity of.Gregory's inrornation and certain observations
are apropos in this connection. Gregory has :mentioned over 15u names and in no
instance has investigation indicated that a non-existent person was mentioned.
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" f Only in those instances where only a first name was given and no identifying
- r data was available has it been impossi ble to identify the person to whom

Gregory wns referring. In addition, the methods by which the passage of
- information was effected are those whicn by experience have been tried, tested

and used by all effective inteiligence services, incluaing particularly the
- ~Russian. It is also significant that Gregory, by actal observation, has

identified Olga Borisovna Pravdina of Amtorg as "Margaret" and Anatoli

- ~Borisovich Gromov of the Soviet Emonassy as "Al." Gregory has reported with
a hign degree of accuracy situations of the United States Government policy

- which were only known within the Government itself as examples of material
which was passed tnrough Gregory to Golos and his successors for use of the

- Soviet Government. Also reported by Gregory was the existence of a photographic
laboratory in the basement of the Silvermaster home during the time Gregory was

- acting as a courier. Tnis laboratory was used for the reproduction of
documents brought to the silvermaster home by various component elements of
that particular espionage group. Investigation determined that such a

" photographic laboratory sufficiently well equipped for the copying of documents
was located in the basement of the Silvermaster home. In few instances nas

Gregory reported information whicn could not either directly or circumstantially
be verified. A high degree of accuracy has prevailed throughout the revelations

- made by Gregory. In conclusion, it should be carefuily borne in mind tnat in
no instance has the information furnisned by Gregory proved false, unfounded,

- or materially inaccurate despite intensive and searching investigation thereof. v

- Set out hereinafter is a summary of tne information submitted by
Gregory, gathered from otner sources and establisned by investigation concerning-

- the Russians identified to date in this espionage group, tne Soviet systen -of
espionage, the espionage agents comprising tne Silvermaster and Perlo groups

- ~and the miscellaneous personalities serving tne Soviet espionage systen inue,,endent
of association witn any organized group as far as is known.
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17. (Continued) -

METHOD OF OPERATICN OF SOVIET ESPIONAGE SYSTEM

As a result of the revelations made by Gregory, considerable informa-
tion concerning the modus operandi of the present Soviet underground espionage
organization was obtained. Although these methods are related as pertaining
to espionage activities of the USSR, it should be noted they differ little from
the method used by any country engaged in effective secret intelligence. Asan example, their clandestine activities are cloaked with cover companies such
as World Tourist, Inc., and the United States Service and Shipping Corporation
in this instance. Pertinent material from numerous sources is collected by the
use of couriers and cover addresses. Intermediaries of a primary, secondary
and tertiary character are apparent. There is a certain but not necessarily
significant absence of advanced technical methods, either in the transmittal ofcommunications or the gathering of information itself. The only technical
device apparent in the operations of these espionage parallels was the use of
the copying camera.

Soviet espionage has one clear cut advantage over that practiced by
any other country within the borders of the United States. This advantage
centers in the existence of an open and active Communist Party whose members
are available for recruitment for any phase of activity desired. As will be
seen hereinafter, in almost every instance Soviet espionage agents, particularly
sub-agents, are recruited from among individuals closely associated with the
Communist Party, or at least strongly pro-Communist and pro-Soviet, who in the
main are native barn Americans or individuals not native born but sufficiently
familiar with the American way of life to avoid detection. Even the Germans
with the large German minority in the United States were not so advantageously
placed nor does the fanaticism of the most ardent National Socialist exceedthat of the militant members of the Communist Party selected for cooperation
directly with the USSR.

Briefly, Soviet intelligence is broken into three branches, namelyMilitary-Naval, Political and General. 'The first, namely Military-Naval, is
handled by Red Army Intelligence. The gathering of political and generalinformation is left in the main to the N.KVD, now the MGB, or Ministry of state
Security, with which this case deals.

Gregory has described what is referred to as the "pole" method of
establishing a ring of individuals for the gathrering of information. The
term Opole" in reality is the designation of the individual at the apex of
the organization which is a self-contained unit. For example, six individuals
would be active in the obtaining of information for the Russians. No one of
these six individuals would know the identity of the other five. Each individual
would have a courier whose identity he did not know and/or a mail drop by
which he would dispose of the material which he gathered. None of the sixindividuals in this self-contained unit would know the identity of -their
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courier or the identity of the person collecting the material from the mail
drop. The next step up the ladder would be an individual responsible for
receiving the information from three couriers and/or mail drops. He would
correlate this material and in turn would have a courier and/or mail drop to
which he delivered the edited information. The other three in the unit would
operate similarly. The two individuals each handling three sources of in-.
formation in turn would not know the identity of their courier or the person
collecting their edited material from a mail drop if this was used. In this
manner a single individual unknown to anyone else in the group would eventually
come in the possession of all the information obtained by the original six sources.
This individual or "pole" at the apex of the triangle usually knows all theU original sources of information, couriers, mail drops and editors in the unit.
According to Gregory, the individual designated the "pole" would normally be3 a Russian who in turn would pass the information on to the proper authorities
for transmittal to Moscow by diplomatic coded cable or diplomatic pouch. As3 will be seen, this system has as its purpose the security of the espionage
organization. Any one member of the group with the exception of the 'pole"3 who becomes compromised will be able to directly compromise the minimum of
other individuals in the unit. This in intelligence parlance is generally3 known as the double cutout system. It is possible to vary it, however, by
extensions to a triple or quadruple cutout system with little difficulty.

" As will be seen hereinafter, the NKVD was interested in securing
all types of information including economic, political, social, industrial,

- technical and military. Instructions were often given to the courier to relate
to the Silvermaster or Perlo group directing them to attempt to secure in-
formation on specific matters. Requests for specific material, however, were
comparatively limited, resulting in the conclusion that this particular
parallel of Soviet espionage was operating more or less as a sponge accepting
any type of material that might become available from any source that could be
recruited. To gain the full benefit of this type of operation, it is ab-
solutely necessary that effective correlation be made on a higher level. It3 is not possible to learn whether this actually occurred. It is quite
obvious, however, that Gregoryss handlers were well schooled in the operation3 of a secret intelligence service. In this regard some of the cautions expressed
to Gregory to avoid detection or compromise are of interest.U

Gregory was issued repeated warnings to take every precaution
possible to detect a surveillance. This included a tour of New York City
in order that a prior knowledge would be available of the location of drug

" stares with two exits, rest rooms with two exits, movie theaters and other
establishments that could be entered and left quickly eluding a surveillance.

U
U
U
U
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17. (Continued)

Gregory never departed from any prenises at the same time with any individual
with whom contact was made for Soviet intelligence. Further, with respect
to surveillances the instructions were issued to observe automobiles, and
their occupants. Wh en on foot, crossing and rocrossing the street was
recomended and walking the opposite direction on one-way streets when an
automobile surveillance was suspected. All contacts were made very cautiously
and multiple appointments were the order of the day. For example a rendezvous
would be set for 4:00, 6:00 and 8:00 o'clock on a certain date and the
contact ultiately consummated at any one of these three times.

Precautionary measures were taken concerning the maintenance of
incriminating materiai on the premises of the courier and other units in
the system. ketnods were described whereby subsequent detection of the
entrance of these premises clandestinely by outsiders could be determined.
All incriminating material following its use was to be burned or flushed
dove the toilet. Couriers traveled w..ith no marks of identification in their
persons or on their clothing. Meeting places in general were such public
establishments as restaurants and theaters. Hotels, private homes and bars
were avoided. When bulky material was transported it was left in a locker
in a railroad or bus terminal and the key delivered to the individual who
was ultimately to receive it. Repeated cautions were given to all parti-
cipants in this group to avoid discussing anything pertinent over the

Another interestin.g factor is the manner in which finances were
handled. Couriers and persons serving in other capacities requiring re-
imbursement did not receive a regular salary but did receive payment for
traveling expenses and other incidentals. At least until the fall of 1 43
the whole service was operated on a very frugal basis. At least during the
probationary period reimbursement for traveling and incidental expenses had
to be supported in detail by receipts. or sales slips. It is estimated by
Gregory that Golos received between X2,000 and 115,000 every, two months for
the operation of his particular parallel. When considering that he only
paid traveling expenses and incidentals, it is quite obvious that he was
operating other parallels than the one with which Gregory is famailiar.
Money in some instances came to Golos through Gregory who received it from
unidentified individuals believed to have been officially connected vwith the
Soviet Consulate in New York City. Denominations of money were never in

larger amounts .than ;20 and Gregory's own expenses did not exceed ,;100 permonth. After the death of Golos, finances seemed to be more readily available
and requirements concerning receipts and sales slips were scmewhat relaxed.
Delays in payments were infrequent and one of Golos' successors commented to
Gregory that money. was no object as long as it was being used for a worth-
while purpos e.

It is interesting to note that one of the duties exercised by
Gregory was to buy Christmas presents for the individuals supplying information,
as well as for the members of their family each year. These presents, for

9
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17. (Continued)

- vwhich Gregory received reimbursement, bore a direct relationship to the
usefulness the particular individual had denonstrated to the Russians, and

- some were of a substantial value, costing approximately j100. With the
exception of one instance, Gregory did not pay for any of the information

- gathered from Golos' contacts. In this instance payment was made on a
regular basis to an individual temporarily in financial straits. iihile
Gregory was dealing ulith others than Golos, substantial sums of money were

- ~received personally as remuneration -for services rendered.' This may be
attributable, at least in some instances, to the fact that Gregory was

- dealing directly with the Russians rather than with an intermediary such
as Golos.

- As can be seen from the above methods and instructions and handling
- of finances, the Soviets are not in any sense of the word novices at con-

ducting secret intelligence. The modus operandi, however, is not novel or
- different from that of any other country where diplomatic relations exist.

It is obvious that all of the information gathered eventually filters into

- the -Soviet Embassy or one of its Consulates where it in turn can be forwarded
to Moscow by coded cable or diplomatic bag. It is logical to assume that

" other parallels of Soviet espionage are in operation whereby material can
be forwarded to Moscow outside the above indicated methods of transmittal.

The present methods of filtering this material through diplomatic establish-
ment is the most efficient during the existence of diplomatic relations and

the other systems, although they may be dormant now,'will only be used as
an alternate means of communication in the event of the breaking of these
relations.

The Soviet organization mentioned by Gregory based upon the "pole"
- principal was stated to have been the type of organization being put into

effect by the Soviets at the time Gregory ceased active handling of the
. groups discussed in detail in this memorandum. During the period that

Gregory was active as a courier and intermediary the personnel'of the
- ~Silvermaster group, the Perlo group and the miscellaneous group in Wrashington,

D. C., mentioned by Gregory and discussed hereinafter, operated on a fairly
- ~informal basis, channelling the material to Gregory through the leaders of the

groups and occasionally holding group meetings. The gradual elimination of
" Gregory from active participation as a courier :yas indicated to have been a

part of the Soviet design to place espionage activities in. the departments of
the United States Government on a more businesslike basis under direct Soviet

10
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18. Charles Runyon [Department of State], Memorandum for the File,
"Walter Krivitsky," 10 June 1947.

June 10, 1947

U MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE:

Subiect: Walter Krivitsky

At about 9:30, Monday morning, February 10, 1941,
Thelma Jackson, a Negro chambermaid, found sprawled on the
bed of his fifth floor room at the Hotel Bellevue, 15 E

3 Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., the body of Walter G.

Krivitsky, his death caused by the contact discharge of a3 .38 caliber bullet into his right temple, approximately six
hours previously. O

- Walter Krivitsky was born Samuel Ginzberg, June 28,

1899, to middle class peasants in the Russian Ukraine near 0
the Polish border.. From 1919 to 1937, Krivitsky served in

Military Intelligence of the Soviet Army. In 1923 he was
sent to organize the nucleus of a Communist army in Germany
in preparation for a revolution in Germany. In May 1933,

- he was called to Moscow by the Soviet War Industries Insti-
tute. In 1935, he was sent abroad as Chief of Soviet Mili-

U tary Intelligence for Western Europe, which job he held
until November 1937. In the 1937 purge, many of Krivitsky's

U fellow generals were liquidated. In December, Krivitsky
himself was ordered back to Moscow but refused to return.
In the course of his 18 years in the Soviet Military Intel-

ligence, Krivitsky was twice decorated for espionage work.

In March 1938, at Paris, Krivitsky gave an interview
to a Russian emigre paper on the death of Maxim Gorky.
Krivitsky, in this interview, published by Russian emigre

paper Les Dernieres Nouvelles on March 4, 1938, said that

Maxim Gorky may have been killed on Stalin's orderse if he'

did not die from natural causes, since Gorky had been re-
fused permission by Stalin to attend the International
Convention of Anti-Fascist Authors at Paris recently, and
had been under close surveillance. Krivitsky stated he
himself had a price on his head and had decided to remain c
abroad "to rehabilitate tens of thousands of so-called
spies". On April 29, 1939, the Saturday Evening Postrpub-

U lished one in a series of articles by Krivitsky expos4ng tV
Soviet espionage activities.. In this article, Krivitky L4
predicted the Soviet-German pact which was concluded An
August 1939. Krivitsky's articles, following closelu
after the Moscow trials, were an important factor in e _

decision of many to leave the Communist Party camp. Dring
1939, Ignace Reissy an associate and friend of Krivitsky's

- - in the

U
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18. (Continued)

S

in the Soviet Secret Service, was machine-gunned at Lausanne,
it is believed, by Hans- Bruesse, CGPU political assassin who
operated in cooperation with a woman agent, Gertrude Shelbach.

In November 1938, Krivitsky entered the United Stateson a temporary passport, using his original name, Samuel
Ginzberg. On Judyl, 1939, he was ordered to report toEllis Island because his temporary visa had expired. He was
given a hearing July 6 and his visa was extended to December31. At about this time, he escorted his family safely to
Canada, using the name of Thomas. At this time, Krivitsky's
attorney, Louis Waldman, intimated that the Communists were
maneuvering through the Labor Department to have Krivitsky
deported in order that they might -get their hands on him. -

On October 11, Krivitsky testified before the Dies
Committee as follows:

1. Soviet Intelligence uses the Communist. Party here
and the real head of the American Communist Party is Stalin.

2. Soviet Intelligence chiefs in the United States
have been: Military: Boris Bycob since 1936; Alfred Tilden,
1929-1933; Felix Wolfe, 1924-1929. OGPU: Boris Shpak, 1936=1937; Valentine Markin, 1933-1934; Alexander Karin, 1928-
1933.

3. The Communist Parties outside the Soviet Union are
90% subsidized by the Soviet Union.

4. OGPU supervised Military Intelligence and the Em-
bassies after 1935 and 1936 when Stalin came to distrust
the military.

5. Soviet agents are restricted to the jobs of re-
cruiting and directing United States Party members who do
the actual work. of espionage.

On October 17, 1939, Representative Dickstein of New
York charged that Krivitsky was "nothing but a phony" and
"was induced" to testify to protect the publishers of his
magazine articles- from libel suit.

On November 9, 1939, Soviet Ambassador Oumansky, re-
turnirig'to the United States on the Re, was asked if he
had read any of Krivitsky' s magazine articles naming Ouman-
sky as a former OGPU agent. Oumansky appeardd annoyed and
replied that he had never heard of General Krivitsky and
was never in the OGPU.

On December 30
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18. (Continued)

On December 30, 1939, Krivitsky.'s departure, three or
four days previously from the United States for a secret

- destination, was revealed by the immigration authorities.
The story subsequently delivered was that he went to Great
Britain where he helped uncover extensive fifth column acti-
vities and to Paris where he collaborated with Paul Wohl,

- later of 173 Lexington Avenue, New York City, on various

- articles.

It appears that by March of 1940, Krivitsky was back
- in the United States, since it is stated in- that month he

told a story of meeting three men coming toward him on a
- New York street. One of these he recognized as the OGPU

agent, Sergei Basoff, alias Jim.

- It appears that Krivitsky, except for his articles

- and Dies Committee appearance, lived a retiring life and
expressed to his friends a fatalistic belief that he would

- eventually be assassinated by Stalin. Among these friends
were Boris Shev, his translat or, Isaac Don Levine, Louis

- Waldman, New York attorney, and Suzanne LaFollette, de-
scribed by the newspapers as a New York editor.-

At some point during his residence in the United States,
Krivitsky negotiated with Albert Goldman of Chicago,

" Trotsky's attorney, with a view to helping solve Trotsky's

- murder.

- In the period before his death, Krivitaky told friends
and associates that his assassination -had become urgent

- because of his knowledge of identity and methods of many
- Party agents entering the Western Hemisphere. At an un-

specified date, Paul Wohl, then in New York, wrote a note.
- to Suzanne LaFollette asking her to warn Krivitsky that

Hans Bruesse was in New York. Wohl, with whom Krivitsky

- had had a dispute about money, was the only one among his
friends -and associates to assert that Krivitsky had con-

" templated suicide. He was not, however, on close speaking
terms with Krivitsky after their quarrel and stated that

- Krivitsky avoided him.

On Wednesday, February 5, according to his wife, Tanya
Krivitsky, Krivitsky left her and his son, Alexander, seven
years old, to whom he was particularly devoted, in New York

- in order to find a refuge in Virginia for himself and his
family and in order to see Martin Dies, to whose committee

- he had already given much information on Soviet espionage.

- Mrs. Krivitsky
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Mrs. Krivitsky stated that he did not take a pistol with
him. According to Louis Waldman, one of the purposes of
Krivitsky's visit to Washington was to push through his
naturalization, which, among other things, would enable himto purchase a pistol in New York, something that, as an
alien, he could not 'do. At this time, his friends statedKrivitsky had sufficient money earned from his writings to
carry him for several years. It has also been asserted
that he had voluminous notes and stacks of documents al-
though the newspaper stories did not indicate their dis-
position.

According to Eitel Wolf Dobert, a former German Armyofficer, who-has been described by the newspapers as a
former political associate of his and who 11ved at Charlottes-ville, Virginia, Krivitsky arrived at Dobert's house In
Charlottesville on Thursday, February 6. While there, hebought a pistol from Charles Henshaw, the clerk at the local
nardware store, who later identified the gun found beside 'Krivitsky's body as the same gun which he had sold to Kri-
vitsky. In buying the gun, Krivitsky had used the name ofWalter Paref of Barboursville, Virginia. With the gun, he
bought fifty mushroom bullets. Henshaw's statement waslater taken by Detective Horace E. Caranfa and Lieutenant
George E. Darnell of the Washington Police Department. The
newspaper's story attributes a statement that Krivitsky sat
up until 3 Sunday morning, writing the- three suicide notes
which were later found in his rooin at the hotel, to Dobert.
The notes found were on stationery having the printed ad-
dress, Charlottesville, Virginia. It does not, however,
appear whether Dobert did or could have identified the notes
as actually material written by Krivitsky Saturday night and
early Sunday morning. On Sunday, February 9, Mrs. Dobert
drove Krivitsky to the Hotel Bellevue in Washington where
he registered at 6 p.m. as Walter Paref, a name which, ac-
cording to Waldman, Krivitsky was taking steps to adopt ashis legal name in the United States. Hotel ~employees' did
not recall that Krivitsky left his room after 6 p.m., Sun-day. The occupants of the other rooms on the fifth floor
stated that they had heard no shot. Thelma Jackson, the
chambermaid, said that she passed the door several times onMonday morning and knocked each time until she finally usedher pass key to get In. The body was found sprawled on thebed--it does not appear with the face up or the face down.
Krivitsky' s shoes were off and near his' bed. His socks were
still on his feet and he was otherwise dressed. Near
Krivitsky's right hand, but with fingerprints obliterated by.

blood
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- blood from the wound, was the .38 caliber pistol purchased
at Charlottesville, Virginia. There were only two openings

" to the room, the door, which was latched from the inside,
and the window, which was either closed or locked--the story

. varies--which opened out on the sheer side- of the building
with no fire escape and no ledge. It is not stated whether

" the fifth is the top floor of the Bellevue. There was no
sign of a struggle in the room which was ten feet square.
The pistol was discharged close to Krivitsky's right temple
and the contemporary comment was that it was not in his

" hand "where assassins would most likely have placed it".

The body was identified by J. B. Matthews of the Dies
- Committee who stated that Krivitsky had once told him: If

they ever try to prove I took my own life, don't believe
it.\\The case was handled by Bernard Thompson, Chief of the
Detective Force of the Washington Police, and. Detective

- Sergeant D. Guest who originally came to the scene.

- Three notes were found in Krivitsky's room, one in

English addressed to Waldman requesting that he help his
- family, adding as a postscript that he went to Virginia

because he could get a gun there and asking Waldman to

- help his friends there who did not, he stated, know why he
got the gun. A second in Russian was addressed to his wife
and son and pitched in an emotional tone. He stated that

-"it" was very difficult ... "but it is impossible . ..

" you will understand that I have to go . . . I think my sins
are big ... P.S. On the farm of Dobertov I wrote this
yesterday but I did not have any strength in New York. I

- did not have any business in Washington.. I went to see
Dobertov because that is the only place I could get the

firearms." A third in German was addressed to Suzanne
LaFollette asking her to help his wife and son. The Washing-

ton Police compared the notes with samples of Krivitsky's
handwriting and decided that they were authentic. Waldman

- Initally denied their authenticity and the last news of
this subject is that Waldman had procured photostatic copies

- which he and Krivitsky's friends had examined and in which
he found discrepancies with Krivitsky's other writings.

" Waldman stated, however, that it was possible that the dis-
crepancies were simply normal variations and that he pro-

- posed to have a professional examination made in New York.

Waldman and Krivitsky's friends called for a Federal
- investigation but the FBI refused to assume jurisdiction.

" Although Waldman and Krivitsky's friends sought to hold up

- issuance
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18. (Continued)

issuance of a certificate of suicide, the certificate was
finally issued although the coroner agreed that he would -
impanel a jury in case further evidence "cropped up".
Representative Rankin told the newspapers that the gun was
in the wrong place for the death to have been a suicide.
Mrs. Krivitsky felt sure that the Soviet had forced her
husband to write the notes with the threat of assassinating

- her and his boy. She said that Krivitsky was especially
devoted to Alexander. She stated that the note to her did
not sound like her husband. Krivitsky's body was taken to
New York and cremated February 15. On February 22, Repre-
sentative Parnall Thomas said the Dies Committee should-
investigate because ce'rtain evidence led him to believe
that the body found in the hotel was not Krivitsky's.
Previously, over the weekend of Sunday, February 16, the
offices of the New Leader in New York were raided. The
safe was cracked but nothing was taken. Money left in the
office was not removed, but the files were strewn about--
the office. It was suggested that the OGPU had been search-
ing for Krivitsky's unpublished works.-
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19. (Continued)

S

COVEMNAi ES IH DIPIDMATIC 4 AFFIC -

S

1. Limitations cf the report.

Any rapcrt m~de at this time on the contents of traffic encrypted by the
systen tt necessarily be fragmentary and subject to correction
in detail. In tho messages that are in any degree readable, there are large
gaps in soluti"on of the cipher key (additive), and in the code book only about
15 per cent of tho eguivalences are Identified, omonytenaiel.Bt
these dificiencies are constantly being ameli orated, with the result th
such reports a this vill be outdated very rapidly until a much higher degree of
recovery has seen reached.

2. Collateral; information.

ne collat-3al information given about the covernames is both scanty andtentative, for reasons imlied in paragraph 1. The most reliable data related
to the name azza the date and place of origin of the messages containing them.
Since most cf the readable traffic originated in Niew York, it vill be necessary
to indicato t33 origin ony in the case of Washington, daNr67 and Stockholm
messages. All the messags ueed are. directed to Moscow.

3. Use of covernames.

It is k=ran from the Report of the Royal Commission /in Canada/ appointed
under Order im Council P. C. 4ll of February 5, 1,946 (report dated June 2'[,
1946) that esecies o? the Uaion of Soviet Socialist Republics engaged in
conspiratorial activities ers accustomed, for reasons of security, to refer
to persons that are furthering these activities by covernames, and in particu-
lar that this is dcns in encrypted messages sent between diplomatic installations
and Moscowi.

b. Coverne--3 In 
"

The t-affic encrypted by the systemOMM ontains many covernamms,which are definitely proved to be such by two circumstances, (1) that many of
them are so designated in messages (given as a supplement hereato) that describe
themselves as dealing with changes in covernames (ffLICEKI) ad (2). that man~y
of them are contained In the formula: "A (henceforth B)", in which A is
evidently the real name of the old covername and B the (new) covername.

- 1 -
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- The classic ezmmple for the "henceforth" fornula to in a message of
23 August 194, New York-Moscow, internal address SEMION. There occurs the

- expression "M1,. LIGA Vitally Senionovich (henceforth "EM")." The next sentence
starts with "&Ise". Nov, Vitaliy Semionovich Mamluiga (usual transliteration:

- ~Vitalii Semeno-vich Mamlyga) Is the name of a person known to have been with
the Soviet Purchasing Comission. Afte~r giving his name in full, the originator

- ~of the ressage Save hin a coverame and imediately proceeded to use it. (EM
is not kaosn ct.<tside this message, the rest of which is not yet readable; but

" seg section 1,.) In this case, vhsre perhaps the need for security was not
great, the cernmo seems to be the name of the initial letter of MA.MLUIGA--M.

" This circumstance meat not, hoawcver, lead us to employ the temn "coverna"
for initials used for the sake of brevity, the e-pansion of which is always
evident from odler passages in the message concemaed. (Covernames themselves

. can be so abbre6viatoi. )

- ~5. Reliabilli,7of "radings".

- In the follvii g it- must be borne in mind that some of the cc er-.ames are
expressed by o--nle code groups not yct fcund in other contexts and othars

- contain gro-upe not yet fori in othar contexts. When any form has been assumed
for tho equiv alen-. of auch a group, it i:s here generally followed by a question
mark. The fcons assumed are based (1) an calculations made possible by tho fact
thatsuses a one-part code and that complete one-part codes oT the same

- ~longth are avai!lable (this proceas of comparison and calculation has yielded
many valuea that wo-_ later verified) and (2) on the analogy of verified cover-
names. As maatIad belewv, the covernames fall In part Into "families".

6. Families of co-erroms.

- ~It has become evident that many of the covernames can be put into cate-
gories on the bais of somaesimilarity between them. In the Report of the

- Royal CommIesian we find the alliterating family BACK, BACON, BAIEAU, BAGIET
(all members of the Group "Research"; cf. p. 729). We find a Promotheus that

- seems to belong to a "mythology" family, examples of which in traffic
are Jupiter and Cers. in Now York message '{98 appended below, we find Erie
immediately followed by Euron (in facty Erie gave the clue forlthe Identi-
fication of HEmro). There is a family ofn~ancient Phoenician cities: Carthage,

-
Tire, and Sidon.

- TShe arrangemens; of the material from this point will be based on such
categories. First, covernames apparently for persons will be listed: Addresses,
signatures, specifically Bussian Christian namea, Christian names not specifi-

- eally Russian, relationships and conditions of age, station and calling,
mythological n-ms, names of animals, names of plants, and miscellanous.

Then cover names apparently for placea and institutions will be listed: Ancient
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places, georaphical features, and miscellaneous. Names occurring only in
the special covernume ressages are sometimes not listed except in the text of 5
of those messages thencelves (see supplement).

7. Addresses. "

She addresses and signatures seem to be covernames. The constant address
of Canberra and Stockholm messages and the address of by far the greater part
of the kw York messages is expressed by a group falling in the book just before
the group for VIL and five places after the group for VIZ,a (visa). All . .
probabilities favor the value VIEEOR(ae an address, it is to be read in the
dative case: ViRU, to Victor).. The only other occurrence of the group is
in the spelling VIRII (in which, unfortunately, II can be secured only by
assuming a cne-digit garble) in the expression '6f Victoria and Nov South Wales."

low Yrk mescages show at least three other addresses: 8 OTEIDU (to the
Eighth Divisicn of Lepartxsnt) and SEMONU (to Simeon or Simon), both confirmed
from other unes, and a group falling two places after P-ER, hence perhaps
PIOTR (Fetor or °E0V or the like.

- se fra.vency of VIXCRU in the latest index is 24 for Canberra, 31 for 5
Stockholm, nd for Nev York 26. New York four times follows this by 8
OTDLU (vitA a separating dash or period), Canberra 5 times with a period
between and once vithout--once Canberra has simply VIflVRU 8. New York also
has ViOM^U, SMICZNU twice, VI=LoRU, DORIS(?)OVU once, and once VIETORU OT 5KOMISSARI(?)AT(A?) (to Victor from the Commissari(?)at(??). Canberra
has one VETRU SE!ONU.

SEMTU occurs 22 times as an address from New York (twice after VIKTORU), 5once from Cenberra (after VIUTORU). All occurrences are after 19 July 1944.

8 oTDEL- occurs -22 times, 11 of these after VIMTORU (with or without s
separating period or dash). One Canberra message begins "To Victor. In reply Sto your telegram No. 2383. 8 OTDL(U)."

"PZTROVU", or whatever it is, is an address at least 7 times, all from
New York, from MAy to August 1944. (The group occurs in 4 other passages,
twice preceded by ToAIsHCN, "Comrade"; once in a Canberra message. Note
that in all indications of frequency, unless otherwise stated, anti-garble
repetitions have been eliminated.)

30RIS(?)OV occurs Once in the phrase VIETORU, BORIS(?)OVU" from S
New York, 17 August 194.

-3-
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S

8. Signatures.

S The constent Canberra signature is a group that has been

tentatively engged WIM (Joachim). Only one case of a Washington

5 signature (Y) is knoun, a group presunably in the range of VAT to

VAX. It could be something like VAVIIY or even VAKE (Bacchus).

5 No Stockholm signaturs are known.

5 The most frerusnt rew York signature is MAY, with an overall

frequency of 16, only a handful of which occurrences are not

5 signatures. Cceasionally, to distinguish his own remarks from a

document he i.s transmitting, Z"gY will use the expression "PRIMECANI1E

AW" (May'e note), thus confirming that NAY is a signature and that the

value of the aignature group is FAY (for MAYA is a different group and

certainly neas "of May" in dates).

Anocher sigatur, in about the range for AMTON (Anthony), occurs

S 10 times (Yes York).. Once (22 December 1944) the form is "ANTON (2)

and VAK" (tA is possibly a garble for MAY). All occurrences are

from October 194 to Janary 1945. The name also occurs in the text

8 times (,iiw York, My-December 19 44 ). in a message of 23 August 1944,

AMN (2) is associated- with SRY (7) and AXIM,. apparently in connection

with sout'nestern factories and. plants.

A signatre In the right range for BORIS occurs at least twice

5 as a Bev York signature, on 23 October and 31 December 1944 .

SSii;B7z (?) (Eergius): There are 2 candidates for this value.

One occur3 E Septembar 1944 anz 11 January 1945; the other occurs

* 17 times, :. Mg 1944 - 15 January 1945. The second one is associated

with AMOTI () anC AIM (see esction 8) .

AT-zim (Aleie): occurs 5 times, 9 May - 14 December i 944.
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9. Spec.ifically Russian Christian rms.

Some covernemes that are Russian Christian names have already been
mentioned in sections 7 and 8. Others are as follows: S

ABSEflIY (Arsenius): in 5 Nev York messages, 16 June-22 December 1944. 5
VITALIY (Vitalis): occurs in 3 messages, 9 August, 23 Augrst

31 December 1944. Also occurs in a real name
(see VSAMLUICA in section 4 .)

YXT? (Jacob): was GNOM before September 1944.

AKI;4 .Jcachim): occurs 8 times is 8 messages (all with a SEMION
address), 16 June-28 Dec. 1944. See section 8.

19E CLristian names not eecifically Russian.

Althoa many Solet citizens have Christian names virtually identical with
name fcrms in othr language than Russian, it seems safe to set up a category
that vcni indlade aEguely Internatcral foams together with definitely non- 5
Russian : In cconection with ecome of these names, the following quotation
frey T:a is Ny Stor by Louis Francis Badenz, former managing editor of the

Daily tc-isr, (Acari -EI.31 Book Company, Inc., New York and London: f947)
pp. 138.-.:1, is givn fcr whatever reference value it may have. 5

she so-c:lled "Dctch" or Cerman, comrade--though his accent was
indatEIminate to my untrained ear--vas the first of a long line of
persacagese ith foreign accants and forsign origins who paraded
throug- the ge:ming apparatas of the Communist party of the U.S.A.
'.c on and least of all any vell-edmcated American, has any complaint 5
nbout full partlcipaticn of t foreign born in American life; our own
auasors cene fr:a arr to make up this land of the free. But the right
of thoas who are agents of a foreign power to cross our borders under
alir.seo and order American citir.na about, is another matter. ...Yet, to my
surpries. this was what I founi in the building at Thirty-five East Twelfth
Str -at when I entered it and began to work there. .

1hese men of many names and no names bore aliases like Edwardse---
carelessly chosen plurals of "Chris'.ian names" ouch as Roberta, Richards,
Stevers, Michaels, Johns and, occasi-nally, something more distinctive
taken from England or the. Middle Woe. The seead one of these gentlemen
to ires3 himself upon mo -ias "Rebeas," then acting in a vital secretarix
capacity in the Party. That is, be wax one of the chief factors in the
national setap. Still in the stage of pleasantries upon such matters, I
had gaily referred to him as "The Chesh'.re Cat Commissar" because of his *
perpetual mechanical smile. It was not unpleasant but unreal. Like the

e Baden had met Cerhard Eisler under the nare of Edwards; see pp 135 and 5
137 and his testimony in District Court, Wash.ngton, on 24 July 1947.
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celebrated falins, his names kept vanishing. Shortly after my labor

- editorhip bagn, he suddenly converted himself into "Comrade Peters"

and then into "Comrade Steve" and then, after a long time, back to

5 "Comrade Roberts'. It kept one busy trying to keep up with these trans-

formations.

Before the publication of Budent's book, certain groups bad tentatively

S been identified as equivalent to ICEAD, ROBERT, and the like. That such

names occur in the code book has been amply verified, e.g. by the message of

5 2 December 1944, listing nuclear physicists and matemsticians. To serve as

surnames in daily colloquy, some of these names would have to take on an S.

- The group that seems to stand for BERT (it follows next after RO)

5 occurs 37 times.. Jim urp fr IICEARD (2 places beyond BIT) occurs 6 times

(plus once in EICEAEDT PAID). loth are restricted to New York messages.

5 RICEARD is the ne covorname given in September 1944 to someone whose

previous (cover?) name seems to have begun with LO (see message 70 appended

5 beloi). A ROEERT occurs from 7 June 1944 on through 17 January 1945--

of course not necesseerily one single individual throughout.

S It is eignificent that ROBERT was alwaya "transmitting" written matter

to the origirator(o) of the messages: the for ""'Robert? has transmitted"

occurs five tines in the index.

S Another individual of particular interost is one whose ame would seem

to begin with E (or, by the more usual transliteration, EE). This may be

ENI (Renry), though there is almost certainly another and more usual

spelling of "Eenry" in the book, GERI OR GE RIB. EENRI? figures in

arrangements for a rendezvous in front of a Mexico City movie house (3. Y.

messags of 14 June 1944); in other messages also he is located in I=RETIA

5 (the Country, cce:vm ae for MICO). In a message of 10 August 1944s there
seems to be talk of calling him bach to TIR (tyre, covermame for New York).

5 Be occurs 21 times, fron 26 May-l0 August 1944. The other group, G iHI,

occurs in messag 799 (below) and perhaps in a message of 1 June 1944

involving the securing of a SEREDHEY (Mexican) visa.

5 Other such names are:

AL' or L' (Al?): occurs 1 October in phrase "Al' or EL'" (both
attempts to render English Al)

DIK (Dick): use 3H0 (Echo) before October 1944; occurs in five
messages, 23 October -26 December 1944.

DONAL'D (Donald): became PILOTT September 1944; this second name

r.ap - in ection 11 below.

- VTN?KAH (Dunca.): occurs in message of 26 my 1944.

S KARL (Carl): was SEAT before October 1944; occurs once
26 December 194 4.

*- -6-
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S

GENRI(B) (Eenry): vas TAM before October 1944. See the last -
paragraph above.

DZEOB (John): vas GUDEDN before October 1944; occurs once 14
December 1944, with AMRT

PE!: vas CEDRNOY? (Black) before October 1944.

CHARL'Z (Charles): vas something else until October 1944. S
E.IK?: vas something else until October 1944. 5
BRA7: Canberra, twice 1 September 1945. Seems to have 5

-furnished information on the Australian Security
Service. Same name twice from orv York, 26 July
and 16 August 1944.'

IDD (Claude): Canberra, April-October 1945. E1OD is Canberra's
raguler purveyor of information; he occurs 13 time 5
8 times in the formula "'EDD' has communicated".

NIX (Nick?): 22 July 1944; message contains names DuPont, Ford,
Mellon, Weir, Pew. 5

(CAR3L;Z RM (Charles Buno): in.N.Y. message 14 June 1944, this is the
name EEMR? is to gir± as a password at the
rendezvous.) 5

DORA: in two mesesges, 23 October 1944 and 4 January,
19145.

EDRA (CMra): 23 December 1944. S
OIA: a Washington female agent; name changed to sone- 

thing else in October 1944. Occurs in 2 messages,
3 May and 10 August 1944, both dealing with EDNAR
(that is, probably ERAVCEE). It is planned to

make these messages the subject of a separate repor 5
In the former OLA is described as seeking more
detailed information on the EDMAR affair. In the
latter she has something to do with the supposition
that (does not think that?) DJMAR is staying at 5
209 West 97th Street.

RITA: mentioned 1# August 1944 in the phrase "the first
two parts (of?) the business of RISA". (i2e
message also mentions EOMAR, issue of IA OZ/Mezico
City Com.unist organ/ for 7 June, IT). 5

11. Relationships and Conditions of Age, Station and Calling.

OTCI (Stepfather): in 3 messages, 17 May - 27 December 1944.

STAT (Matobaker: Son- or Daughter-in-law's Father): 23 Aug. and 6 Dec. 194.

-7- S
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S

mDUSICA Grananpapa or GriamcaCC:+an ( d > .- o

- 9 yy - 14 August 1944.

!ABOB (Fabob): aprenly a gh Amrican diplomatic official.

Occurs 5 times in 3 messages, 9Y)a, 7 September,

S 14 December 1947; in message of 7 September, in
connection with postwar treatment of Germany.

ATAA (Retman): occurs 4 tines in 3 messages, 17 MAY, 7 June,

5 6 October, 1944.

5 PIIT? (Pilot):. was DONAL'D before September 1944.

12. Mythological Games:

YUPIER (Jupiter): becar.e OBIOL? (Eagle) in October 1944.

" MMES (Ceres): in 4 messages, 4 May - 25 July 1944.

MWZA ( ): 4 July 1944; communicated concerning Secret Funds

(Z."ee. Division, Emerson Bigelow, aid of 92,000,0

Portuguese escudoa, Northern European division of

Secret Inteii1gence Branch, etc.

-EO (Echo): became DZ in October 1944; cccura 14 times, 2 Mag

23 October, 1944.'

GNOM (Gnome): became EV? in September 1944. Occurs 3 times,
18 May, 16 June, 25 July.

13. Names of aninals.

TIUIEN (Seal): 1¢ August 1944, (a EOMAR or Eravcbenko message).

ORIOL? (Eagle): was IOPITEi until October 1944. Occurs .Dec. 19"

LUN' (Hen Barrier): in 4 messages, 3 Iyy- 17 August 1944.

S GDS' (Goose): changed to something else October 1944.

EOMAR (Gnat etc.): rbab covername fo iktor

.
)O~avhenkoFor a complete deeomet of this

idea, a separate report would be necessary. Occurs

in 8 messages so far partly rea, 6 between 3 and

* 23 May, 1944, 2 on 10 Auast, 1944; 3DMAR is the

object of intense interest, nl01412 attempts to

locate hiM (20 My: "is living wiith? X !
in the state of Connecticut etc.').

1 18 
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14. Namea of plants.

TIUL*PAN (Tulip): 10 August 1944; (a xDMAR or Kravchenko message)
changed to something beginning with ZAN Sept. 1944. 5

15. Miscellaneous. 5
LIB?? (Lieb?) or possibly LIERAL: was ANTE2KO until Sept. 1944. Occurs

6 times, 22 October - 2$ December 1944. Message of
27 Novembar speaks of his vife EEL, 29 years old 5
married (?) 5 years, ".......husband's work and the
role of MTR(0) and NIL". 5

AMUR? (Amour?): was ZSA---?--et (Jeannette??) before October 1944;
occurs once 14 December 1944 with DZEON.

MEM (lis many other equivalences in the code book, this might have an S
alternative reading,perhaps MNMO; as METR it
means "moter" and as MBO it is a nickname, S
applied for example to the Paris subway system):
was SKAUT until September 1944. Occurs 27 Nov. 194 S
(something about LIB?'s wife Ethel? ?knowing about
her husband's work and the role of METR(O) and NIL;
notice in message 700 below how MlE'1!(0) and NIL com
together). Seems to occur 5 December 1944 in phrae.
"EVK(O) and ?RU7SON (Hughson?)". Note an page 73.
of the Report of the Royal Commission: "Metro.....
... te Embassy of the U.S.S.R."

CAT: cccurs 26 i69y 1944 in phrase "of GRANT and EARL"; S
message mentions PFI (Forces Francais de'l
Interieur?) or possibly a name ending in FlI (FrT).
In 1945, GRANT was used in Canada as the covermme
of Colonel Nikoloy Zabotin, Soviet Military Attache
in Ottawa and head of military intelligence work in 5
Canada (see Report of the Royal Camission).

D4 (M): covername of Titaliy Semionovich Msmluigu in messag "
of 23 August 1944. He was a member of the Soviet
Purchasing Commission, having entered the U.S. In
December 1943. He was still here in September 1946
This name may be EMA, and may be the same EN liste
28 November 1944 (see below).

EANUK? (Cnnck?): Occurs 4 times in 2 messages, 24 July and
1 August 1944.

SI (C?): occurs 23 October and 6 December 1944. 5
PA (Pa?): occurs 14 December 1944. 5

-9-S
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- List of 28 Rovenfer 1944; In a message of that date the following names
occur, apparently as operating from New York: ERDG (Circle, or the name

Krug), KIN--7--(vas R--?--OID until October 1944), EMA,. -- 7--, St.-?--
(this word may not be a name) -- tMALIAR (Painter), VN (Jan), ENK........

16. Covernames apparently for places and institutions:

Ancient places (also rivers, etc.).

TIR (Ty--): covername for New York.

SIDOR (Sidon): covername for London.

KAHFAGEI 'Cartbags): covername for Washington.

NIL (ile?): was something beginning with TIT (TUMAI, Miet?)

- until September 1944; linked with METE, which see.

5 17. Geographical features.

5 STRANA (Land, Country): ccver-name for the 'aited States.

5 OSTROV (Island.): covername for Great Britain; changed October 1944.
to something beginning with EK (or E).

- OSRC7TIAIN (Islander): Briton.

DENETrIA (the Country /i.e., rural districts/): covername for Mexico.

SEEESKOY (Country, Rural): Mexican.

i, "Z .I- (Fv l;;;;; v,-YzCau n): Covereord for some nationality, possibly U.S.

S 18. Miscellaneous.

S BABK (the Bank): probably covername for the U.S. State Department;
occurs 24 times, (once in the plural from Canberra,
probably in the literal sense).

- DOM STARIEI (the Old Woman's Bouse): in 2 messages, 26.ley and 10 Aug. 194.

* -10-
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19. Conclusion. 5
In its present state the traffic tends to arouse curiosity 5more thea it does to satisfy it. This uneatisfactory state of affairmakes it imperative that this report be supplemented at intervals. It 5is proposed that such supplements not be complete revisions of this report,but rather be of such a nature that they would be filed with it and used in 5conjunction with it. When enough material has been accumulated, a newreport will be made.

This report incorporates the previous bricf tentative report of

A final reminder of the extremely provisional nature of all assumptions "made in this report is desirable. Future supplements will not fail tospecify those that bare became untenable.
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20. No author [probably William K. Harvey, CIA], Memorandum for the File, "COMRAP,"

6 February 1948.

SI

S7

- 21se tgas. gh
!i ISTRIPCAL FEVIEN PIUj Of

tie Central ltel g a Y,

6 February 196

MEMORANDUM rOR THE FILE

- Subject: COMRAP - V FA SSIL - f3 ! .

5 1. Set out below for record and cross check purposes is a brief sumnary of an
extensive operational Soviet espionage case within the U.S., known to have been,
at least until August 2h, 194 and possibly subsequently, under the control and
direction of a Major General of State Security (then NKGB, now MGB). This case
has been given the code name (3MRAP, inasmuch as it involves personnel who, prior
to 1943, had been long active in the illegal conspiratorial and quasi-intelligence
operations of the Comintern Apparatus.

2. For purposes of clarity the initial portion of this case summary is given in5 narrative form, from the standpoint of its investigative development.

3. As of late 1942 and early 1943 intensive investigati e coverage was being main-
tained on the activities and movements of Steve NELSON, then head of the Alameda
County, California, section of the CPUSA, which is and has been for some years one
of the largest County sections of the Party, probably the most powerful section
outside greater New York. NELSON at this time was one of the important and long-
time Communist functionaries who, on numerous occasions in the past, had been
implicated on the periphery at least of Soviet espionage operations. Steve NELSON
was born in Yugoslavia, probably Croatia, shortly before 1900. He first entered
the United States about 1920 when he jumped ship in New York City and through the
laxity of imd.gration procedures he was permitted subsequently to legalise his
status, later becoming, by naturalization, a U.S. citizen. The exact date of
EELSON 's initial affiliation with the Communist movement is unknown, but there is
at least some reason to believe that he was active in Agitprop work in Yugoslavia
prior to his first entry into the U.S. Shortly after his arrival he became affil-
iated with the predecessor organizations of the CPUSA and his Party career has
been one of ever-increasing responsibility. About 1930, the exact date being m-
imown, Steve NELSON was dispatched through the clandestine channels of World
Tourist in New York to Moscow as a student from the CPUSA to the Lenin School.
It is interesting to recan, in this connection, that World Tourist was the firm
headed by Jacob N. GOLS (RAZIN) who has since become of paramount interest in view
of his participation as a leading figure in the Soviet espionage parallels loosely
grouped together in the GREGORY case; it being remembered that GOIDS was responsible
to a large degree for the operation of these parallels until his death in New York
City in November 1943.

4. After graduating from the Lenin School NELSON served for about eighteen months
on an undisclosed Comintern assignment reportedly of an operational intelligence
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U

nature somewhere "in Central Europe". Before returning to the U.S. in 1933,NELSON is known to have been, for a brief period, in Shanghai, China, and h'has
stated that 1le in Shanghai he was closely associated with Arthur EWER, aliasHar BERGER who was active in the Comintern Apparatus for mary years and was

tched .to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1937 under supporting cover from Yujamtorg
for the purpose of guiding the abortive Communist revolution in Brazil the follow-
ing year. It will also be recalled that EWERT, who was known in Rio as BERGER went
insane while being interrogated by the Brazilian police. Upon his return to the
States about 1933, NEISON became increasingly active in Communist revolutionary
work in the trade union field and was particularly active in the industrial areas
of Detroit, Qicago, Pittsburgh, and Cleveland.

5. Shortly after the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War NELSON went to Spain wherehe became a political commissar of the International Brigades, specifically at-tached to the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and eventually attaining the rank of Lt.Colonel. Upon his return from Spain, subsequent to the collapse of the Spanish
Republic, NELSON was immediately made a member of the National Committee of the UCPUSA by co-optation. It is amusing to note that the procedure adopted in NELSON's
case in placing him upon the .National Committee was an exact parallel of the pro- 3cedure used to give Stalin his first post on the Central Committee of the Bolshevikfraction of the Social Democratic Party of Russia. Shortly thereafter, NELSON wastransferred to the Alameda County section of the Party. The exact intelligence sig-
nificance of NEISON'a service in Spain has never fully been revealed, although ithas been reported that he served as an "NKVD agent" during this period. During the
period between his return to the U.S. and late 1942, when he is known to have beenre-activated as an intelligence agent, his exact intelligence participation also is Unot known, although there are indications that during this period he may have car-ried out certain Comintern assignments.

6. On April 10, 1943, it was ascertained through technical coverage of his residence -in Berkeley, California that NELSON was in carefully veiled but detailed conver-sation with an individual, then unidentified, who spoke English with a heavy Europ-ean, probably Russian, accent. This conversation which last for seyeral hours, re-vealed without question that NElSON was an important figure in a Soviet net engagedin operational espionage, in the maintenance of illegal Communist seaman courier
routes and at least to some extent in the clandestine forwarding of propagandathrough illegal means to the Far East, and that the then unidentified visitor was
NELS.N's Soviet superior. The conversation opened with the unknown visitor countingten bills or bundles of currency and its significance was almost iunediately tabbid 3by the following interchange:

NELSON: "Jesus, you count money like a banker."

Unknown man: "Vell, you know I used to do it in Moskva." U
Through this conversation it was revealed that NELSON had been recruited shortly Ubefore January 1, 1943 by a "man from Moscow" and that this recruitment had been ,with the knowledge of "the old man", which was an obvious reference to Earl Eowder
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* -3-
then General Secretary and undisputed head of the CPUSA. Both NELSON and his
unknown visitor referred to this network as the Comintern Apparatus and as the
"Apparat". It is interesting to note that this conversation took place only a5 month prior to the formal dissolution of the Communist International and that
actually, as will be set out below, the unknown man was identified later as an5 official of the then GUGB, later the NfBK , and now the MGB. rgn the conversat-
ion references were made to one "Rapp" and to one "George". It was indicated that

"Rapp" was responsible for West Coast cla destine courier routes and that "George"
was responsible for liaison with BROWDERn all Apparat matters. "Rapp" was subse-
quently identified as Mordecai RAPPAPORT, an old time Communist waterfront figure,
and "George" was subsequently identified as Getzel HOCHBERG, who was then acting
as BROWSER 's bodyguard and was accomparying hi~ on his various Party trips through-
out the U.S. HOCEBERG was an active Communist Party member. NELSON complained bit-
terly tc his visitor about the inefficiency of both BAPPAPORT and HOCHBERG and it
is interesting to note that a few days afterward both of them were demoted and
disciplined, RAPPAPORT being transferred from San Francisco to Los Angeles where
he was given a minor Party post and HOCHBERG being transferred from New York to
Detroit merely as a Party member.

5 7. During the conversation frequent mention was made of an individual referred to
as "Al" who was described as located in or near New York and as head of the,.Lpparat
although. obviously Al also was under the direction and control of NELSON h(unident-
ified visitor. Al was subsequently identified as Ralph BOWMAN, a supposedly minor
editorial writer for the now defunct New Masses, 1l&eading weekly organ of the
Communist Party for many years. It is interesting to note that while BOWMAN main-
tained an office at the New Masses, his name did not appear on the magazine's mast-
head and that he was extremely successful in concealing his movements and contacts
and in veiling his true significance.

8. Also discussed as a usable recruit, d-ring this conversation, was a woman, later5 identified as louise Rosenberg BRANSTEN althy California woman and former wife
of Richard BRANSTEN' alias Pruce MIWON well known Party propagandist for many
years and a frequent contributor to New Masses before his edeviation3 as a result
of the BROWDER-FOSTER split in the CPUSA. It is noted that BRANSTEN, as Bruce MENrON,
was partially responsible for the initial recruitment of two of the agents active
in the GREGORY case, having referred these two to BRGWDER who, in turn, arranged
their recruitment with Jake GOLDS. At the time of this conversati" 1943, Louise
Rosenberg BRANSTEN was the mistress of Gregori Markovich KHEIFETS, at that time and
until the summer of 1944 Soviet Vice Consul in San Francisco, who was identified
through independent investigation as an NKGB official active in the running of
operational nets on the West Coast. KHEIFETS was mentioned in inference in the con-
versation beten NELSON and his visitor, and reference was made also to William
SCHNEIDERM, California State Secretary of the CPUSA, it being indicated y NN
that SCHNEIDERMAN was reluctant to take the chance involved in making Party members
available for "special work" (a stock Party term for Soviet Intelligence assign-
ments). A number of other individuals, cryptically referred to in this conversation,
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have never been definitely identified.

9. Almost immediately thereafter the unidentified man conferring with NELSON was

positively identified as Vassili Mikhailovich ZUBILIN, then Third Secretary of the
Soviet Embassy in Washington, D.C., and shortly thereafter promoted to the position
of Second Secretary. Through other cases and collateral information, it was ascer-
tained that ZUBIIIN was a Major General of State Security, that his real name is
V. ZARUBIN (apparently no relation to Georgi N. ZARUBIN, Soviet Ambassa to Can-
ads during the time of the extensive operation ofCl Nikolai ZABOTIN, Soviet Mil-
itar Attache and GBU head in Canada from the summer of13 until December 12, 191L5).

10. Though investigation it was established that during t3 and 1944 Ralph BOWMAN
("Al") was in frequent correspondence with Steve NELS0n, concerning. matters pei4
taining to this intelligence parallel, throug a'complicated series of Party and
Party affiliated individuals serving as mail drops. During this time also Steve
NELSON is known to have been in possession of a complete formula for the preparat-
ion of a secret ink adaptable for clandestine secret writing of espionage commun-
icatione, and he was in possession also of certain ingredients for the preparatic~
of this ink. While no secret writing communications were actually intercepted
this case, it should be noted that it was established that Mordecai RAPPAPO~R
1943 was in possession of a formula for secret ink exactly the s'ine'isthe-one pos-
sessed by NELSON.

l. The next major development in this case was the receipt in August, 1943 of an
anonymous letter, postmarked at Washington, D.C. on August 7, 1943, mailed from. a
mail box in the proximity of the Soviet Embassy, and addressed to the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. T.his letter was written on a Russian typewriter in obviously mil-
itary style, and, as will be noted below, could only have been written by an indiv-
ual closely acquainted with and undoubtedly deeply ,implicated in Soviet espionage
operations within the U.S. This anonymous letter stated that the Second Secretary
of the Soviet Embassy, Vassili M. Zubilin, was actually the head of the Foreign
Department (given in Russian as INO) of the NKVD (meaning obviously GUGB/NKVD)for North America, having jurisdiction over not only the U.S. but Canada and Mexico
as well. The letter stated that ZUBILIN was running a large network of agents, that
his real name was V. ZARUBIN and that he was in Poland at least shortly after the
Soviet occupation in 1939 where he was responsible for the massacre of several-
thousands of Poles. The letter also described him as a Major General of NKVD and
listed in detail a number of Soviet officials in North America who, according to
the letter, were serving as his assistants in Soviet espionage operations. The
other persons named in the letter are listed below, together with a summary of the
.allegations in the anonymous letter, plus the substantiating information concern-
ing them developed through indepen ent investigation and other sources.

a. Elizabea Tureva Zubilin According to the letter ZUBIIN's wife, Elisa-
beta, personally was operating a network composed of a large number of agents ser-
ving in agencies of the U913. Government. It has been established independently that
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-5-
SElizabeta ZUBILIN was active, at least as early as 1937, as a Soviet agent of
importance under the cover name "Helen".

b. Boris Michael ORIIS/ a Hollywood film director of Russian extraction.
It has bees a s e pendently and in fact ?DRRDS has admitted serving as
a Soviet agent under ZUBILIN and other individuals with the primary mission of
establishing a cover firm or firms for Soviet espionage operations in the UlS. and
Latin America. One of the allegations in the anonymous letter, and the only alleg-
ation which is considered untrue or inaccurate, was an allegation to the effect
that the ZUBILINS were actually betraying the Soviet Union, were passing "dis-
information" back to the Soviet Union, but were passing valid intelligence data to
the Germans and Japanese through 1DRRDS. Intensive investigation failed to substant-
iate this allegation in the anonymous letter, although without exception, where3 possible, all of the other allegations have been independently substantiated. The
possible explanation for this rather startling statement is discussed below in
connection with the evaluation of this letter and the writer thereof.

c o. Greg oriMarkovich IGEIFETS, described in the letter as Soviet Vice Consul
in San Francico and an iportan assistant to ZUBILIN. Through independent sources
it is known that KHEIFETS, until his departure for the Soviet Union in the summer
of 194, was active in operational Soviet espionage principally in the San Francisco
and Los Angeles areas, it being noted that at least one of his sub-agents was con-

11trollo. KHEIFTS, during this period, used among other aliases, the alias of
BROWN or "Mr." BinW. His intelligence contacts were clandestinely made with maxi-
mum secrecy precautions and a predilection for the use of public places not readily
susceptible to physical or other observation. Access to certain personal papers in
KHEI'ETS' possession reflected that he maintained a tremendously large number of
contacts on the West Coast and that he undoubtedly was responsible for other exten-
sive intelligence operations which were never completely identified. It is inter-
esting to note that when KHEIFETS departed from Sanfrancisco in the summer of 1941
he was replaced as Vice Consul by Gregory KASPAOV. who ualso was identified as
taking over KHEIFETS' intelligence operations and contacts, as well as his overt
duties as Soviet Vice Consul. However, KASPARDV did not use exactly the same ap-
proach as was frequently used by UEFES, it being noted that KHEIFETS consistently
claimed to be assigned to the Consulate in San Francisco as a representative of
DOES and stated on numerous occasions that prior to coming to the U.S. he had been

an official of VOKS in Moscow.

d. Andrei Ivanovich SCHEVCinXM described in the letter was a subordinate ofZUBIIN 's, active in ec cal espionage. For a period of several years until late3 January 1946 SCHIVCHENKO was an engineer with both the Soviet Government Purchasing
Comd.ssion and the Amtorg Trading Corporation. Inasmuch as two of SCHEVCHENKO 'ssub-agents were controlled, it is known that the allegations regarding him in the
anonymous letter were without question true. It is interesting to note that SCHEV-
CHENKO's primary interest, at least as exhibited through his two controlled sub-
agents, was in the procurement of technical docupdnts from critical industrial fac-
ilities, including the Bell Aircraft Corporation in Buffald. He is known to have
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expressed a particular interest in jet propulsion, rocket motors, and related
matters, and upon at least two occasions he furnished his sub-agents with Leicacamera for photographing documents. 

-

e e_ important offi 1 nhewly openedoviet Embss inA MexicohCity, an was des-
cribed in the letter as ZUBIIN's chief subordinate in Mexico. TARASOV later becameeither first or second secretary of the Soviet Legation, later Embassy, in Mexicoand was independently idtintified as deeply involved in operational Soviet espion-

ibleors teeia gend ofteAtau ca se, a Sviet espioa ge case invovnnumerous secret writing messages wich were never completely deciphered betweenth j . and Latin America. This case involved, among other things, efforts to pocure the release or disposal of Jacoues Mornard VANTWNRPS9 Fan JA=S Nthe convicted assassin of Lev Davidovich BRONSTpd"an T~rr hortly aftertereceipt of the anonymous letter TARASOV departed YTexico for the Soviet Unionan hsfntons, at les fnteAtcue ae er taknover byaoher

t. Pavln&I p the time the anonymous letter was received KLARIN, also
atw a and Pavel M. KLARIN, was Vice Consul assigned to the Consul-
Zt General, USSR, in New York City. The letter described him as an assistant toZUBILIN, responsible for the operation of an extensive espionage not in the NewYork area. These allegations were substantiated by independent investigation.There appears no question but that KLAMD, during the period he spent in New Yorkbfore proceeding to Mexico as an official of the legation there in 1943 or 1944,wsresponsible for the New York ramifications of the Altechuler case. He has been
ldnfe d r lot witout doubt as the writer of the Southbound secret writing

a . colo D e Y V.ccrding to the anorgmous letter this individual wasa clon o f te NV~ad ZBILNa personal assistant and secretary in the Eab-assy. The letter stated that he also operated an espionage network which included V1
aniortant agenti the White House". M[RDNOV's Embassy position and his close

. to substantiate the allegatin cocrig his espionag operations.

h._ee ggw , gdG .JU UKIA10V, an engineer with the Soviet Government
Purchasing Comassion also was listed in the letter as an assistant to ZUMWIN
and as a Soviet Intelligence official actually operating agents. However, LUKIAOV07
departed from the U.S. for Vancouver, Canada, about the time of the receipt of the
anonymous letter, and consequently it was impossible to substantiate the allegat-ions of his espionage activities in the U.S. The Canadian authorities were not
able to establish definitely his participation in Soviet espionage in Canada,although they did report that his activities were highly suspect and that he
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assumed to himself on frequent occasions diplomatic prerequisites which were notin accordance with protocol or with his position as interpreted by the Canadian
Department of External Affairs.

i. VYTALLI G. PAVID<This individual was described in the letter as SecondSecretary of the boviet hmbassy in Ottowa, Canada, and, under the direction of
ZUBILIN, responsible for NKVD operations in that country. It will be recalled thatthese allegations were completely substantiated in September 1945 by Igor ree-ievich GUZENKD Red Ary Intelligence code clerk who defected in Canada.

J. Semen SEENOV. SEMNOV was named in the letter as a Soviet Intelligence3 official and engineer representing the Soviet Government in the U.S. It was im-possible to substantiate the gations concerning SEMENOV.

k. Vassili (? - DAIf, also a Soviet engineer in the United States,
- was named by the writer of the anonymous letter as another assistant to ZUBILINin his espionage operations. In his case, likewise, it was not possible to sub-stantiate this allegation through independent investigation.

12. In connection with the anonymous letter, the pertinent contents of which areset out above, a number of observat.ons appear of importante. Intensive effortsto identify the writer of this communication and/or the Russian language typewriteron which it was written proved completely fruitless, which was and is most unfort-unate, since the writer of this letter obviously possessed both authentic and de-tailed knowledge of Soviet Intelligence operations in the U.S., at least as of1943. The independent substantiation of so many of the allegations made in theletter, as reflected above, leaves absolutely no doubt as to its basic authenticity.Only one portion of the letter appears open to definite question, i.e. ,,the alleg-ation that Vassili Mikhailovich ZUmnTN and Elisabeta Yurevna ZUBIlD were betray-ing the Soviet Union, passing "dis-information" to their superiors and transmittingvalid intelligence data to German and Japanese authorities through Boris MORRDS/As noted above, intensive efforts to substantiate this part of the letter were made3 without result, and in addition it was not possible to establish the existence ofany channel whereby MORRDS or the ZUBILINS, through Mbher intermediaries could havepassed intelligence information during 1943 to Germany or Japan. Set out below isa possible explanation of the inclusion in this letter of these apparently false3 allegations, which explanation may have some validity, at least insofar as themotovation for including these statements existed in the mind of the writer of the- letter.

13. From the language of the letter and the apparent important intelligence posit-
ion of the writer thereof, it is believed that the writer was unable to take anypersonal action against ZUBIIN and his associates, either because of a hostagesituation or because the writer felt that he could not safely complain, except
anornmously, to U. S. authorities. Remembering that at the time of receipt of the
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letter the Soviet Union and the U. S. were in the position of at least quasi- Sallies, it is believed probable that these allegations were included by the writerof the letter for the purpose of forcing the U. S. authorities to take action on Sthe theory that perhaps no action would be taken against the diplomatic and of-ficial representatives of the Soviet Union mentioned in the letter unless some Sbetrayal to the common enenvr was alleged.

14. The possible motivation for the rest of the letter is more difficult to sped-ulate upon. It is believed, however, that the letter was written by an officer, Seither of the Red Aruer Intelligence or of State Security, sufficiently highlyplaced to have a detailed knowledge of ZUBILIN's network. It is interesting to Snote. that the letter gave personal characteristics and personal comments concern-ing each of the individuals mentioned, reflecting with little question that the Swriter was personally acquainted with the individuals he named. It is, of course,possible that the motivation for this letter stemmed from the writer's past part- icipation in or knowledge of the NKVD purge of Red Army Intelligence in the middleand late 1930's.

15. In the summer of 1944 there began a general exodus of Soviet officials named Sin the anonymous letter and closely connected with ZUBILIN. The last the indi-viduals named in the letter to depart from the U. S. was SCHEVCHENKO, ho'did not 5finally depart until January 18, 1946. PAyIDV, it will be recalled, departed fromCanada fo7 the Soviet Union early in 1946 after the defection of Igor Sergeievich 5GUZENKO:/It will also be recalled that this exodus was a direct result of the in-spection conducted in the spring and summer of 1944 of NKGB and GRU facilities Sin the U. S. by two Soviet Intelligence inspectors, who, according to GUZENO,represented both Red Army Intelligence and NKGB, and traveled under the guisq of Sdiplomatic couriers using the names Mikhail MILSKY"and Gregori KOSSAREV" It ft re-called further that KOSSARV, who presumably was an NKGB inspector, has eer been Sidentified, but that GUZENKO identified MILSKY aa a Colonel ME.A5HTEIN, DeputyDirector of the North American section of Red Armr Intelligence in Moscow.
16. ZUBILIN, himself, departed from the port of New York/City for 'he Soviet Union Son August 28, 1944, and at about the same time KHEIFETS, LARI N,and several ofthe other individuals named also departed. -

17. ZUBIllN's successor in the NKGB apparatus in the U. S. is believed to have Sbeen Anatoli Borisevich GROJV< First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Washing-ton, D. ., from the summer of 1944 until December 7, 1945, when he departed fromthe port of New York City ostensibly for the Soviet Uion. It wlll be /recalledthat GROMOV was identified as the Soviet agent nil" who was GREDORY superior Sin the GREGORY case. Shortly after his departurejfm the U. S.1 it was ascertainedthat GROMOV was assigned as Counselor to the Soviet Embassy in Puenos Aires,Argentina, from where he departed, at least quasi-clandestinely, late in 1946.His present whereabouts are unknown and have been unknown since that time. It is Sinteresting to note that investigation of GROMOV's contacts and activities did not
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reflect his active personal participation in many of the operations ZUBIMLI is

known to have directed, although it is entirely possible that such implication

may have existed inasmuch as GROOV's full significance was not realized nor his

full identity as "Al" ascertained until November 1965, approximately a month before

he departed from the U. S.

18. In connection with this case further, it ignteresting to note that in addit-

ion to his contacts with ZUBILIN, Steve NELSON was also in contact, at least in the

spring of 1943, with what appeared;to be a separate and distinct Soviet Intelligence

operation headed by Peter IVA'OVfat that time Secretary of the Soviet Consulate in

San Francisco, California. NELSON, during the. early months of 1943, made clandestine

meets with IVANOV and, in addition, was responsible for putting IVANOV in touch with

a number of Communist and pro-Communist professors directly or indirectly connected

with the radiation laboratory at the University of Californial It will be recalled
that this laboratory was one of the key installations of the M project. It is

also known that during the early months of 1943 NELSON made attempts to procure in-

formation concerning this project from Party contacts employed. therein. mhile it

has never definitely been established, the speculation has been advanced that Peter

IVANCV was a GRD official, whereas it will be recalled that ZUIJN and his assist-

ants were officials of the NKGB. It is interesting to note that the approaches

used by IVANOV in his fforts to recruit agents to secure information concerning

the DSM project vry losely paralleled approaches known to have been made by Arthur

AlexandrovicQ ADAMS. a highly important Soviet espionage agent definitely idenifie

as working for Red Armr Intelligence, who was intermittently active in the U. S.

from 1919 to 1946. ADAMS was last active in the U. S. from 1938, when he entered
- this country on a fraudulent Canadian passport, until he disappeared in New York

City late in January, 1946 . IVANOV departed from the U. S. shortly after his series

of contacts with NtISON, and his present whereabouts are not known. The full scope

of IVAOV 's activities and operations was never definitely )ascertained.

U 19. In 1945 Steve NELSON was made a member of the National Board of the National

Committee of the CPUSA, which required, under Party rules, his moving to the vic-
inity of New York City. In the fall of 1945 NELSON proceeded to New York where he
became a full time official at Party Headquarters, 35 East 12th Street, assuming,

3 in addition to his membership on the National Board, the position of Director of
Foreign Nationality Group work for the Party. Since that time NELSON has made a

numbcr of highly suspicious contacts, but there has been little definite indication
of operational espionage on his part. However, he has been 'in frequent contact with

individuals highly suspect as Soviet espionage agents, including a number of visit-
ing Polish and Yugoslav officials whose intelligence significane is open to little

question. In addition he has continued his interest in Communist seaman courier
routes.

3 20. By the time of NElSON 's move to New York, at least the form in which this

Soviet espionage parallel existed in the Spring of 1943 appears to have materially
3 changed and its present form is unknown.
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21. Through the investigation of the COMRAP case, in addition to the large numberof. individuals identified as major participants, many others were involved asstrongly suspect Soviet agents. Very briefly, there are set out below the identi-ties of a number of these individuals.

Max and Grace GRANICH. These two individuals, husband and wife, who have longbeen active in Commw.st and Communist Front Circles in the New York arewere id- 7entified as mail drops used in the operation of this parallel by NELS3nv.BH1".Both of them have been active in the past in the Far East and have maintained aniense interest in Far Eastern affairs. In 19J7 they moved to a farm in New England,Sand are known to have expressed to associates a desire to return to China at sometime in the future During 1943 and 194 the GRANICH's were receiving mail from?~adams Sun Yat S /containing conspiratorial messages and signed by her with thecover name to hey It is noted that one of )ese letters to the GRANICH 's mentionedthe return to the U. S. of John S. SMIC. State Department official implicated inthe illegal disclosure of classified documents in connection with the Philip JacobJAFFE"case and strongly suspect, in that connection, of working for-Soviet Intelli-gebce. Madame Sun tat Sen's letter mentioned SERVICE as a "reliable individual" Swho "thinks as we do".

In the summer of 1965 three Chinese Communist delegates to the United NationsConference in San Francisco visited Max and Grace GRANICH in New York and werealmost immediately escorted by Grace GRANICH to an artment in lower Manhattan,subsequently identified as occupied by Aube TZERKO, a concert pianist, born inCanada under the name of Abraham KOTZEcame of extreme intest in Feb-ruary 194~6, when he was contacted by Sam CAR (real name Schmil OGAN). It will berecalled that CARR was one of the principal recruit.ing agents in the GRU espionagering operated in Canada by Colonel Nikolai ZAWI.IN from the simmer of 1943 until ethe fall of 195. At the time he contacted TZERED in February, CARR was enrouteback to Canada from Havana, Cuba, where as a fraternal delegate of the CanadianCommunist Party of Canada) he had attended a National Congress of the Cuban Commun-ist Party. Subsequent investigation reflected that TZERKO and CARR have been closeassociates and there appears little question but that TZERKO was involved in thedisappearance in Canada of Sam CARR in April 1946. It was never possible to scer-tain the exact significance of the visit to TZERgij'a apartment oy the three import-ant Chinese Communists attending the UNCIO. a

Alexander BITELFAN (real name Uschur BITTELMACHER). BITTEUMA was drawn intothe i MdA case through his close and frequent contacts with the principal figurestherein and it was strongly indicated by the investigation that he was at leastindirectly connected with the activities of this net, Bl'TTILA, who was born inRussia, and whose deportation was requested very recently by the Department ofJustice, has long been an important national functionary of the CPUSA. He hasinterested himself particularly in Party organization and propaganda among theJewish m4nority elements and he is cc-sidered by many Party leaders to be the
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foremost Marxist, Leninist, Stalinist dialectician in the Party. The exact extent
of BITTEIMAN's intelligence activities has never definitely been ascertained.

3 A erannr i'ACH Y3 W. TRACHTENBERG, a member of the National Committee of
the Party, is the director of International Publishers, most important of the Com-
munist Party publishing firms. TRACHTENBERG figured in the COMRAP investigation
through his intimate association with mazy of the other subjects thereof. Collat-
erally, it was ascertained that he was in close contact with a number of other
strongly suspect Soviet agents, not implicated, so far as is known in this case,
but definitely implicated in other Soviet espionage operations. Of parti ar in-terest in this rega is TRACHTENBr 's association wi Joseph Milton Talias Joe BERNSTEIN alias JoeB alias Joe BURSI-l alias Joe BURSIEBR NSrfl4,3 a minor Party figure for many years, has been closely connected with a number ofindividuals who have figured in the GREGORT case, involving, it will be recalled,the operation of extensive Soviet espionage parallels centered in agencies of theU. S. Government. In addition, BERNSTEIN appear identical with an individual knownto have been described by Philip Jacob JAFFE~is an important Soviet espionage agent.There is good reason to believe, on the basis of certain correspondence between
subjects in the GREGORY case referring to BERNSTEIN, that at least for several yearsduring World iar II HERNSTEIN may have been operating a Soviet espionage parallelin Washington, D.C., identical with the so-called Third Parallel referred to by3 GREORi about which GREGOR knew practically nothing.
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- 21. George M. Elsey, Memorandum for Mr. [Clark M.] Clifford, 16 August 1948.

E.O. 11652. Se. 3d , W

Br ., NARS DatIN - THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

. - August 16, 1948

- Memorandum for Yr. Clifford:

5 The following represents the consensus of opinion at our

meeting this morning with the Attorney General and Mr. Peyton Ford:

(1) The President should not at this time make a
5 statement regarding "spies" along the lines proposed

by Mr. Spingarn. .

(2) Attention will be given by Justice to the possi-

bility and desirability of referring the question of
Soviet espionage in the Federal Government to a bi-partisan
comnission, such as the Hoover Commission.

(3) Justice should make every effort to ascertain if

iinittaker Chambers is guilty of perjury.

- (h) The Attorney General will furnish the W1hite House
with a description of the data Miss Bentley claims to have

S obtained for Soviet agents during the war, and the White
House should endeavor to determine how much of this informa-
tion was freely available to the Soviet Government through
routine official liaison between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

* The purpose of this would be to make it clear that Miss
Bentley was not successful in transmitting secret material

* to the Russians that they did not already have.

5 (5) The White House should ascertain the facts concern-
ing the retention of Mr. Remington in OWMR, his transfer to
the Council of Economic Advisers and his subsequent transfer
to the Department of Commerce.

* GEORGE M. ELSEY
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22. [Harry S. Truman] to the Attorney General, 16 December 1948.

S

- THE WHITE HOUSE

- WASHINGTON

" December 16, 1948

S

Memorandum for: Attorney General

From: The President

S

I wonder if we could not get a statement of facts from

" the FBI about the meddling of the House Un-American

- Activities Committee and how they dried up sources

of information which would have been accessible mn the

- prosecution of spies and communists.

*Their meddling efforts were in fact a "red herring"

to detract attention not only from the shortcommngs of

- the 80th Congress but also contributed to the escape of

_ certain communists who should have been indicted.

I'll appreciate it if you will look into this a little bit

- and we will talk it over at the Cabinet meeting tomorrow.

T WHIECE OU

D EC 11948
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U 23. D. M. Ladd, Memorandum to the Director [J. Edgar Hoover], "JAY DAVID
" WHITTAKER CHAMBERS," 29 December 1948.
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*Offce Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

o TO The Directr DATE: December 29, 1948

FROM :.D. M. LadY
SUBJECT: JAY DAVID WEITTA M C RAS,

with aliases; at al;
- PIERRY-

RSPICHAGE - R

Reference is made to y nemorandum to you dated Dece er 14ra: .-
1948, in which you were adviq dthat the notes of Mr. Ado le coaicono g
his interview with Whittaker were turned over to the Bureau in June
of 1943. You attfched a routing slip to my memorandum and inquired, "Do I ]

- understand correctly that Chambers talked to Berle in 1939; we intervieed .
him first in May 1942; and Berle gave us information first in June 19437 ]Eow

Idid we come to contact Chambers in 1942 and did we take any investigative action
then? What did we do in the year f'om May 1942 to June 1943 about the data

Sceived from Chambers? E."

-I You subsequently inquired by phone on December 27 as to why we did not
interview Chambers sooner than May 13, 1962.

The following sets forth in chronological order the various investiga-
ive steps taken by the Burean.

The Bureau's first reference to Whittaker Chambers appeared in a
pamphlet published in 19O? by International Pamphlets, 799 Broadway, Nev York.
(61-7562-Sub 2-161) This pamphlet is a reprint of a short story by Whittaker
Chambers entitled "Can You Now Their Voices? - The Arkansas Farmers' Fight For
Food" which was first published in the "Nev Massee" far March, 1931. This item
was referred to by a Mis Hazel Euffman of the Federal Theater Project in Nev
York City in testimony before the Special Committee on Un-American Activities

" (Dies Committee) on August 19, 938. (61-7582, Volume 1, page 778)

6The Now York Office f the Bureau on October 18, 1960, submitted the
original report of Confidential Informant Bob M dated September. 16, 1940, ad-

" vising that Lud . , a farmer nember of the Communit Party and likewise a
oontae.,t of this Bureau, had told Bob M about an unidentified individual who had
been a high offioer In the GPU for eight years abroad and seven years in this
country. (There was nothing at this time to identify the lpvidual referred
to by Iore a Whittaker Chambers.) ' INDEXED - 28 . /3353 -- (c 5-

RECORDED - 28 F ±
" By letter dated November 13, 1960, the Bureau i0,c pthe Ne York

Office to make every effort to determine the identity of this unidentified indi-
vidual for the p of securing whatever inforsigion he had In his posesseion

6 L'J <(61-7566-1977; 100-25824-1).

* 'C; JAN 311949
2
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23. (Continued)

Memorandum to the Director 5
On February 28, 1941, Mr. Adolf Berle of the Department of State 5

requested someone from the Bureau to contact hi. regarding Chambers. On
March 1, 1941, Mr. Rosen advised Mr. Berle's secretary that it was his under- 5
standing that Mr. Carson and Mr. Foxvorth of the Bureau had an appointment with
Mr . Berle. (100-25824-1X)

At this time there was a nationalistic tendency card filed in the
Bureau indices which indicated that Whittaker Chambers was alleged to be a
Communist and formerly a member of the IWW, also former staff editor of the
"Daily Worker" and contributing editor of "Nev Measses. -

On March 3. 1941. Mr. Foxvorth in a memorandum to you made reference
to his conversation with you that date concerning Whittaker Chambers. Reference
was made to the aforementionek nationalistic tendency card and Foxworth stated, 5
"We are not conducting any investigation and I have accordingly informed Mr.
Berle." (100-25824-11)

On March 10, 1941, Mr. Berle telephonically advised Mr. Foxworth that S
he was afraid that thi Russian agencies were looking for Whittaker Chambers.
This matter was not followed up and the memorandum concerning it was merely
filed. (100-25824-12) (This is the memorandum which was referred to in the
memorandum to you from Assistant Director L. B. Nichols dated September 1, 1948,
which prompted the memorandum to all Assistant Directors bringing to the atten-
tion of Supervisory personnel the significance of initialing commnications.)

(100-25824-52) (ATACBED) -

Information was received on April 29, 1941, from Confidential Informent 5
YictoFr sel, then assistant editor of "New Leader" newspaper, that Whittaker
Chambers, a former member of the Communist Party, was then a motion picture
reviewer for "Time," "Life" and "Fortune" magazines and vas at that time (1941)
strongly anti-Communist. (100-5740-5)

on May 9, 1941, the New York office reported an interview with Mr.
Ludvig Lore on May 8, 1941, pursuant to the Bureau instructions of November 15, 5
1940. Lore declined to furnish the name of the unknown former GPU agent and
stated that he had been advised that this men's case had been discussed with
the Director of the FBI some six or seven monthe previous by an intermediary
who had suggested that the farmer (PU agent wanted some sort of imumnity guarantee 5
before exposing himself and that the Director had stated that no such agreement
could be entered into. Lore also alleged that this former GPU agent had delivered 5
to the President of the United States through a trusted friend who had the necessary

-2 -
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" Memorandum to the Directar

- ~contact a list of persons in the Government who were Commmnists or pro-Soviet
- and that this list had been on the President's dek for several veeke but

nothing had been done about it. (100-25824-2).

" The New York Office vas advised on May 16, 1941, that you had no

- recollection of ever having been approached by any Intermediary who discussed
some type of Inununity guarantee which could be given to an agent of the GPU if

" he vere willing to expose himself. The New York Office vas instructed to obtain

from Ludvig Lore the identity of the farwer GPU agent. (100-25824-2)

- On August 3. 1941. the New York Office advised that Ludwig Lore had
" ~~~~~identified the individual to whom he had referred as lh rC-*+"a

_ ~asoiate editor of "Time" magazine. (100-25824-5)

On 'August 18, 1941, Assistant Director E. J, Connelley in New York
- Iwas instructed to institute a detailed Investigation regading Chambers to

detr ih his character, background, activities and affiliations in a highly
discreet and tactful manner. At the completion of the nvestigation the

. ~feasibility of openly-Interviewing Chambers would be considered. (100-25824-6)

During the conduct of this investigation, .ill1 1U9 of the
- '"Washington Daily News" contacted Assistant Director L.-. Bichols during October

- 1941 and advised that Ludvig Lore, a former Communist In Nev York City, knew an
individual familiar with OGPU activities vham Allen subsequently contacted.

- ~~Allen obtai flrom this person tenames of three alleged OGPU agents - Hymen
' alodnyy, Hele odny and Soph Inken. Investigation wes immediately instituted
by the Bureau he three individal named. (100-25824-18)

- Allen vas again intorvieved by a representative of the Washington Field
Office on November 28, 1941, but stated that he could not under any circumstances
divulge the identity of his informant In New York City. Allen was again Inter-
viewed by Assistant Director Nichols on January 28, 1942, at which time he stated
that his informant's initials were W.C. (obviously Whittaker Chambers) (100-25824-19)

on February 11, 1942, the Rew York Office advised that Ludwig Lore did
- not Introduce Allen to Chambers, but Lore claimed that Allen had been Introduced

to Chambers by Isaac Don Levine. (100-25824-20)

S
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Menorandum to the Director "

The logical leads in the investigation into the background of 5
Whittaker Chambers having been completed, the New York Office advised the
Bureau on March 4, 1942, that an effort would be made to interview Chambers.
In this regard a follow-up letter was sent to New York on April 30, 1942.(100-25824-23

It will be noted that there was an investigative delay from August 18,
1941 until March 4, 1942, in conducting the necessary investigation into the
background and activities of Chamber. for the purpose of laying the proper
predication for an interview. The Field was followed by the Bureau on this
matter in October, November and December, 1941, and in January, 1942, as new 5
information 1as received or investigative suggestions made. (100-25824-8, 13,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19)
It is possible that this investigative delinquency was a reflection of the
general investigative delinquency in the Field during the period immediately
prior to and subsequent to Pearl Harbor.

Chambers was .interviewed by Special Agents John B. Paul, and E..J.
Greenwald, Jr. of the.New York Office on May 13, 1942, the results being
transmitted to the Bureau by letter on MAy , 19. Chambers advised that he
had given all of the information which was in his possession to Mr. A. A. Berle

the State Department in Washington, D. C., in September, 1939, and before 5
discussing any of the matters with the Agents put through a long distance call
to Mr. Berle at the latter's home.

Chambers advised Berle in the presence of the Agents that there were 5
present in his office two FBI Agents who wished to secure the information that
he, Chambers, had given to Bearle and asked if this would be all right. Appar-
ently Berle was in accord for. Chambers thanked him and thereafter supplied con-
siderable information 'which he indicated had been furnished previously to

IMr. Berle in September, 1939. (100-25826-22) S
During the course of this interviev Chambers denied that he was 5

directly connected with the OGPU and stated that he was in the underground
movement of the Communist Party, MIA as a kind of "morale officer" to guide 5
recruits in the Party's policy. He denied that he had ever been to the USSR.
(In this regard the investigation conducted by the Bureau prior to the interview
failed to disclose any indications of travel by Chambers to or residence in the

- USSR as originally alleged by Ludwig Lore, who you will recall died shortly after S
the conclusion of this investigation, and so was not available to recheck allega-
tions made by him concerning Chambers.) (100-25824-22)

g
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23. (Continued)

5 Memorandum to the Director

5 As will be seen from the foregoing, the first knowledge the Bureau
had that Chambers had been interviewed by Adolf Berle on SeutUher 2. 1939_

S Washington. D. C., came to us as a result of our interviev with Chambers May 13,
1 42 You will recall in connection with this matter SAC Cerson was brcught

S up from Miami to interview Berle on September 3, 1968, regarding the latter's
testimony before the House Un-American Activities Committee in order to clarify
the ambiguities in Berle's testimony and to cause a correction in the inference

left by Berle's testimony that he had advised the FBI in 1939 of Chambers'
allegations. Mr. Berle advised SAC Carson that his recollection being refreshed,

5 he could state that he does not recall or have any record of any prior conversa-
tion with the FBI ror to March. 19 .conerning Chambers and that he does

Snot recall havigg furnished to the FBI in 1961 any information concerning
Chamberse interview with him. Mr. Berle advised SAC Careon on September 3,
1940, that. in 1939 and by inference in 191 an well) he did not feel free toSdivulge the content of Chambers' conversation to the FBI inasmuch as Chambers
had indicated that he did not so desire and had further Indi a ould
no up he story and also did not desire the information furnished to the

S FBI, particularly if the source was to be revealed. 100-25826-50)

S The Bureau may have been delinquent in not contacting Mr. Berle
immediately upon the conclusion of the Chambers interview regarding the data

whicb Chambers had furnished the Bureau and to Berle, in order to make sure
that it was the same. However, Chambers when interviewed on May 13, 1942, had
indicated that what he was furnishing to the Bureau at that time was the sub-

5 . stance of what he had given to Mr. Berle in September, 1939.

5 An analysis of the Bureau's action with regard to individuals man-
tioned by Chambers in the 1942 interview shows that 21 persons were already

S Isubjects of Bureau investigations, as well as two organizations, namely, Amtorg
Trading Corporation and Tass News Agency. On five other persons, investigations
Vere insti d on the basis of Chamb alle ti . These persons :

imo; Harry eit, with aliases; sg; ed sing; and el are

ppel). Two ividuals, and , became e ub-

- D~eets of investigation t a later daeon the basis of informtion developedu - other sources, data furnished by Chambers in each instance already
appearing in the Bureau files. With regard to Bowman, it was noted th he was
established to be identical with the person mentioned by Chambers as Rudakwa

5 but Chambers was never able to identify Bowman's photograph as Baker.

Regarding those individuals mentiono bT Chambers, conce ing whom
no investigative action was undertaken, Mrs. Lila ield and Barol were

S5 -5-
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Menorandum to the Director * .

dead a the Bureau files contained .considerable information regarding gare.
Gertude".ilbach, a German Communist involved in the murder of Ignacq soiss

in Svitierland, was not indicated to be in the United States. Isidore Miller
vas not alleged to be either a Commnmist or an espionage agent. The circum-
stances regarding the disappearance of Juliet Poyntz were generally known to
the Bureau and Chambers' suspicions contributed nothing to the picture at that

time. Chambers mentioned one Post who "vas obtained from the underground movement
of the Party" and, according to Chambers, became a co-editor of a State Department

publication. Be has subsequentlry been identified as Richard Novell Post, a State

Department employee and a Loyalty Investigation has been conducted concerning
him. Chambers mentioned an unnamed individual "connected" with the Cammunist
underground who.vas in the Trade Agreement Section of the State Department..
This person has been identified as Benry Julian Wadleigh, vho was formerly em-
ployed by -the State Department and who was recently interviewed in connection
with the moet current allegations of Chambers . As to the latter two Individuals,

Chamberel statements with regard to them were less positive than as to other
persons and he did not state In unequivocal language that they were Party members

at the time he left the novement in 1938, as he did in the cases of many of the
individuals discussed.

It should be noted that subsequent to the Chambers interview on May 13,

1942, Bureau files an numerous individuals were reviewed, certain investigations

were opened, and effarts were made to identify persons named by Chambere, the
principal one of which was his superior "Peter." In a report dated December 1,

1942, in the Chambers file, the Nov York-Office Identified "Peter," the reputed
head of the underground novenant of the Communist 'Party, 4-s U etere, author of
"The Communist Party, A Manual of Organization." (100-25824x5 )

Whittaker Chambers meanwhile had been bedridden with angina pectorus
from November, 1942 until March 5, 1943, when Agents of this Bureau were able
to interview him for a period of five minutes. At this time Chambers identified
a photograph of Alexander Stevens, with aliases, as "Peter" his superior In the
Coamunist Party underground. (100-184255-67)

furnished to Mr. Berle was identical with that furnished to the Bureau by

Chambers becam apparent and subsequent to Mr. Berle's recovery from an illness
which had afflicted him in May, 1943 (94-4-3869,=8) the Liaison Section of the
Bureau obtained Mr. Berle's notes of the 1939 interview, which were very

U
U
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Memorandum to the Director

sketchy and disjointed in June, 1943. Copies of these notes were placed in
the Whittaker Chambers file. (100-25824-27)

- The Bureau was probably delinquent in not pressing Mr. Berle in5 June, 1943, for any independent recollection which he might have had to
explain or clarify the ambiguities in his notes, although it is probable
that Mr. Berle not having reduced these notes to a nemorandum would have been
unable to contribute materially to the matters under investigation after a5 lapse of almost four years since the date of his interview with Chambers.

SDELINQUENCIES Nr12

5 1.' The Bureau did not press Mr. Berle for information which he
might have had concerning Whittaker Chambers at the time he made his inquiry
in March, 1941, concerning the Bureau's possible interest in Chambers. The
files do not indicate a definite explanation, but if one exists it might be
that the Bureau did not feel that it was desirable to press the Assistant5 Secretary of State for information which he did not see fit to volunteer con-
cerning a subject which had been raised by him.

2. There was an investigative delinquency in the period required
for investigation of the background and activities of Whittaker Chambers from

-August 18, 1961 to March 4, 1942. An explanation, if such exists, might be
the general investigative delinquency in the Field immediately prior to and
-subsequent to Pearl Harbor.

3. The Bureau was probably delinquent in not contacting )r. Berle
immediately upon the conclusion of our interview with Whittaker Chambers on
May 13, 1942, to determine the substance of the information which had been
furnished by Chambers to Berle in 1939. The Bureau waited until June, 1963S to obtain Berle's notes concerning the interview. The only possible explana-
tion for this delinquency was that Chambers' telephone conversation with Berle5 jand his interview with the Agents indicated that he was furnishing the Bureau
in May, 1942, the substance of what he had given to Berle in 1939.

1.. The Bureau was probably delinquent in not pressing Mr. Berle
in June, 1943, at the time his notes were obtained, for any independent recol-
lection which he might have had of the 1939 conversation in addition to the

* -7-
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Menorandum to the Director 5
notes. The Bureau files do not indicate what if anything Mr. Berle said at S
the time the notes were obtained by the Bureau, but it is doubtful that he

would have been able to contribute materially to a clarification of the notes

in 1943 after a lapse of almost four years from the date of his original inter- 5
view with Chambers.
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24. Tom C. Clark, Memorandum for the President, "Proposed Deportation of
Valentine A. Gubitchev," 16 March 1949.

S
S

S* o~ffir af tl~A1fxrne (mut~z

"March 16, 1949. c

*
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

S Re: Proposed deportation of Valentin A.

Gubitchev

As you know, Valentine A. Gubitchev and :nH th ropnin have been

jointly indicted in New York City for violation of the espionage laws.

" Gubitchev was an ordinary employee of the United Nations, not

entitled to diplomatic immunity. Coplon was an employee in the Alien

" "Registration Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of

- Justice.

This charge is one of conspiracy between the defendants to se-

" 'fr~e and deliver to a foreign government secret papers of the Depart-

5 ~ at of Justice concerning national defense. The charges carry pos-

. ible penalties against Coplon of a total of 35 years imprisonment,

5 v on all counts; against Gubitchev, 15 years.

" 
The case is due to be tried in the lower court within 30 to 45

days.

On arch 16 Coplon was indicted alone in Washington, D. C:, on a

S charge of violating the espionage laws and removal of certain records

of the Department of Justice, carrying on the first count a possible

nenalty of 10 years, and'on the second of 3 years. This case should

be tried in 90 days.

" In view of the recommendation of the State Department, a copy of

nhich is attached hereto, that Gubitchev be deported to Russia rather

than stand trial with Miss Coplon, I desire to submit the following

5 reasons why I think that Gubitchev should be retained in the United

States at least until after the trial of the New York case, for the

" following reasons:

S 1. Successful prosecution depends on his presence, for he is

one of the principals of the case and his absence affords vast op-

portunities to Coplon in her defense.
4 7 3ELASS1FED
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24. (Continued) -

-2-5

2. Coplon has pleaded innocent and in the event we deport -
Gubitchev she will claim it was done to prevent her from having his
testimony in defense.

3. The jury would be adversely affected by the pro-secuion
of this young woman alone. The absence of Gubitchev would, of course,
be known to the jury and persecution against Coplon would be charged.

4. The deportation of Gubitchev would undoubtedly cause many -
to think and say that the Department of Justice never had an es-
pionage case against him and never intended to prosecute the case to
its conclusion. 5

5. The public reaction to immedia+a.deportation before trial
would, in my opinion, be extremely unfavorable. If Gubitchev were
deported the result would be that an American citizen would remain
to face possible conviction and imprisonment with the alien Russian
being excused from even the embarrassment of a public trial. -

I cannot, of course, substitute my opinion for that of the
State Department in matters of foreign relations. I only wish to
state my view of the problems presented. 5

The Secretary of State has asked that I advise him of the de-
cision in this matter by Friday morning. I have furnished him a

copy of this memorandum.

Another alternative exists, i.e., to prosecute Gubitchev and
then permit his deportation to Russia. In this event I am advised
by the Secretary of State that this decision could not be made known
until the conclusion of the prosecution. However, it might be pos-
sible to inform the Russian Government that Gubitchev will have to S
remain in this country for the trial but that- the consideration of
his ultimate deportation after trial would remain open.

It is my considered recommendation that I be authorized to pro- S
cced with the trial of Gubitchev without delay, reserving until a

later time the question of deportation.

yS

Attorney General.
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" 25. [Robert J. Lamphere to Gardner], "FLORA DON WOVSCHIN, With Alias,"
* 9 May 1949.

U
U
U

- May 9, 1949

U FLORA DON WOVSCHIN, with alias

U
In connection with the investigation to identify Zora, the person

who recruited Ju ith Coplon and Marion Davis Berdecio in the Fall of 1944

as Soviet espionge agents, an identification has been made which indi-

cates that Zora i1 identical with Flora Don Wovschin.

U
Miss Wovschin was born February 20, 1923, at New York City.

U Her mother, Miss Maria Wicher, and her stepfather, Enos Regnet Wicher,

presently reside at 229 East 79th Street, New York City. He is a professor

at Columbia University. Mrs. Maria Wicher was born in Russia and became

. a citizen of the United States in 1922. Flora Don Wovschin's father, Dr.

William A. Wovschin (deceased), was born in Russia and became a citizen

of the United States in 1914.

Miss Wovschin attended the University of Wisconsin, Columbia

University, and received her degree at Barnard College. While at Barnard

she was active in the American Students Union and was possibly a member

of the American Youth for Democracy.- She was acquainted with both Judith

U Coplon and Marion Davis Berdecio while at Barnard. She was employed by

OWI from September 9, 1943, to February 20, 1945, when she transferred

to the State Department. She stayed at the State Department until September

3 20, 1945, when she resigned. Her mother and stepfather reportedly were

very active in the Communist movement when they resided in the State of

* Wisconsin.

We have recently received information to the effect that Flora Don

Wovschin went to Russia several years ago, after renouncing her American

citizenship, and in Russia she married a Soviet engineer, It is reported

that she is unhappy at the present time and would like to return to the

United States.

DECLASSIFIED Y .x GL
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26. Sidney W. Souers, Memorandum for the President, 22 March 1949.

S S&

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

WASHINGTON

* March 22, 1949

U1-MORA.d1DUM FOK TIP: PSID :t

At its 36th Meoting, the National Security Council,

including the Secretary of the Treasury and a representative

of the Attorney General for this atter, agreed, subject to

a dissrnt by the Socr-tary of the Army, to recommend that you

approve the enclosed draft directive on coordination of

internal security (NSC 17/h).

- The reasons for the dissent by the Secretary of the

Army are stated in he enclosed memorandum dated March 21,

1949.

SIDM r. SOU"RS
Executive Secretary

S

- ~1 HAIuY S. TREJi'A:

Date : /, cZ

1
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PRESIDENT S
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S
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL "

S
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S
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March 22, 1949 5

WASHINGTON 5
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26. (Continued)

NSC 17/4

March 22, 1949

NOTE BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
on-

* INTERNAL SECURITY

- References: A. NSC 17/3
B. Memos for National Security

Council from Executive
Secretary, same subject,
dated November 26, 1948,

* March 3, and March 21, 1949

At its 36th Meeting, the National Security
Council considered the references and agreed, subject
to a dissent by the Secretary of the Army, to recommend

j to the President that he approve the proposed directive
enclosed herewith. The reasons for the dissent by the
Secretary of the Army are stated in the Reference memo

* dated March 21, 1949.

Subject to the approval by the President of
the above recommendations, the National Security Council
also directed the NSC representative on Internal Security
to arrange for the prompt study of the points outlined by

- the Secretary of the Army in the reference memo dated
March 21, 1949, and to submit for Council consideration

* such recommendations with respect thereto as are deemed
appropriate.

SIDNEY W. SOUERS
Executive Secretary

- Distribution:
The President
The Secretary of State
The Secretary of the Treasury
The Secretary ,of Defense
The Attorney General
The Secretary of the Army

- The Secretary of the Navy
The Secretary of the Air Force
The Chairman, National Security

Resources Board

U
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26. (Continued)

March 22, 1949

D R A F T

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL DIRECTIVE

1. There is hereby established under the National

Security Council, pursuant to the provisions of Section

101 of the National Security Act, the following arrange-

ments for the purpose of effecting more adequate and

coordinated internal security.

2. The following two permanent committees, together

with such secretariat as may be required, shall be

responsible for coordinating internal security.

a. The Interdepartmental Intelligence Conference

(IIC) is responsible for the coordination of the

investigation of all domestic espionage, counter-

espionage, sabotage, subversion and other related

intelligence natters affecting internal security.

It consists of the Director of the Federal.Bureau

of Investigation, Department of Justice; Chief of

the Office of Naval Intelligence, Department of S

the Navy; Director of the Intelligence Division,

Department of the Army; and the Director of the S

Office of Special Investiga3tions, Department of the

Air Force. 

b. The Intrrdep rtmental Committee on Internal -

Security (ICIS) is herey created and shall be

NSC 17/4 i . C*M IAL
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26. (Continued)

responsible for coordinating all phases of the

* internal security field other than the functions

* outlined in paragraph 2-a above. It shall be

- composed of representatives from the Departments

of State, Treasury, and Justice and the National

* Military Establishment.

* 3. Both Committees shall invite non-member agency

representatives as ad hoc members thereof when matters

* involving their responsibilities are under consideration.

4. In accordance with arrangements to be determined

* in each case, there shall be transferred to the IIC and

* the ICIS for incorporation as subcommittees or for the

absorption of their functions such existing committees

as are operating in their respective fields of responsi-

bility. The two committees shall also establish such

* new subcommittees as will assist them in carrying out

* their responsibilities.

* 5. The IIC and the ICIS will, whenever appropriate,

* hold joint meetings or establish joint subcommittees.

* 6. The National Security Council shall designate

- a representative who, under the direction of the Execu-

tive Secretary of the NSC, shall:

* a. Assist and advise the NSC in coordinating

* the activities of the IIC and the ICIS;

- b. Assist and advise the IIC and the. ICIS in

- carrying out their respective responsibilities and

" in collaborating on problems of common interest;

Sc . Submit to the IIC or the ICIS questions

which, in his opinion, require their consideration
NSC/17/4 -2- 08NME'_TT_
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d. As representative of. the NSC, participate

as an observer and advisor in all meetings of the V 5
IIC and the ICIS; S

e. Submit for consideration by the NSC problems 5
which cannot be resolved by either the IIC or the 5
ICIS or by the two committees acting together, out- S
lining any divergent solutions which have been pro- S
posed and his own recommendations; S

f. Report to the National Security Council from S
time to time, at. least quarterly, on progress being S
made for the provision of adequate internal security; 

g. Have no powers of instruction, direction or S
supervision over either the IIC or the ICIS. S
7. The IIC and the ICIS shall prepare and submit S

for consideration and approval by the National Security S
Council proposed charters for the IIC and the ICIS respec-

tively. The Department of Justice representative shall S
serve as the Chairman of the ICIS for this purpose. The 5
Executive Secretary of the National Security Council shall 5
assist the IIC and the ICIS in coordinating the preparation S
of the proposed charters. These charters shall define, in S
accordance with the foregoing, the respective functions S
and responsibilities of the committees and shall provide S
for their chairmanship and staff. S

aS

S
NSC 17/4 3 N
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* 27. [Lamphere to Gardner], "Anatoli Borisovich Gromov," 12 July 1949.

U
U
U
U

"
U COPSE

*V
U

* AHATOLI BORISOVICH GH01 0

U
* It appears that Bademus (Vadim) is identical with Anatoli Borisovich

Gromov. He arrived in the United States on September 15, 1914. He was designated
" as First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D. C. The early mention

in the material of Bademus on July 25, 1944, is not inconsistent inamnch as it is
indicated therein that Bademss was not in the United States at that time. Identifying
data concerning Gromov has previously been made available to you.

UIcom
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28. [Lamphere to Gardner], "EMIL JULIUS KLAUS FUCHS, a.k.a. Karl Fuchs,"
* 26 September 1949.

U
U
U

SCOPSE
U
U

September 26, 1949

SEML JULIUS KLAUS FUCHS, aka;
Karl Fuchs

* REST

" On June 15, 1944, Rest furnished to a representative of Soviet
Intelligence (M.G.B.), Part III of .a document now identified as MSN-12.
This document dated June 6, 1944 is on file with the Atomic Energy
Commission and is entitled "Fluctuations and the Efficiency of a Diffusion
Plant", and Part III specifically refers to "The Effect of Fluctuations

3 in the Flow of N2 ." The designation MSN stands for documents prepared
by British scientists who were in New York City working on Atomic Energy
research. The author of this document is K. Fuchs, who is actually Emil
Julius Klaus Fuchs, who is usually known as Karl Fuchs. He is a top

" ranking British Atomic scientist.

Information available concerning Rest indicated that he was a
U British scientist, inasmuch as he had also furnished to the Soviet

Intelligence information concerning British participation in the Atomic
S~Energy development. It was also indicated that he had a sister in the

United States. There are indications that Rest was actually the author
of the document.

U Emil Julius Klaus Fuchs also known as Karl Fuchs, was born
December 29, 1911, at Russelsheim, Germany. His father, Emil Fuchs was
born May 13, 1874, and was a professor in Germany. Emil Julius Klaus
Fuchs entered the United Kirgdom in 1933, and from 1941 to 1943, was a
medical physicist at the University of Birmingham, England. In November

1943, he was designated by the British Government to come to the United
3 States as a part of the British Atomic Energy Commission. He arrived at

New York City on December 3, 1943, and went to Los Alamos .rD ,
" Tennessee in August 1944. While in the United States, Fuchs worked with

a group of British scientists in the period of March to June 1944, on
the development of diffusional operational processes working particularly
with the Kellex Corporation, which was working under the Manhattan

1
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28. (Continued)

S

Engineering District. Fuchs left far England from Montreal, Canada on
June 28, 1946.

In November 1947, Fuchs was back in the United States and visit-
ed the Chicago Operations Office of the Atomic Energy Commission. At that
time, he attended discussions regarding unclassified and declassified
aspects of neutron spectroscopy. He also participated in declassification
conferences which were being held between the United States, Great Britain
arnd Canada. Fuchs is presently the senior research worker at the Atomic
Energy Commission pro ject "at Harell, England.

Fuchs has a sister, Kristel Fuchs Heineman., who prior to January
1941, resided at 55 Carver Road, Watertown, Massachusetts. From approxi-

-mately 1941, until about 1945, she resided with her husband, Robert Block
Heineman at 144 Lakeview Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts. They presently
reside at 94 Lakeview Avenue, Cambridge, Hassachusetts. Robert Block
Heineman has been reliably reported as a member of the Communist Party,
United States of America in 1947.

The address book of Israel Halperin implicated in the Canadian
Espionage network contained the following: "Klaus Fuchs, Asst. to M. Born,
84 Grange Lane, University of Edinburgh, Scotland Camp (possibly coma)
N.-Camp L., Internment Operations - Kristel Heineman, 55 Carvel Road,
datertown." The phrase Camp L is encircled.

In addition to the foregoing a captured German document prepared
presumably by German Counter Intelligence and which relates to Commnist
Party member istrmany contains the following: 

"Klaus Fuchs, student of philosophy, December 29, 1911, Russelsheim,
RSHA-IVA2, Gestapo Field Office Kiel.

"Gerhard Fuchs, October 30, 1909, Russelsheim, student RSHA-IVA2,
Gestapo Field Office Kiel."

It is to be noted that Gerhard Fuchs is the brother of EAilm
Julius Klaus Fuchs. i

S (GCCSE)

In connection with Rest, who furnisded ther document ON-12 and who
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28. (Continued)

is thought to be Fail Julius Klaus Fuchs, it is also known that Rest's

sister was a contact of Gus (Goose), who has presumably a scientific back-

ground. You will recall, Gus contemplated preparing a work on the produc-

tion method with respect to the thermal diffusion of gases.

- You will also recall, Gus, who has not been identified was also
a contact of Abraham Brothman, a Consulting Engineer in New York City,

who furnished espionage information to Elizabeth Bentley in 1940.

" It is thought that Gus may possibly be identical with Arthur

- Phineas Weber, who is presently an employee of the Kellex 
Corporation which

is engaged in work under the Atomic Energy Commission. Weber ,was born March

- 10, 1920, in Brooklyn, New York and is a chemical 
engineer. From 1941 to

1942, he worked with Brothman for the Henderick 1:anufacturing Compary. From
June 1942 to July 1944, he worked with Brothman in the Chemurgy Design

Corporation, and accordirng to some information during a part of this period

he was also working for the Kellex Corporation. Weber lists employment with

" Kellex Corporation as a chemical engineer from Duly 1944 to March 29, 1946,

and again from April 8, 1946, to the present. It should be noted that the

- ~Kellex Corporation was closely working in 1944 virith the British Scientist
group which included Fuchs.

" HEILIG

- With respect to No. 1390 of October 1, 1944, the Heilig mentioned

- is believed to be Theodore Heilig, who was born August 6, 1697 in Jersey

City, New Jersey and resides at 128 W~est Walnut Street, Long Beach, New

- York. He is married and his wife's name is Lee Heilig. In November 1942,

HeiH g formed the Tedlee Chemical Corporation. This corporation received

Government contracts for the filling of metbyl bromide ampoules. In July

- 1943, Heilig formed the Regal Chemical Corporation which received Government

contracts for the filling of aerosol containers with insecticide. The prime
" contractor was the Bridgeport Brass Comparg.

- In October 1943, Abraham Brothman and Arthur P. Weber became

- associated with the Tedlee Chemical Corporation doing work for Heilig 
under

a contractual agreement to work on an automatic machine to fill aerosol

- bombs. In an interview Brothman claims that in April 1944, Heilig 
offered

to ask for a draft deferment for Weber if Brothman would sign over to Heilig

the automatic filling machine. Brothman refused to do this and broke 
up

- w i h3ei i g
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29. W. K. Benson to Chairman, Scientific Intelligence Committee [H. Marshall
Chadwell], "Failure of the JAEIC To Receive Counter Espionage
Information having Positive Intelligence Value," 9 February 1950.

SSE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY *cy9

- WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

- 9 February 1950

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Chairman, Scientific Intelligence Committee

FlDM: The Joint Atomic Energy Intelligence Committee

SUBJECT: Failure of JA1IC to Receive Counter Espionage
- Information having Positive Intelligence Value.

1. It is the .opinion of the JAE3D that considerable counter
espionage information is and has been available in the files of the FBI
and elsewhere which would have been and probably still is of considerable
value to the JA!IC in making its estimates of the status of the U.S.S.R.
atomic energy program. Some of this information has become available
through the investigations conducted by the House Committee on Un-American
Activities and the Canadian Royal Commission# 0nwever, essentially allS information that has become available is of a peripheral nature, incomplete,
and of relatively little value because of the length of time which has
elapsed since the incidents occurred. The Nuclear Energy Division of OSI
made a request for spgcific information to the Director of the FBI on 21

" September 19494 add chile some information was furnished in answer to this
request, it was only of slight value.

2. More specifically, if the EAEIC had known of the implications of5 the Fuchs case in June 1949 at the time when the July estimate was being
written, the estimate of the time by which the Soviets could have obtained5 their first bomb would have been appreciably advanced, as no allowance was
made in making that estimate for successful espionage on details of bomb
design and construction. Of course, the JAEIC does not know how long Fuchs
has been under investigation, but the fact still remains that the JAEIC
was not informed until after the man's arrest.

3. If the pattern set forth above is followed, it seems obvious that
much counter espionage information will not be made available. The only
real assurance we have of getting the information at present seems to be
as a result of the investigations of a Congressional Committee or the arrestof the offenders in isolated instances. This is very unsatisfactory fromthe standpoint of time, as the information is so old by the time we get
it that it is of little value.

4. The JAEIC desires to point out to the SIC this possibly large areaof information which is being denied us. Furthermore, in view of the pau-city of information from other sources, the elimination of this deficiency- is urgently necessary if the JAEIC is to perform its duties adequately.
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5. The JAEIC recommends that this situation be brought to the S
attention of the IAC as soon as possible in order that remedial action
on a high level may be instituted.

W. K. BENSON 5
Chairman, Joint Atomic !nergy

Intelligence Comittee 5
S
S

Tris docume.t has been
aproved fo: release through
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the Central Inel 9020 A
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30. Hoover to Souers, 24 May 1950.

U 1'JFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

3Reberal Eurrau of Inuestigation
Unitrb States Oepartmrnt of Justire

Wasllington 25, 0.E.

U May 24, 1950

Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers PERSONAL and @eNPHI *b
Special Consultant to the President VIA LIAISON
Executive Office Building3 Washington, D. C.

My dear Admiral:

I believe the President and you will no doubt be interested in
information concerning Harry Gold who has been identified as the individual
who received atomic information from Dr. Eail Julius Klaus Fuchs in the
United States for transmittal to the Soviet Union.

U Harry Gold was born December 12, 1910, in Switzerland. In 1914 he
- came to the United States with his parents, Sam and Celia Golodnitsky, both

of whom were born in Russia. At the time of their naturalization as United
States citizens their name was changed to Gold. Harry Gold claims citizen-
ship by derivation through his parents. His mother is deceased. Harry Gold
resides with his father and his brother, Joseph Gold, at 6823 Kindred Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

U Shortly after arriving in the United States the Gold family moved
to Philadelphia, where, in 1929, Harry Gold became employed by the Pennsylvania
Sugar Company in their laboratories. He continued his employment with this
company until about February, 1946, at which time he became employed with A.
Brothman Associates, Consulting Engineers, New York City. He left this firm
in June, 1948. He presently is employed at the Philadelphia General Hospital
and is a Civil Service employee of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. At the
hospital he is engaged in the laboratory doing research in connection with
serious cardiac cases.

U Gold received his education attending night school at the Drexel
Institute, the University of Pennsylvania, and Columbia University. In
1938 he obtained leave of absence from the Pennsylvania Sugar Company to
attend Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio, where he received a Bachelor
of Science Degree summa oum laude in 1940.

U Gold first came to the attention of this Bureau in connection with
the activities of Abraham Brothman, concerning whom Elizabeth T. Bentley
furnished information. In a signed statement dated November 30, 1945,
Bentley advised that in about May, 1940, she was introduced to Brothman,
whose photograph she identified, by Jacob Golos, her Soviet espionage superior.

4
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30. (Continued) 6

S

She stated that Golao told her that Brothsan would furnish her with -
certain blueprints. Following that she net with Brothman about ten -
times in the summer of 1940 until the fall of that year, and obtained
blueprints from him for Galas. She said that in the fall of 1940 5
Golos claimed to have become disgusted with Brothman and told her he
was turning Brothman over to someone else. 5

As a result of this information an investigation of Brothman 5
was conducted, which resulted in an interview of Brothman on May 29, 1947.

At first Brothman denied recognizing the name or photograph of Gols. 5
Upon being shown a photograph of Bentley, which he identified as a person
whom he knew as "Helen," he then admitted that he did recognise the 5
photograph of Gols.

Brothman related that some time in 1938 cr 1939 Gales had come -
to his office at 114 East 32nd Street, New York City, and advised Brothman 5
that he had contacts with the Russian Government, by reason of which he
was in a position to obtain contracts from that government for Brothman if 5
Brothman would turn over to him blueprints of certain products on which
Brothman was working at the time. Brothman advised that the blueprints 5
in question were his own property. He said Golos visited his office on
several occasions thereafter until Gols introduced him to 'Helen.' Gales 5
advised that "Helen" would thereafter obtain the blueprints. "Helen
visited Brothman's office over a dozen times during 1938, 1939, and 1940.
Some time in 1940 she stopped coming and another individual named Harry Gold
appeared at Brothman's office and said that he represented Gols. Thereafter 5
Gold visited Brothman's office on a number of occasions during 1940 and 1941,
and obtained blueprints from Brothman. He said the last time Gold picked up
the blueprints, according to the best of his recollection, was late in 1941
or early 1942. He was emphatic in stating that Gold was the last individual 5
to pick up any blueprints or material for Gols. He stated that Harry Gold
was, at the time of the interview, namely May 29, 1947, employed by him as a 5
chemist in his laboratory at Elmhurst, Long Island. A signed statement to
this effect was obtained from Brothman. 5

Upon receiving the information about Gold from Brothman, Gold was
interviewed the same day at A. Brothman Associates Laboratory, 8503-57th
Avenue, Elmhurst, Long Island. Gold related in substance that he had met
Jacob Gols in October, 1940, at a meeting of the American Chemical Society
at the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. At this time Gols propositioned 5
Gold, saying that he had connections with individuals in a foreign country,
not naming the country, and also had connections with Abraham Brothman in
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New York who was turning over certain blueprints. Golos told Gold that

he required the services of a chemist to go to New York City, obtain the

blueprints from Brothman, and then evaluate them on a chemical basis.

Gold stated that about two weeks after this, in November, 1940, he

" contacted Brothman in New York City and introduced himself as a repre-
sentative of Golos. For the next six months he made visits to New York

City on the average of every three weeks to obtain blueprints from

Brothman. He said that during this period he received four or five

telephone calls from Golos, who always stated that they would have to

get together very soon, but that actually this never happened. He said

the last telephone call from Golos was in may, 1941, after which time he

had no further word from Golos. He denied that he ever had seen Golos

except on the occasion when he met him in October, 1940. Gold claimed

that after his second or third trip to New York City Brothman became

friendly and exhibited an interest in Gold's career as a chemist. He

said that ever since that time Brothman had been interested in having Gold
join Brothman's organization, but that it was not until February, 1946,
that he could see his way clear to accept such employment, which he did

at that time. Gold denied any financial agreement with Golos, and claimed

he never received a cent from Golos. He insisted that he stood the

expenses for the trips to New York City on the first two occasions, after
which Brothman became friendly and furnished him a five-dollar bill to

cover expenses. A signed statement to this effect was obtained from Gold.

On July 22 and 31, 1947, Abraham Brothman and Harry Gold,respectively,
were called before the Federal Grand Jury, Southern District of New York.

Both testified in substance before this Grand Jury to that which they had

furnished on interview. The investigation of the Grand Jury concerning the

- charges of Elizabeth T. Bentley culminated in the finding of a "no bill."

After extensive and intensive investigation which developed in-

formation indicating that Harry Gold was very probably the United States
contact of Enil Julius Klaus Fuchs, he was interviewed at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and on May 22, 1950, he furnished a signed statement admitting

espionage activity. He admitted that he began the procurement of industrial
information for the Soviet Union in the fall of 1936, and continued this
activity until 1943, except for the period from 1938 to 1940 while he

attended Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio.

4
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30. (Continued)

Gold advised that very early in 1944 his then superior made 5
arrangements for him to meet Dr. Klaus Fuchs in New York City. This
first meeting occurred on a Saturday afternoon in February or March, 5
1944, on the East Side of Manhattan, from where they took a cab uptown
to a restaurant around Third Avenue in the 50's, possibly Manny Wolf's 5
Restaurant. Following the dinner they walked about and completed
arrangements for further meetings. Gold recalled the arrangements for 5
actual recognition to be that he was to carry a pair of gloves in one
hand, plus a green-covered book, while Fuchs was to carry a handball. 5
He introduced himself as "Raymond" and Fuchs introduced himself as Klaus
Fuchs. He said that Fuchs never used the name "Raymond" because he knew -
it was fictitious.

At this first meeting no written information was passed, but Fuchs
revealed that he was with the British Mission working with the Manhattan 5
Engineer Project. He told Gold that the British Mission was working on
the separation of isotopes, and Gold believes there was at least implied 5
the eventual utilization of the energy produced by nuclear fission in the
form of a weapon. Following this, Gold had about four meetings with Fuchs 5
in the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Queens. During at least two of
these meetings Fuchs furnished written information to Gold, who thereafter 5
delivered it to his superior,"John." He said that he had taken a brief
glance at the material on one occasion and found it to consist of a number 5
of folded sheets of paper containing mathematical equations which seemed
to concern mathematical derivations. 5

Gold further advised that he lost contact with Fuchs when Fuchs 5
failed to keep a meeting in August, 1944. He stated that "John' obtained
the information whereby he was once more enabled to contact Fuchs. "John" 5
gave Gold the address of Mrs. Heineman in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the
sister of Fuchs. As a result of this, he met Fuchs at the Heineman
residence shortly after Christmas Day, 1944, or early in 1945. At that
time Fuchs told him that he was at Los Alamos, New Mexico, a short distance 5
from Santa Fe. Fuchs also gave, him written information at the time and the
two made an arrangement to meet in June of that year in Santa Fe. Gold 5
stated that on this occasion he had been given a sum of approximately
fifteen hundred dollars to offer Fuchs in a very diplomatic manner so as
not to offend him. He said that Fuchs "turned it down cold." Gold returned
to New York with the money and information which he delivered to "John." 5

-4-
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6 Gold has further advised that he met Fuchs in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
in June, 1945, and again in September, 1945. On both of these occasions

Fuchs furnished him with written information. He said that during the
September, 1945, meeting Fuchs told him that he had been present at the

initial large-scale trial of nuclear fission at Alamogordo, New Mexico.

- He also stated that Fuchs told him at the time that he probably would
return to England soon, but that by paying a call to Fuchs' sister he could

3 ascertain just when. Gold said he made one or two attempts to see Fuchs

again at the home of his sister, but was not successful. After the

possible second attempt, which was either in late January or early February,
1946, Gold missed a scheduled appointment with his superior, 'John," and

3 has not seen or heard from him since.

In connection with the current interview of Fuchs in London by

representatives of this Bureau, still and movie photographs 
of Gold were

surreptitiously obtained for display to Fuchs. Previously, Fuchs and

Robert and Kristel Heineman had failed to recognize a photograph of Gold.

3 On Nay 20, 1950, Fuchs was shown the new still photographs of Gold 
and he

did not identify them, though he stated he could not reject them.

On May 22, 1950, Fuchs viewed three repeat showings of the moving

pictures of Gold, after which he stated that Gold was very likely his
contact in the United States. It is most interesting to note that this

information was received by cable at 11:08 AID, while Gold had first admitted

his espionage activity to the interviewing agents in Philadelphia at approx-
imately 10s45 AM the same day.

On May 23, 1950, a complaint was filed before a United States

Comissioner for the Eastern District of New York, Brooklyn, New York,

charging Harry Gold and "John" Doe with conspiracy to commit espionage on
behalf of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in violation of Section 32,
Title 50, United States Code. A warrant was issued and Gold was thereupon
taken before United States District Judge James P. McGranery at Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, for arraigment. Judge McGranery gave Gold the complaint to

read and he admitted that he was the Earry Gold named in the.complaint. A

preliminary hearing was set for June 12, 1950, and bail was set at one
hundred thousand dollars, in default of which Gold was remanded to the

custody of the United States Marshal.

U15-
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30. (Continued)

S

S

Further information of interest to the President and you will

be furnished as it develops.

With expressions of my highest esteem and best regards,

Sincerely yours,

S
S

S
S
Q

Q

Q
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31. [Lamphere to Gardner], "Study of Code Names in MGB Communications,"
S3.27 June 1950.

S

S
S

S

* June 27, 1950

S
5 STUDY OF CODE NAMES IN MGB C0[iUNICATIONS

" Reference is made to the memorandum dated June 23, 1950,

5 bearing the above caption.

Since the referenced memorandum was prepared it has been
S determined that one JULIUS ROSENBERG is probably identical with the

individual described as ANITENNA and LIBERAL in that memorandum.
It is also believed now that DAVID GREENGLESS is identical with

the individual described as KALIBR, and that RUTH PBINTZ GREENGLASS
is identical with the individual known under the code name OSA.

5 From the information available to date it is believed
that ANATOLI ANTONOVICH AKOVLEV is identical with the individual

- described under the code name ALEKSEI in the referenced memorandum.

5 More complete details concerning these individuals will
be furnished to you at a later date.
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" 32. Hoover to Rear Admiral Robert L. Dennison, 18 July 1950.

U

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

*
- 3eheral Sureau of Inuestigation

lnitb tates Bcpartment of 3ustirr

Uislyington 25, B. .

July 18, 1950

U PERSONAL AND GONFIBfhur
- .BY SPECIAL MESSENGER

U
Rear Admiral Robert L. Dennison
Naval Aide to the President

The White House
Washington, D. C.

My dear Admirals

I thought the esident and you would be interested in the
attaohed memorandum which, sets forth information concerning Julius

Rosenberg, who was arrested on July 17, 1950, for conspiring to
violate the Espionage Statute.

As further pertinent information regarding this matter is
received you will be advised.

This information has been made available to Rear Admiral
Sidney W. Souers, Special Consultant to the President, and Mr. James
S. Lay, Jr., Executive Secretary, National Security Council.

With expressions of my highest esteem and best regards,

SSincerely yours,

- ARV~ MAry1

Enclosure N.J
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July 18, 1950 "
JULIUS ROSENBERG S

S
ARREST

Julius Rosenberg was arrested by Special Agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation on the evening of July
17, 1950 in New York City. On arraignment before Federal
Judge Join F. X. McGohey, he was charged with espionage
conspiracy in violation of Section 34, Title 50, United
States Code.

S
BACKGROUND

Julius Rosenberg was born May 12 1918 in New York
City, the son of Harry and Sophie Rosenberg both born in
Poland. He graduated from the College of the City of New
York in February, 1939, receiving a B.S.Degree in Electrical S
Engineering. He also claims to have attended courses at the
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute and at the Guggenheim Aero-
nautical School, New York University. He married Ethel
Guggenheim on June 18, 1939, and has two sons, Michael Allen,
age 7, and Robert Harry, age 3. His wife, Ethel, is $he
sister. of David Greenglass who was arrested on June 16, 1950, 5
for conspiring with Harry Gold and Anatoli A. Yakovlev in
violation of Section 34, Title 50, United States Code.

Julius Rosenberg was employed by the War Department, S
Signal Supply Office, New York General Depot, Brooklyn, New
York, beginning on September 3, 1940 as a Junior Engineer,
Radio. On October 14 1941 he was transferred to the Signal
Corps Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He was promoted to
Assistant Engineer, Inspection, on January 1, 1942, and on
January 13, 1942 was transferred to the Newark Signal Corps S
Inspection District of the Philadelphia Signal Corps Pro-
curement District, Newark, New Jersey. He was again trans- S
ferred on October 4, 1942, to the Newark Signal Corps
Inspection Zone Newark, New Jersey and on February 16, 5
1943, was promoted to Associate Engineer, Inspection. As
of February 9, 1945, he was suspended indefinitely pending
a decision by the Secretary of War on the recommendation of
his commanding officer for removal by the demands of
national security on the basis of information indicating
Communist Party membership. His en~ployjnent by the Signal 5
Corps was terminated as of March 26, 1945. Prior to the

S
S
S
S
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32. (Continued)

SS

J' COVE *

above employment, Rosenberg worked for various firms in the
New Y ork City area and for his father-in-law, Barnett
Greenglass. He has reported that he worked for Barnett
Greenglass from 1936 to 1938 as a part-time draftsman,
machinist and junior engineer. Subsequent to his release
from the Sig al Corps Rosenberg has principally engaged in
his own businesses under the trade names of the G an R
En ineering Company and the Pitt Machine Products Inc.,

370 East Houston Street New York City. He was also em-

ployed for some months In 1945 by the Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Company, New York City. At the time of his arrest

Rosenberg was residing at 10 Monroe Street, New York City.

ESPIONAGE

David Greenglass has stated that in 1944 his wife,
Ethel, at the request of Julius Rosenberg, traveled to

Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he, David, was then residing
in connection with his employment at Los Alamos. Further,
and also at Rosenberg's request, she asked David Green lass
to provide information concerning the atomic bomb. This,
David Green lass said he agreed to do. Subsequently, in
January, 1945, Greenglass, while on furlough In New York

City, contacted Julius Rosenberg. On that occasion Rosenberg
described to Greenglass the "naval type" bomb which was,

Greenglass later learned used at Hiroshima. Greenglass
statea that he provided Aosenberg, during this meeting, with

the names of personnel at Los Alamos whom he, David, believed
were ideologically suited for recruitment to furnish inform-
ation to the Russians.

In June, 1915, David Greenglass was contacted by Harry
Gold in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Gold identified himself by
his possession of a half of a Jello box top, the connecting
piece of which was in Greenglass' possession. David Green-
glass has stated that the box top originally came from Julius
osenberg, and the latter cut it in half, gave one half to

- either him, David or his wife Ruth, and retained the other
half. Rosenberg told him that the person who would contact

him for information would present the other half of the cover,
which Gold did. Greenglass said he provided Gold with inform-
ation concerning the Los Alamos roject, the names of in-
dividuals working there and a s etch of a high explosive lens

mold, or something of that type.

-2-
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32. (Continued) -

In the Fall of 191+5 Greenglass was in New York City
on furlough, at which time he saw Julius Rosenberg. On this
occasion he provided Rosenberg with considerable technical
data concerning the construction of an atom bomb. He also
believes that he gave Rosenberg some sketches having to do
with a part of the bomb. Greenglass does not recall if
Rosenber. looked at this information, nor does he know what
disposition Rosenberg made of it. During this meeting
Rosenberg requested Greenglass to remain at Los Alamos
f ollowing his discharge from the Army, but Greenglass .stated
he refused.

David Greenglass was discharged from the Army on
February 28 1916 and from that time until September, 1949,
was associated with Rosenberg in the G and R Engineering
Comp any, and the Pitt Machine Products, Inc. Greenglass
said that when Klaus Fuchs was arrested in England, Rosen-
ber told him, Greenglass, to leave the country but he refused.
On the arrest of Harry Gold, Rosenberg pointed out to Green-
-lass that Gold was the person who contacted him in Albuquerque.
Rosenberg told Greenglass that he must get out of the country.
To this end he gave Greenglass five hundred dollars, which sum
Greenglass said was not enough. Later, on May 28, 1950Rosenberg ave Greenglass four thousand dollars in twenty-
dollar bills. He told Greenglass to leave the country, taking
his wife and children with him. He also provided Greenglass
with certain instructions as to how he should travel. Rosen-
berg indicated to Greenglass that more important people than
he, Greenglass, had already left the United States, and he,
Rosenberg, intended leaving. Greenglass said that he indicated
to Rosenberg that he would leave, but actually he and his wife
planned to go to the mountains in New York State until Rosen-
berg left, and then return to New York City. Greenglass
assumed that Rosenberg had been unable to effect his departure
from the United States due to his being under surveillance by
the FBI.

Ruth Greenglass has stated that Julius Rosenberg prior
to requesting her to approach her husband, David for inform-
ation, pointed out to her that he, Julius, and his wife Ethel,
had discontinued their open affiliations with the Communist
Party. Julius also told her that he always wanted to do more
than merely be a Communist Party member and that he had
searched for two years to contact the "Russian underground" in
order to do the work for which he felt he was "slated."

1
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" 33. Armed Forces Security Agency, "Russian Cryptology During World War II,"
* undated [ca. 1951] [Excerpt].
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33. (Continued)

-SUEDE

NEVER ,To BE SEEN BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS. S

RUSSIAN CRYPTOLOGY DURING WORLD WAR II

I. SOURCES OF INFORMATION S
A. Captured German Documents S

The information presented in this paper iS based solely 5on a study of relevant documents issued b: the Armed Forces
Security Agency (AFSA-14) in their TICOM Document Folder (DF)Series. The great majority of these documents are translations
from the German of material pertaining to signals communications
which the Target Intelligence Committee (TICOM) was able to S
salvage as cryptologic targets in German and German occupied
territories on the continent of Europe were overrun by theadvancing Western Armies in 1945. In addition to the discoveries
of important Axis cryptologic caches, the interrogations of Axiscryptologic expe rts and the trdatises written by some of them in Sthe postwar era concerning their wartime activities have added tothe amount of valuable documentary material. 5
B. Home-Work of Former German Cryptolof'ic Experts

1. Importance of These Man -

Of the treatises written .in the postwar era, thosewritten. by the following ryptologic experts were found to bethe most useful souroes of information on Russian Cryptology.

Alex Dettnann, the former chief of the Russian Section 5of the Signal Intelligence .Agenoy of the German Army High Command
(OKIVOC NA).

Kurt Friederiohsohn, a. linguist and cryptanalyst with Sthe German Army Signal Intelligence Regiment (BONA 6). 5
Adolf Paschke, the last head of the German Foreign OfficeCryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS).

Wilhelm Fenner, the former chief of cryptanalysis of the 5Signal Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command German ArmedForces (0KW/Chi). 5
Wilhelm Flicks, formerly chief evaluator and the officiallydesignated historian of the Si Intelligence Agency of the Supreme

Command German Armed- Forces (OKWCh).S

These men were key figures in the various German SignalIntelligence Agencies and there is no question but that they canspeak with authority on the subject.

2. Reliability of Their Evidence 5
A general agreement regarding the details of many Russian

systems is evident in these treatises. Only in a few instances maydiscrepancies be found. The information on the whole seems to beauthentic and there is little reason to question the sincerity of 5
these men. While these sources of information are often not as

S
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U -NEVER TO BE SEEN BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS.

U III. ORGANIZATION OF CRYPTOLOGY IN THE PEOPLES COMMISSARIAT FOR
INTERNAL AFFAIRS

A. The Vastness of the Apparatus and the Consequent Need
for a Communications System

Before presenting the few details that are known
concerning the organization of Cryptology in the NKVD (Peoples
Commissariat for Internal Affairs) it might be well to stress
the importance of this organization in the political, military,and economic life of the Soviet Union.

U The basic task of the IKVD was to assure the
continuance o-f the political structure of the USSR. To carry
out the necessary measures the NKVD had at its disposal varioustypes of troops of its own - NKVD troops - which were assignedand employed according to need by the Central Office in Moscow(GUP NKVD, Central Administration of HKVD Troops),

From an evaluation of the results of traffic analysisand cryptanalysis on Russian traffic the Germans were able
to establish the following catagories of NKVD troops:

Troopa of the Interior - The "Political Section NKVD" has an
extensive network of agents to note any trend hostile to theSoviets. The actual combatting of any such movements is bycontingents of these "Troops of the Interior." When there wasan occupation of foreign territory during the war, the numberof political sections increased materially with corisequentlya very great increase in the number of contingents of "Troops
of the Interior" NKVD.

U Escort Troops - The sending away of politically unreliableelemens, surveillance, and control of concentration camps .aswell as the setting up of penal camps and penal'battalions
fall in the province of the "Escort Troops" NKVD.

Prontier Troops - Because of the special political structureothe USSit- was necessary to provide for sealing thecountry hermetically from the outside world. This is thefunction of the "Frontier Troops" NKVD. Corresponding totheir task, these troops have aircraft available and along thewater boundaries, appropriate watercraft. Before the war thesetroops were deployed along the actual frontiers but with theoutbreak of hostilities regiments of "Frontier Troops" NKVDwere employed some 30 to 60 kilometers behind the combat unitsof RKKA (Red Worker and Peasant Army) to form an unbroken, verymobile, .and .deeply deployed security zone. IKVD forward staffscontrolled the employment of these regiments; these staffswere located in the immediate vicinity of the forward staffs
of the Army but received their orders from NKVD headquarters inMoscow. The task of this security zone was to prevent desertionand infiltration of enemy agents by sealing the sector of -the 'front from the rear area; by mopping up pockets, and clearingareas near the front of cut-off enemy troops and bands; byremoval or resettlement of the populace for political reasons;- by return of. population for repair or new construction ofroads, defense -installations, air fields, and plants of valueto the military economy; by guarding supply; and by collectingand transporting prisoners to the rear.

Railway Tro s - The entire economy of the Soviet Union, inparticular military economy and transportation system areunder very sharp control and thus under the influence of theNKVD. Whereas before the war this control could be exercisedthrough the local organs of the NKVD, after the outbreak ofhostilities it became necessary to take over also the protection
17 -
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of the railroads along with their control and for this purpose -
especially trained troop contingents, "Railway Troops" NKVD
were formed. They guarded transports, depots, bridges, junction S
points, and important as well as threatened stretches of
railway track. 5
operative Troops - In various phases of the war the need
appeare for very daring and reliable units at danger points
in the line or at points of concentration. Such elite troops
were formed by the NKVD and assigned to divisions of the RKKA
armies as "Operative Troops" NKVD.

In addition to the major tasks already outlined the -
NKVD was charged with the carrying out of the following
supplemental tasks: (1) The political training of the RKKA
by means of political units, political commissars, etc.
(2) The training of a number of military specialists, such as
sharpshooter units; selection and training of all replacements
for medium and high-grade officers in the RKKA, and all technical
signal personnel including those engaged in cryptographic work.
(3) The conduct of training schools for dogs and carrier
pigeons> (1) The combatting of espionage, sabotage and the S
activity of enemy agents. This work was done by the SMERSH
(Death to Spies), an agency under the control of the NKGB
(Peoples Commissariat for the Security of the State). (5)
Direction of the activities of partisans and the training of
agents for work behind the German front. (6) Mobilization 5
and drafting of recruits for the R6KA. (7) Recruiting workers
from among the people of occupied areas into labor battalions.
(8) Integration of armies and units of foreign nationality into
the framework of the RKKA.

With such a powerful organization having tentacles -
which reach into the furthermost crevices of the political,
military and economic life of the Soviet Union, it is obvious
that the NKVD must also have possessed a far-flung communications
complex and cryptographic systems of its own. 5
B. The Centralization of the Productions of Cryptographic Systems -

It is said that the Central Office for the cryptographic
service of the NKVD organs was located with the GUP NKVD (Central
Administration of NKVD troops) in Moscow. Organization and
functions of this section in the field of cryptology are not
known. In contrast to the cryptographic systems of the Army
and Air Force, no cryptographic systems of the NKVD were ever
captured by the Germans while they were still in use. At
various points on the front 4-figure NKVD codes did fall into
the hands of German troops, but either they were then no longer
in use or they represented reserve systems which, due to their
capture, were not put into use. Consequently there was never
the urgent need which brought about the decentralization already
noted in the case of RKKA cryptography but instead the RKVD
Cryptographic Central Office in Moscow was able to retain the 5
method of centralization for the production, issue and recall
of cryptographic material throughout the entire war. For this
reason the Section of GUP 4KVD corresponding to the 8th Section
of the General Staff of the RKKA in Moscow was not obliged to
make any radical change in the further development of
cryptographic systems but allowed them to remain substantially
unchanged from the time the Germans began systematic observation ,
down to the day of capitulation. Therefore in spite of the
groat number of different NKVD organs there was only a very
limited number of NKVD cryptographic systems in use and it was
also true that these were valid for a relatively long time,
often more than two years. Consequently there was the chance 5
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for the German cryptanalysts. to do extensive work on great
amounts of homogeneous material and. to accomplish more with
far less personnel against NKVD cryptographic systems than
was the case with RKKA systems.

U All internal radio circuits of the USSR were not
only monitored and controlled by the NKVD but in many cases
were directed by it and in all probability the GUP NKVD was
also responsible in large measure for the issue of any
cryptographic material which might be used for encipherment
of such internal radio traffic. The Germans-of necessity gave
some attention to the interception and decryptment of this
traffic. Among other things, special units were devoted to the
reception of the Baudot traffic passed on many of these circuits
by high-speed transmitters. It is reported that of the entire
traffic monitored at great expense by the Germans, at best only
10% was useful for economic leaders while military-political
matters constituted hanlly 1%. From this traffic German
evaluation results lay almost exclusively in the economic field.

C. The Decentralization of Production of Cryptographic Systems
for use of Agents

The NKVD also had an important share in the preparation
and issue of cryptographic materials for partisan organizations
and for the agents and espionage service. In view of the
initial multiplicity of partisan groups which operated
independently and of the often very extensive employment of
agents and spies in the enemy's rear, it was necessary to
provide for current replacement of cryptographic systems, in
which connection it was of primary importance that these
should be convenient, simple to use, and yet secure. This
responsibility.coould.not be met by a single-central unit,
however large; therefore the individual partisan staffs,
which for the most part were located in the immediate vicinity
of army front staffs, were assigned the task of producing and
distributing such cryptographic systems, although all of them
were subject to the guidance and control of the NKVD. Although
the systems used in partisan, scout, and agent traffic, from
the simplest to the most difficult, included some which were
neithe' theoretically or practically capable of solution, it
can be stated with good reason that in many respects much
latitude was afforded the individual imagination and discretion.
A norm, similar to that in the SUV systems of the RKKA, did not
exist. The structuro and use of cryptographic means had to be
adapted here to the momentary needs of agents who often worked

- alone.

D. The High Sense of Responsibility of Personnel Handling
Cryptographic Material

Considering the vastness of the NKVD apparatus and
its consequent use of a complex communications system, one
unique characteristic was noted by the Germans during the war.
This is the high degree of training and the sense of
responsibility of NKVD personnel which prevented any
cryptographic systems of the NKVD which were still in use from
falling into the hands of the Germans during the entire period
of the war. This is indeed amazing since the Germans proved
conclusively time and again throughout the course of the war
that the complete destruction of all secret documents of a
nation is a practical impossibility. According to the German
account of their experiences in the Balkan Campaign, the Greek
and Yugoslav Governments had obviously issued orders for the
destruction of all secret documents, yet the amount of captured
material was so enormous that it had to be shipped in barges
up the Danube to Vienna and from there to Berlin in freight
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cars and nearly two years elapsed before a systematic evaluation 5
of these documents was finally concluded by the Central
Evaluation Section in Berlin. But during the German advance
into Russia, up to the seige of Stalingrad in 1942, the
operational area of the Frontaufklarung (military intelligence
in the operational area) comprised upwards of 3 million so.
kilometers of Russian soil and although many, many documents
had been abandoned by the Russians in the battle and- contrary
to orders, over 3,000 comprising only the most important ones
having then been registered at alli III (the German center
for tactical counterintelligence on the Eastern Front), still
no live cryptographic material of the NKVD was found at this
time or even during the entire period of the war. In this
connedtion it might be mentioned that our own TICOM effort
against the Germans which saw the first exploitation team
dispatched in April 1945 was able to salvage approximately
4000 separate German documents with a weight of about 5 tons
and this does not include materials captured in the heat of
battle and passed to military intelligence for immediate
processing. 5
E. Lack of German Knowledge Regarding a Russian Organization

for Cryptanalysia

Not a thing is known about the possible activities
of an agency of the NKVD in the field of cryptanalysis. The
subject has already been touched on above in the discussion
of a similar function being exercised by the 8th Section of the 5
General Staff of the RKKA. The conclusion is that the NKVD
is active, whether in absolute control or merely maintaining
its customary surveillance in a more subtle way, it matters
little.
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S IV. ORGANIZATION OF CRYPTOLOGY IN OTHER AGENCIES:

5 A. The External Communications

In the organization of cryptology in the Soviet agencies
so far mentioned we have been concerned for the most part with
strictly internal communications. W!hen we come to an examination5 of the external communications of the USSR, at least three agencies
are mentioned by the Germans as using cryptographic materials
during this period. In the diplomatic field we have the Peoples
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs,' in the commercial field the
Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Trade, tand in the communist-
international field the Comintern as it was called at that time.

5 B. The Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Affairs

No mention is found in these sources regarding the
authority for the compilation, issue and recall of the cryptographic
materials used by the Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Affairs. But
in view of what has already been elucidated irith respect to the
activities of the NKVD it seems probable that here too they exercise
some sort of control. The use by this Commissariat of the one-time
additive pad for re-encipherment of its code is exactly the means
employed by the RKKA for the re-encipherment of its operational 5-
figure Chiffrecode.

C. The Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Trade

The Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Trade also uses an
additive pad system for re-encipherment of its communications. In
fact each Commissariat has its own code book and the pad system is
generally used for the re-encipherment of the external communications
passing to or from the head offices in Moscow.

5 D. The Communist-International

Only in the cryptographic systems of the Comintern for
its signal communications with the Communist parties in foreign
countries is there an exception in the use'of the additive pad, as5 such, -- here the most essential parts, the keys for the encipher-
ment, are not outwardly to be recognized as cryptographic material,
the necessary digit sequences being derived from a book text by
means of a mnemonic key. This development corresponds to the in-
troduction by the NKVD of similar systems in their agent organi-5ations and in point of fact one of the functions of the Comintern
is espionage, political, economic or military according to oppor-
tunity. While little is known regarding the chain-of-command for
issue and usage of cryptographic materials in the foreign services
of the USSR, the logical surmise is that the NKVD through some of
its many organs exercised its usual surveillance.
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" 34. No author [Washington Field Office, FBI], "William Wolf Weisband,"
27 November 1953 [Excerpt].
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SSPIONAGE ACTITITIES

On October 6, 1953, JONES ORIN YORK was interviewed by SA WILLIAM' L.S BYR1+E, JR. and SA FRANCIS D. COOY, at which time he submitted the following
signed statement:

"Burbank California
* October 6, 1953

S "I, JONES ORIN YORK, make the following voluntary statement to
WILLIAM L. BYRNE, JR. and FRANCIS D. COOLEY, who are known to me to be Special Agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I know I do not have to make any statement,
have the right to consult an attorney before making a statement, and that q statement;5 may be used against me in a court of law.

I was born August 5, 1893, at Bushnell, Illinois, and attended school
at Western Illinois Normal School until 1910. After spending approximately one5 year in Ragan, Nebraska, with my parents I came to Berkeley, California, arriving

-on December 11, 1911. I rked as a clerk, telephone switchboard installer, and5 for two automobile agenci s. Since 1910 I have been interested in the aviation
field; I learned to fly airplane in 1919 and since that time I have been5 employed in occupations relating to the aircraft industry. I am presently self-
employed as an aircraft engineer, consultant and fabricator of special aircraft5 apparatus at 2630 North Naomi Street, Burbank, California.

5 "In 1935 I was employed as an aeronautical engineer at Douglas Aircraft
Corporation, El Segundo Division; at that time I met a group of Russians who:-were touring aircraft plants in the Los Angeles area as representatives of the !'!
Soviet Government Purchasing Cmmission. One of these Russians was STANISLAU
SHUMOVSKY. He was identified to me as a technical representative from the Centzu}.
Hydro-Aerodynamics Institute of Moscow, USSR.

eSTANISLAU SHUMOVSKY indicated interest in an airplade engine I was
designing and gave me $200.00 as evidence of his interest in my work, with the A,
idea that eventually I might develop something that the Russians would aotual3
purchase. Later, in 1935 or 19j6, SHUMOVSKY asked me to furnish him information.S from Douglas Aircraft Corporation, El segundo Division, which I did and he
furnished me various suie of money.

"About the first part of 1936 SHUOVSKI introduced me to a man using the,'
name of 'BROOKS' and I continued furnishing information and receiving money from
'BROOKS' until January, 1938, when 'BROOKS' arranged to put me in contact irith a

man named 'WERNER.' I continued to furnish material to 'WERNER' and receive
money from him until about January, 1939. At that time I lost contact withS'WERNER' but in about February, 1940, he recontacted me and I agreed to continus
to furnish information to the Soviets. 'ENER' told me that a new contact had5 been arranged for me, and it was agreed that my new contact to identify himself
would inquire regarding a violin which I owned. Also, 'WENER' took a pictur'
of SHIRLE TEMPLE, tore it in half, and said my new contact, upon contacting ",
would present the half which 'WERNER' was retaining in order to identify himself.

DEC !1A67O _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 6
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"1he next individual who oontaoted me and to whom I furnished information
was =own to me as 'BILL' and I understood his last name was VILLESBEND. I cannot.
recall when 'BILL' first contacted mo, but I-believe it was about two .nths after.
I moved into 1301f North Harper Avenue, Los Angeles, California. I don't know when S
I moved into that address, but do recall that I obtained a telephone very shortly :
after I rented the premises. 'BILL' came to .my Harper Avenue address and produced
the half of the picture of ShIRIL TEMPLE that had been previously retained by
WEImUd. 'BILL' also told me he was supposed to tell me the birthdate of my mother,
but I said this was unnecessary as I was satisfied he was my new contact. "

"At this first meeting 'BILL' asked if I could obtain information, and
I said that I could, but advised him that I needed a camera. 'BILL' said that he
would furnish me roney for this purpose. 'BILL' gave me about $250.00 to purchas'e
a camera, I beliuve at our second meeting, which occurred about a month after he
first contacted me. I purchased a Contax No. 3 camera with an Fl.5 Sonner 1ins
at 'The Dark Room,' a camera shop, located on Wilshire Boulevard, about two blocks
west of La Brea Avenue, in Los Angeles for about $250.00, paying a substantial
payment and the balance in monthly installments. I used this camera tolphotograph 5
information on airplanes being produced at Northrop Aircraft Compary, Hawthorne
California. In particular I remember photographing specifications of the P-61i?
airplane, also known as the 'Black Widow,' and delivering the film I had.taken toe
'BILL.'

"I also recall that 'BILL' gave me a list of material in which thle'
Russians were interested. When he gave me this list, 'BILL' said that there wma
some hesitancy about furnishing me this list as it mibt reflect that the Rus'st
lacked information on those subjects. I don't recall the items on the' s ,?
was very broad and included many matters on which I had no information and
unable to obtain information.

"I met with 'BILL' about ten times over a period of about one yer}ndst
I believe that during this time he paid me approximately $1,500.001 dufing
contacts, I turned over to 'BILL' airplane specifications, the details of
cannot now recall. I am not certain that these documents were all classified as a
confidential data but am sure some of them were so classified. T never gave :l 42 S
any actual documents but when I gave him the film I would prepare a siuary alf.the
information the film contained and any suggestions I had concerning the.....
During the course of our meetings, 'BILL' came to ay home three or fur tims.
recall on one occasion, I showed 'BILL' a. copy of a poem I had writtan ent-tled, AP
'The Vandal's Doom," which dealt with the German attack on Russia. 'BILL' etata :
he liked this poem very much and asked if he could aske a copy of it. I agreed ' S
and the next time he came to my home he typed out a ccy on my typewiter and
indicated that his superior would like the theme of this poem, and that he would E: S
forward it to him.

"I recall meeting 'BILL' on one occasion at the Florentine Gardens -in
Hollywood, and on another occasion at a bar near the corner of Wilshire Boulevard 5
and Fairf kx Avenue in Los Angeles. At one of my meetings with 'BILL' I recall

1
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*that he drank two scotch and sodas and.;I notoi that he was making some marks on
the edge of a newspaper. 'BILL' explained that these marks were in Arabic and indi.
oated the time of our next meeting. He said that.,agyone could take this newspaper.
and they would not know what these marks signified. 'BILL' also told me how to sq'
some simple greeting phrases in Arabian such is 'Salaam Arechism,' meaning 'Peace
Unto You,' and the reply, 'Alechiem.Salaam.-

"In the early part of our contacts I received a telephone call from 'BILL.'
The operator said the call was from Pendleton, and I presume she meant Pendleton,;3 Oregon. 'BILL' said he would not be able to keep a scheduled meeting, and would
contact me when ne returned to Los Angeles.

"In the latter part of 1942 I met 'BILL' near the Garden of Allah on
Sunset Boulevard in Los Angeles, and he .told me he would no longer contact met.tbat -

'1y next contact might possioly be a woman, and that the new contact would izquiwe
about my violin. It was arranged that I would meet m' new contact at a statue 4n
Westlake Park in Los Angeles on a date I cannot now recall.

"During my meetings with 'BILL' no one else was ever present,.and T,',
never met any person with whom he was ,associated. I did ask 'BILL' about.
and from what 'BILL' told me I gained the impression he was personally acq

-with SHUMOVSKY. I remember that 'BILB told me SHUMOVSKY 'was fine,'.and that he
was 'not .in this country.' I remember that 'BILL' was very much conoerned overt'.;
the suffering of the Russian people because of the war and mentioned the sacrifioeW

* being ande by the Russians.

b I 'subsequently met mg new contact whose name I cannot recall in a
with instructions I had received from 'BILL' and continued furnishing infomatSmt
this new contact until the latter part of 1943, when he told me the informatioz g
had been receiving from me was unsatisfactory and then did not appear for a se d1
meeting. I have had no further contact with Soviet representatives since tha

"After the last contact with 'BILL' in the latter part of 1942, I did t?
ee him again until August, 1950. At that time I was at the Federal Building

Angeles, having just testified before a Federal Grand Jury. I was standing
front steps of the Federal Building and I observed 'BILL' walking along the e
about '5 yards away. With me at this time were Special Agents THAB1& H. i
FANCIB D. 000LEY and I pointed 'BILL' out to them. .,

eI have read the foregoing statement consisting six and one-quarter pi ;.

an it is the truth.

- "/s/ JONES GRIN YORK

3 'Witnessed:
s/ FRANCIS D. COOLEY Special Agent, FBI Los Angeles 10/b/53

U s/ WILLIAM L. BYRNE, Special Agent, FBI, Los Angeles, Calif. 10-4-53."
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On August 16, COOLY and THOMAS S. BRYANT of the Los
Angeles Office were standio :o at stpsoftUe Federal Building in Los Angeles,
California, with JONES ORIYWOBL&<t t tine, =YORBKpointed ou$ the subject, who
was then about seventy-five yards away as t6Windividual he: knew as BILL VmLkmnr
and to whom he furnished iAfotjati p for traasmiesion to the Soviets. S

It is noted thatORE;Iplaced the date he first met the subject as S
approximately one month prior'to the'time' he purchased a Contax.Camera at "The Dark
Room," a camera shop looated on Wilshire.Boulevard about two blocks wst.of La J" -
Avenue in Los Angeles.

BENJAMIN HUBSCHMANN, owner of "The Dark Room," 570 Wilshire Boulevard' -
advised that his records reflected that J. 0. YORK, 130lJ NorthzHaper Avenue, Los'
Angeles, telephone number, Gladstone 834b, purchased a Contax Camera, nmber.8
a Sonnar F1.5 lens on October 15, 1941, for 4257.70. The down payment of $15t'.
made at the time of purchase, and payments of 450.00 each were made on Janna7
192, and March 9, 1942. The lens number on this camera was 1820665 and the
bamber was 8-50419. The records further reflect that on January 25, 1943
pprchased lens, Zeiss lens number 1065110, for $133.90.

With regard to the estimate by YORK that he believes subject first+oq 5
tacted him about two months after he moved into 13011 North Harper. Avenue
Angeles, California, it is observed that the application records-for the-'Pa
Telephone and Telegraph Company for the years 1941 and 1942 have .been destro
however, telephone directories. for those years reflected that J.O. YORMwasE
as residing at 1k99 North Harper Avenue, telephone - Gladstone 83h6, in-diwJ
dgted from Septemer, 194l, until June, 1942,

WErSBAD was interviewed by Washington Field Office agents aM7:9
and May 13, 1950, and by los Angeles agents on August 16, 1950. .bent'inUISBA@ denied being implicated in Soviet espionage. He said that. the
his knowledGe, he had never been acquainted with argone in the Communist P 5

"'did he know anyone wbo had been engabed in espionage. He denied'eerhaevn
:any documents or material from AFSA. nor had he ever advised any -unatithorized
any operations being carried on at AFSA. Subject declined to furnisha igned

-ment denying that he had been involved in espionage activities. '.-iS

On July 1, 1953, a photograph of JONES ORIN YORK was erhibited to n
and he stated he recognized the photograph as being that of "YOU," an indi
whom he was acquainted, but he declined to answer any further questions cono
JONS ORIN YORK.

On July 1, 1953, WEISBAUD also said he would not admit nor deny he ?ad
ever been involved in Soviet espionage activities.

Mrs. PATRICIA BAAWAN, :formerly 1952 Marengo Avenue, South Pasadeaae S
California, was interviewed by Los Angeles agents on May 12 and 13, 1950. .Mrs.
BALKANN has recently been remarried and is now known as Mrs. OBERT F. CALLICOTT,

g
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- 35. Hoover to Brigadier General A. J. Goodpaster, USA, 23 May 1960 [Table of Contents
and Appendixes not included].

S

5 JONN EDGAR HOOVER
DIRECTOR

Nrbmral Unrra of Juurstigation
Ieith Stairs Urpartment of 3ustirr

Nasirington, a. (0.

* May 23, 1960

PERSONAL ATTENTION
VIA LIAISON

" Brigadier General A. J. Goodpaster, USA
White House Staff Secretary
The White House

* Washington, D. C.

Dear General:

- I am enclosing herewith a copy of a document en-
titled, "Expose of Soviet Espionage, May 1960, " which we

- prepared in the FBI and copies of which have been furnished
to the Vice President, the Attorney General, Under Secretary

* of State Dillon, and Mr. Allen Dulles, Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency.

The material contained in this document is un-
classified and was prepared for use by the State Department

* in case it desired to use any portion of it before the United
Nations or for public release.

- I thought that you might desire to have a copy of
* this in the event there is any portion which you consider

should be called to the President's attention.

With best regards, I am

" Sincerely,

5 Enclosure

S
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SOVIET-BLOC INTELLIGENCE 
ACTTITIES

1. TRODUUTION:

- Recent Soviet propaganda has denounced the Uhited
States for aerial reconnaissance of the Soviet Union in terms

U designed to convince the world that the Ui would not stoop -
to espionage. In discussing this subject and the reception .
which President Eisenhower might expect on his visit to
Russia, Premier Khrushchev was quoted in the newspapers on
lMay 11, 1960, as wondering what would have been the reaction of
the American people if the Russians had sent a plane over the

3 Ohited States on the eve of his visit to this country.

The facts are that at the very time Premier Khrushchev
was advancing to the podium to speak before the United Nations
General Assembly on September 18, 1959, two Soviet espionage
agents were cautiously surveying a street corner in Springfield,
Massachusetts, in preparation for a clandestine meeting with an
American whom they were attempting to subvert. At the very
time that Khrushchev was declaring that a means must be found
to stop mankind from backsliding into an abyss of war, Vadim A.
Kirilyuk, Soviet employee of the United Nations, was attempting
to induce this American to furnish information regarding Ohited
States cryptographic machines and to secure employment in a
vital United States Government agency where he could obtain
classified information for the Russians. While this meeting

U was taking place Kirilyuk and the American were under observation
by Leonid A. Eovalev, another Soviet employee of the UhitedU Nations who was conducting a countersurveillance. Uhknown to
the Russians, however, this meeting was also being observed by

- Special Agents of the FBI who obtained photographs of the Russians.

* Not only did these Russians stoop to spying, but they
callously abused their status as guests of this country to spy
in the most reprehensible manner -- the subversion of an American
on American soil.

- Although FBI Agents observed this meeting and photo-

Q "graphed the Russians, no publicity was given to this incident
in view of the negotiations which were then in progress. This
incident, as contrasted with the recent handling of the plane
incident by the Russians, gives ample testimony as to which

* country is acting in good faith in trying to maintain world peace.

And this is not an isolated incident - nor has the
target always been so limited. The facts are that Soviet agents
for three decades have engaged in extensive espionage against

- this country, and through the years have procured a volume of
information which would stagger the imagination. This infor-

U mation includes literally dozens of aerial photographs of major
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U.S. cities and vital areas which have given the Russians the S
product of aerial reconnaissance just as surely as if Soviet
planes had been sent over this country. -

2. ACQUISITION OF AERTAL PHOTOGRAPHS: 5
In a free country such things as aerial photographs

are available to the public and can be purchased commercially.
The Soviets have been fully aware of this and throughout the 5
years have taken full advantage of this free information,
collecting aerial photographs of many areas of the United States. 5

For example, during October, 1953, two Soviet officials -
visited Minneapolis where they purchased fifteen aerial
photographs of Minneapolis and St. Paul. In October and November,
1953, two Soviets traveled in Missouri and Texas and obtained
aerial maps of Dallas, Tulsa, Fort Worth and the surrounding
areas covering a Naval air station, an Army airfield, and an
Air Force base. In April, 1954, a Soviet official purchased
aerial photographs of five Long Island communities. Also, in -
April, 1954, a Soviet official purchased three aerial photographs
of Boston, Massachusetts, and Newport, Rhode Island, areas. In
May, 1954, three Soviets traveled to California where they
ordered from a Los Angeles photography shop $80 worth of aserial
photographs covering the Los Angeles area.

However, they have not been content with acquisition .
of publicly available data. For example, on May 3, 1954,
Leonid E. Pivnev, an assistant Soviet air attache stationed in
Washington, who had previously traveled extensively throughout
the United States and had obtained commercially available aerial
photographs of various areas of this country, requested a 5
Washington, D. C., photographer to rent an airplane to take
photographs of New York City which were not commercially available. 5
He specified the scale to be used and the altitude from which the
photographs were to be taken. He offered #700 for this activity.
Obviously the photographs which he requested would depict vital
port areas, industrial facilities, and military installations in
the New York area.

. For this brazen abuse of his diplomatic privileges
Pivnev was declared persona non grata on May 29, 1954, and.
departed from this country on June 6, 1954.

But this did not stop the Soviets. They continued 5
their systematic program of collecting aerial photographs of
major cities and vital areas of the United States. On January 19, 5
1955, the State Department sent a note to the Soviet Ambassador
placing restrictions on the acquisition of certain types of data 5

-2- 5
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5 by Soviet citizens in the United States. These restrictions
were comparable to restrictions on American citizens in Russia5 and in part prohibited Soviet citizens from obtaining aerial
photographs except where they "appear in or are appendices to5 newspapers, periodicals, technical journals, atlases and books
commercially available to the general public."

Soviet reaction to the restrictions wms typical ofS their philosophy. They began circumventing the restrictions
by subverting Americans to purchase aerial photographs for5 them. One month after the restrictions became effective,
Nikolai I. Trofimov, a Soviet official in Mexico, began negoti-
ations for a resident of the west coast of the United States.
to obtain aerial photographs of 45 major United States cities.
Nineteen of these cities are located near Strategic Air Command
bases. The remaining 26 are all. strategic cities in or near
which are located air bases, naval bases, research or.training
stations, atomic energy installations or important industrial

- facilities.

Q During April, 1958, Vladimir D. Loginov, a Soviet
employee of the United Nations used the same technique to
obtain an aerial map. of New York City. At 10 p.m. on April 26;.5 1958, Loginov secretly met an individual in a darkened parking
lot at the railroad station in Scarsdale, New York, where this5 map was delivered to Log inov. Months later on November 15, 1958,
this same parking lot ras again utilized by the Soviets to5 obtain aerial photographs of Chicago, Illinois. On this
occasion, the photographs were turned over to Kirill S. Doronkin,

- another -Soviet employee of the United Nations. In.this same
operation, the Soviets attempted to obtain aerial photographs of

- .Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Washington; and San Diego and San
Francisco, California.

S Circumvention of the restrictions also took the form
- of trickery and deceit. For example, on July 17, 1959, Viktor V.

Fomin,.assistant Soviet military attache and Anatoli G. Vasilev,
- an employee of the Soviet Military Attache in Washington,-D. C.,

obtained an aerial photograph of the Glasgow Air Force Base in
Montana from the local Chamber of Commerce by posing as
tourists without 'identifying themselves as Soviet officials. On
July 24, 1959, they obtained an aerial photograph of Thermopolis,
Wyoming, by bullying the clerk at the Chamber of Commerce in an
arrogant and insistent manner, again posing as tourists. TheyS were given the photograph in spite of the fact that such a

- photograph is not normally given to tourists.

Soviet activities did not stop there. At the present5 time, a Washington, D. C., photographer is under the instructions

S -3-
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of Petr Y. Ezhov, third secretary of the Soviet Embassy, to Stake flying lessons at Soviet expense. Ezhov has indicatedthat the Soviets will purchase a plane for the photographer'suse after he obtains his pilot's license. That aerial recon-naissance is the Soviet objective, is amply proven by the factthat this photographer has been requested to obtain aerial 5photographs of the East Coast from Boston, Massachusetts, toJacksonville, Florida. He. has already been sent on reconnais--sance trips throughout the southern states under Soviet instructionsto photograph military installations with telephoto lenses. Theinformation obtained on one of these reconnaissance trips includingphotographs of United States military bases was to be deliveredon September 17, 1959, to Vladimir Glinsky, an assistant Sovietnaval attache who originally recruited the photographer. At7 a.m. on that date, however, Glinsky contacted the photographerby telephone and cancelled the appointment, explaining, "myboss is here." Premier Khrushchev on that morning was winding Sup his first visit to Washington on his tour of the United States.These photographs were subsequently delivered on October 2, 1959.

It isapparent from the examples cited that the SovietDhion reaps the benefits of aerial reconnaissance of the DhitedStates just as surely as if planes were sent over this country.

. REUITIVT OF AMMRcANS. (1
The acquisition of aerial photographs is only onephase of Sovzet-bloc intelligence activity in the United States,but the manner in wahich it has been done illustrates two basicSoviet tiatelligence concepts; namely, to exploit the weaknessesof Americans ahenever possible and to take full advantage of allthe freedoms of our democratic society.

Following these concepts, the Soviets through the useof such devices as entrapment, blackmail, threats, and promiseshave exploited human frailty. The record is replete withexamples of such exploitation of Americans throughout the yearsfollowing the Russian Revolution in 1917. For example,
Nicholas Dozenberg, a naturalized American, first becameassociated with the communist movement about 1920. In 1928 he Swas recruited into Soviet espionage activities with the approvalof the Communast Party. He was recruited by one Alfred Tilton,who was an illegal agent of Soviet Nil itary Intelligence, posingas a Canadian citizen and in possession of a Canadian passport.One of the early assignments given to Dozenberg was the soundingout of other Americans for later recruitment by Tilton.
Dozenberg, after pleading guilty to violations of the passportlaws, served a term in prison in 1940 and thereafter prior to 5his death cooperated with Dhited States Government agencies.

S
S
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Simon Rosenberg, another naturalized American of . o3 Polish background, during 1932 was sent to Russia by his _
employer. While there, he met representatives of a Soviet
intelligence ugency and under threats of reprisals to be D
taken against his sister who was then living in Russia, he

- agreed to work in behalf of the Russians upon his return to
the United States. His principal assignment in this country
uas to obtain technical and industrial information. Rosenberg,
who is now deceased, also cooperated with agencies of the
Government, prior to his death, as have many other Americans
who have been involved in Soviet intelligence activity.

U Another example is the case of Hafis Sal ich, a

Q naturalized American employed by the Office of Naval Intelligencein California who met Mikhail N. Gorin through a mutual
acquaintance in 1937. Gorin was then the Pacific Coast
manager of Intourist. By advancing Salich money, Gorin
ultimately persuaded him to furnish Office of Naval Intelligence
reports for which Gorin paid $1700. Gorin and Salich were found

Q guilty of espionage in 1939 and Salich zs sentenced to fouryears imprisonment, which he served. Gorin appealed his
conviction and sentence of six years to the Supreme Court of the

- United States which unanimously upheld the conviction in 1941;
however, the trial judge suspended execution of the sentence and

- placed him on probation provided he would pay a $10,000 fine and
leave the United States, never to return.

The decade of 1950 - 1960 has been no exception. It
began with the trial and conviction of Valentin Gubitchev, a
Soviet employee of the United Nations who had obtained infor-
mation from Judith Coplon, an employee of the Department of
Justice. This conviction mas soon followed by convictions of

3 several Soviet agents in the Julius and Ethel Rosenberg network
in 1951; by the sentencing of Otto Verber and Kurt Ponger in
1953 after they pleaded guilty to espionage; by the guilty pleas
of espionage by Jack and Myra Soble and Jacob Albam in 1957 and
later in the same year the conviction of Colonel Rudolf Abel, a
Soviet illegal agent in this country.

U These prosecutions, although they clearly establish

Q the nature of Soviet espionage activities against this country,
involve only a part of the Soviet-bloc espionage attack which
has included numerous Soviet attempts to penetrate United States
Government agencies. For example, the prosecution of Judith
Coplon, an employee of the Department of Justice in early 1950
was followed in October, 1950, by a Soviet assignment to Boris
Morros, an American motion picture producer who was cooperating
with the FBI, to revive his acquaintance with a member of the
United States Atomic Energy Commission; to obtain compromising

- 5 -
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information concerning this individual; and to carefully S
explore the possibility of placing a secretary in his office -
who could furnish information to the Russians. Morros g S
previously in 1948 had been given the assignment to attempt .
to obtain information which could be used by the Russians in
an effort to compromise United States General Clay in Germany.

Another example occurred during 1954 when Soviet
intelligence officers in Germany approached an American Army 5
officer stationed in Germany who was soon to be retired. They
propositioned him to work for the Soviets after his return to the
United States and set up a schedule for meetings in New York City.
Pursuant to the arrangements, Maksim G. Martynov, counselor of the 5
Soviet Representation to the United Nations Military Staff
Committee, carried out a series of clandestine meetings in New York 5
with a person whom he believed to be the Army officer. As a
result of his indiscreet abuse of his status, Martynov was 5
declared persona non grata on February 21, 1955.

Another example is that of Evgeniy A. Zaostrovtsev, -
second secretary of the- Soviet Embassy who was declared persona
non grata on May 13, 1959, for attempting to subvert a State
Department employee to obtain information from State Department
files.

A more recent example has been previously cited -
involving the attempt by Vadim Kirilyuk, an employee of the
United Nations, to penetrate a vital Government agency by
instructing an American to obtain employment in that agency.

Soviet attempts to recruit Americans during this period
have not been confined to attempts to infiltrate Government
agencies. For example, in February, 1954, Igor A. Amosov,
assistant Soviet naval attache, was declared persona non grata for
attempting to obtain information concerning radar and United States
naval vessels from a businessman who had commercial dealings with 5
the Russians and who was in a position to obtain such data.

In June, 1956, Ivan A. Bubchikov, an assistant Soviet -
military attache was declared persona non grata for attempting
to obtain data regarding radar, guided missiles, jet fuels and
atomic submarines from an American businessman who during World
War II had extensive contacts with the Russians on both private
and United States Government business. The Soviets attempted
to exploit his World War II friendliness.

In August, 1956, Viktor I. Petrov, a Soviet translator S
at the United Nations, was released from his employment for
recruiting an employee of an American aviation company to obtain
classified data regarding United States aircraft.

- 6 -
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This activity has continued throughout the decade into
1960, as illustrated by the case previously cited where a Washington,
D. C., photographer has been utilized for the purpose of photograph-
ing military installations.

-. 4. TRE INT&LLIGSNCE ROLE' OF TH' SOVI&nT-BLOC OFFICIALS

Only a few of the many examples of abuse of their diplomatic
privileges by Soviet-bloc officials in the United States have been
mentioned. In the more flagrant cases, the 7nited States Government
has asked the offending officials to leave this country. During the
decade, 1950 - 1960, 19 Soviet officials have been asked to leave.
Many more have been engaged in intelligence activities throughout
the years.

* The Soviet Union has maintained a large staff of officials
in this country since its first recognition in 1933. These officials

5 have been assigned to Soviet embassies, consulates, trade delegations,
news media, the United Nations, and the Amtorg Trading Corporation.

5 It is from these installations that the primary intelligence activities
are directed against the United States. A former Soviet intelligence

- officer who defected from the Soviets has estimated that from 70%
to 80% of the Soviet officials in the United States have some type

5 of intelligence assignment. Other defectors have confirmed that a
high per cent of the officials are intelligence agents. As of May 1,
1960, there were 328 Soviet officials stationed in this country. They
were accompanied by 455 dependents, many of whom are also potential

- intelligence agents.

Nor is this the full strength of Soviet-bloc intelligence.
As of May 1, 1960, there were 272 satellite officials stationed in
the United States accompanied by 435 dependents. This almost doubles
the potential of Soviet intelligence services. The satellite

Q intelligence services have been developed according to 
the Soviet

pattern, their personnel selected or approved by the Soviets and
they are trained and guided by Soviet policies and procedures.
Recent defectors from satellite intelligence services have advised
that the Soviets have access to all data obtained by the satellites
and, in fact, maintain an advisor system at headquarters level to
make certain that the satellites operate consistent with Soviet

Einterests.
S This coordination is not limited to headquarters '

levels. Beginning in November, 1958, the Soviet and .5 satellite military, naval and air attaches stationed in
the United States began a series of monthly meetings under5 the guidance of the Soviet military attache. During this

S
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initial meeting the satellite representatives were given -
specific target assignments for the collection of information
desired by the Soviets and arrangements were made for the
over-all correlation of their activities.

5. IlvDUSTRIAL SPYING A.ND CIRCV7KENTION OF REGULATIONS: S
This large group of Soviet-bloc officials 5

stationed in the United States has systematically over the
years developed a most important part of the modern 5
intelligence machine which was referred to by one Soviet
official as the best industrial spying system in the 5
world. Volumes could be written as to the techniques
used and the ways and means developed by the Soviet bloc 5
to obtain information regarding the industrial potential
of the United States often with the use of subterfuge 5
and deceit as well as deliberate circumvention of Customs
regulations. 5

The following examples illustrate this -
actzvity:o

In 1924 the Amtorg Trading Corporation was
organized in New York for the purpose of acting as an
importer and exporter on the North American continent for
official trusts of the Soviet Union. Amtorg continued to
operate during World War II, although in 1942 the Soviet
Government created the Soviet Government lurchasing
Commission in Washington, D. C., to purchase war material. S
This Purchasing Commission was dissolved after the end of
World War II, and its activities absorbed by Amtorg. 5
Since its organization, Amtorg Trading Corporation has
been staffed primarily by representatives of the Soviet 5
Government who have official status. Former employees of
Amtorg have advised that it was standard practice for -
Soviets attached to Amtorg to request permission for Soviet
officials to visit industrial facilities throughout the 5
country on the promise of orders to be forthcoming if the
products were found satisfactory. In many instances the 5
officials of the companies would later be advised by
Amtorg that Moscow would have to approve the order. In
instances where a contract was given to a particular
company, Amtorg consistently demanded blueprints of the
particular product and other data to which it was not

-8- 
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5 entitled by normal business practices. Amtorg officials
also consistently insisted on a clause in the contract

5 which would give Soviet inspectors the privilege of
inspecting all of the merchandise before it was shipped

5 to Russia.

- Another device utilized by Amtorg officials was
to gain the confidence of some employee in a plant which5 had a contract with the Russian Government and, through
this employee, obtain blueprints which were copied in the5 Amtorg office and the copies forwarded to Russia. Amtorg
officials would also advertise for employees who, when they

5 appeared for an interview at the Amtorg office, would be
instructed to bring proof of their ability in the form of

5 blueprints of former projects. When the applicants for
employment later showed up with the blueprints, the J1
blueprints would be photographed and the photographs
for-warded to Russia.

S
Amtorg has also followed a practice of preparingS detailed catalogues concerning American industry. Congressman

Mndt on January 29, 1947, described one of these cataloguesS as "a manual for bombing America." It was pointed out that
the book contained detailed information including many

- photographs and maps of vital areas of the United States.
In this connection Amtorg Trading Corporation during the
1940's prepared a monthly magazine called "American
Engineering and Industry" and an annual guide called
"Catalogue of American Engineering and Industry." This
latter publication in 1946 was described as a three-volume,
5,000-page document.

In August, 1956, Milos Prochazka, a Czechoslovakian
official assigned to the Commercial Office at the Czech
Embassy, furnished to an American the specifications for the
components of 2 steel mills to be purchased in the United
States for the Czechs. He outlined a plan whereby the American
would act as an exclusive agent to purchase these mills
ostensibly for a private concern in a Western country. He
would obtain estimates and if the estimates were approved,
the Czechs would furnish the name of the purchasing
company, a power of attorney and the necessary bank credit.S Thereafter, the mills would be shipped to the Czech agent in
the Western country and then transshipped to Czechoslovakia.

S- 9 -
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6. .EPLOITATION OF PUBLIC INFORMTION:

It is no secret that one of the results of the -
freedom of our democratic society is the availability of 5
voluminous information to members of the public merely
for the asking. Some of the cases previously cited clearly S
indicate that the Soviet-bloc intelligence services are
aware of this fact and have taken full advantage of 'this
democratic freedom; however, it remains for former
Soviet-bloc intelligence officers to testify as to its
real significance and importance to the -Soviet-bloc ,o S
intelligence services. One defector has stated that the -
ease with which information is obtained in this country b S
has resulted in a reduction of the hazardous and time- % -
consuming clandestine operations which would otherwise
be necessary. Another has estimated that the Soviet
Military Attache's office in the United States is able to S
legally obtain 95% of the material useful for its intelligence
objectives.. He stated that, in fact, 90% of an intelligence S
agent's time in any other country in the world would
normally be consumed clandestinely obtaining information 5
which is readily available in the United States through
Government agencies or commercial publishing houses. He 5
pointed out that Polish military intelligence obtains
more technical data in the United States than from all the 5
other countries in the world combined.

Although such information is collected in a -
number of ways, the following techniques in addition to 5
those previously mentioned have been most productive.

One of the most useful techniques is attendance -
at conventions of American organizations by Soviet-bloc
officials. During the year preceding Khrushchev's visit
to this country, Soviet officials alone attended
approximately 30 conventions covering various fields of
endeavor including aeronautics, electronics, plastics
development, education and others. Typical were the
activities of 2 Soviets who attended the Western Electric
convention held in Los Angeles during August, 1959. As
usual, at the inception, they began to collect voluminous
literature. When the volume became unwieldy one Soviet 5
left the material at a check stand and resumed his
collection activities, It was estimated that the literature 5
picked up by these Soviets at this one convention weighed
approximately 250 pounds. 5
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U Another technique utilized is correspondence with3 chambers of commerce and industrial facilities throughout
the United States through which voluminous information
regarding transportation systems, major industries, etc.,
is obtained. In many instances useful maps of the areas3 are also secured.

Still another technique is the subscription to
American publications and collection and review of
United States Government documents. For example, during
June, 1959, it was ascertained that the personnel of the
Soviet Zilitary, Naval and Air Attache Offices subscribed
to 44 newspapers and 58 magazines of a technical, scientific,
military and general news nature. It is apparent that the
Soviets have a definite program of subscribing to
newspapers published at or in the vicinity of vital
United States military bases.

- Purchases from the United States Government
have long been a productive source for Soviet-bloc3 intelligence. For example, on December 28, 1944, the
Soviet Government Purchasing Commission in Washington, D. C.,3 ordered copies of 5,810 patents. On the same date the
New York office of this Commission purchased two copies of3 18,000 patents. On January 1, 1945, the Soviet Government
Purchasing Commission. in Washington again ordered copies
of 5,342 different patents. On January 12, 1945, copies
of 41,812 patents were ordered. The next order was for
41,810. The acquisition of copies of patents has been
continued throughout the years as illustrated by the fact
that in early 1959 Anatoli G.. Vasilev, an employee of the
Office of the Soviet Military Attache, requested an American
to instruct him in the use of the "Search Room" of the
United States Patent Office so that he could locate patents
in which he was interested.

The Soviets have, of course, not restricted3 themselves to the acquisition of patents. For example, on
Azrch 10, 1954, an Assistant Soviet Air Attache purchased3 "The Pilot's Handbook" for the East and West Coasts of the
United States from the United States Coast and Geodetic3 Survey of the Department of Commerce. On March 12, 1954,a chauffeur of the Soviet Air Attache purchased "The
Pilot's Handbook" for Canada and Alaska. Six days later
an Assistant Soviet Attache ordered "The Pilot's Handbook"
for the Far Ebast and Europe. These handbooks contained
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diagrams of all of the principal airfields and the
approaches used in landing planes.

In April, 1954, Soviet officials stationed S
in Washington obtained from the Ap Information Office
of the U. S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior,
topographic maps covering North Carolina, Michigan, Illinois,
Kentucky, and an area within a 50-mile radius of 5
Washington, D. C.

This collection activity has continued unabated
up to the present time. Literally thousands of similar 5
documents are obtained in this country every year by
Soviet-bloc officials assigned in this country and through 5
registered agents such as the Four Continent Book Corporation
and the Tass News Agency. 5

A statement of a satellite defector illustrates
the value to the Soviet-bloc of United States Government
publications. He stated that on one occasion, Polish 5
military intelligence obtained an 18-volume edition
prepared by the United States Army Engineers regarding
United States port facilities. It was purchased from
the Government Printing Office at nominal cost, but its
estimated value to the Polish military intelligence was
placed at $50,000.

Not content with the large volume of publicly
available material, Soviet-bloc officials have resorted
to deceit. For example, on November 5, 1958, Ion
Dubesteanu, an assistant military attache of the Rumanian S
Legation in Washington, D. C., was declared persona non
grata for activity beyond the scope of his official duties. 5
Using a false name and identity, Dubesteanu had corresponded
with U. S. military installations soliciting material and 5
had rented post office boxes at North Beach, Maryland, under
assumed names to which such material was to be sent.

Reconnaissance trips by Soviet-bloc officials have 5
been a most productive source of intelligence. The
officials have been observed to carefully prepare for such 5
trips by reviewing publications collected in this country,
doing research at the Library of Congress, et cetera.
Exclusive of trips from Washington, D. C., to New York City,
officials of the Soviet Military Office alone took 16 trips
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- to various areas of the country in 1958 and 1959. They visited
26 states in 1958 and 37 in 1959. They covered most of the

U strategic areas of the country and covered some areas as many as
four times. During these trips they followed a definite pattern
of visiting chambers of commerce, driving around the perimeter
of industrial facilities and wherever possible circled military,

3 naval and air installations in the areas visited. They collected
all available literature and maps relating to industrial facilities,

3 transportation systems, power plants, dams, chemical factories,
et cetera, and wherever possible took photographs in addition to

3 making extensive notes.

U 7. 120RPAGANDA AVI' PRSONAL APPEARANCES

6 Exploitation of our freedoms has also taken the form
- of propaganda. Not content with the distribution of over 20,000

copies of the illustrated monthly magazine, "US," which is in
reciprocity for distribution of a similar American magazine in
the Soviet Union, the Soviet Embassy has a carefully planned
program of distributing press releases. As of February, 1960,
the Press Department of the Soviet Embassy was distributing
press releases to almost 7,000 individuals and institutions in

U the United States, including newspaper editors, business leaders,
radio stations, public libraries, television stations, teachers,

- labor leaders, scientists, and leaders in trade and commerce.

In addition, since January 1, 1959, 30 different
officials attached to the Soviet Embassy have made, or were

U scheduled tc make, 74 public appearances (not including 7
additional invitations for appearances by the Soviet Ambassador)

3 before various groups in this country. Nineteen other Soviets
attached to the Soviet Delegation to the United Nations, employed

3 by the United Nations Secretariat or assigned to Intourist, made,
or were scheduled to make, 39 public appearances during the same3 period.

- These public appearances normally involved speeches or
participation in forums on the part of the Soviet officials and

3 were made before various types of groups, including high school,
college, and university groups, parent-teacher associations,

3 advertisement and civic clubs, fraternities, professional associa-
tions or clubs, religious and cultural groups, travel clubs and
community centers. Some of these were television appearances. It
is apparent that the Soviets are taking every opportunity to spread
the gospel of communism by exploitation of the intense desire of
Americans to learn more about the Soviet Union.
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8. USE OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

Attention is called to the fact that many of the
incidents and cases previously cited involved Soviet employees
of the United Nations. They are guests of the United States and 5
are supposedly dedicated to the cause of international peace but
they are, in fact, carefully selected envoys of the international
communist conspiracy, trained in trickery and deceit and dedicated
to the concept of fully exploiting the freedoms of the countries S
they seek to destroy. It is too much to expect that they would
not prostitute the United Nations.

9. "TLLEGAL" OPERATIONS 5
Although Soviet-bloc intelligence services have made

extensive use of their officials stationed in foreign countries
for espionage purposes throughout the years, they have, in
addition, operated a parallel clandestine espionage system know
as the "illegal" system. As previously noted, "illegal" Soviet
agents were dispatched to the United States as early as the 1920's. S
Such "illegal" agents have no ostensible connection with the
Soviet-bloc official establishments in the United States, but S
operate clandestinely, usually under false identities, making
full use of secret communications channels and other clandestine S
techniques of operation. Their dual function is to bolster the
espionage activities of the Soviet-bloc officials and to be 5
prepared to take over all espionage operations in the event of
zazr or other emergency which would cause a break in diplomatic 5
relat ions.

It is apparent that during the decade 1950-1960 the -
Soviets have placed increasing emphasis on "illegal" operations. 5
One former intelligence officer of the Soviet Ministry of State
Security has advised that a special directorate was created in
1947 for the purpose of handling "illegal" agents. Another former
intelligence officer, Reino Hayhanen, has stated that he was told,while in Moscow in 1952, that plans were being made to change over
Soviet contacts from "legal" to "illegal" operations. Another S
former officer of the Soviet Ministry of State Security has
advised that as early as June, 1952, an order ws sent to 5
intelligence agents in all western countries to prepare "illegal"
organizations which could function without interruption under
any conditions.

That this policy was followed with respect to the
United States is illustrated by the fact that in August, 1956,
a female Soviet agent attempted to enter the United States from '
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5 Canada at Detroit using an authentic copy of a birth certificate

previously issued to an American. Detected by the United States

5 border screening process, she uas refused entry. Less than a

year later, Rudolf I. Abel, a colonel in the Soviet Committee of

5 State Security, was arrested in New York City where he uas posing
as an American photographer under the name Enil R. Goldfus. Abel

5 had entered the United States in 1948 using a passport issued to

a naturalized American in 1947 to visit relatives behind the

5 Iron Curtain and who never returned to this country. Abel uas

subsequently convicted of espionage and sentenced to 30 years

5 imprisonment, which sentence he is now serving.

It is interesting to note that in October, 1952,the
Soviets sent Reino Hayhanen to the United States to act as Abel's

assistant. Hayhanen, prior to leaving Russia, had been given
instructions by Mikhail N. Svirin, a Soviet intelligence officer.

After his arrival in this country, Svirin, who had become First

Secretary of the Soviet Delegation to -the United Nations, met

with Hayhanen and subsequently, during the period 1952-1953,

Hayhanen operated under his supervision. It uxs not until 1954

that Svirin gave instructions for Hayhanen to contact Abel and

to act as Abel's assistant.

S The case involving Abel and Hayhanen is a striking

example of Soviet use of "illegal" agents against the United

States. In dispatching such agents to this country, we can be

certain that the Soviet-bloc intelligence services will, as

- they have with their representatives uho are dispatched to this

country as diplomats, take full advantage of the freedoms of

this country which are guaranteed by our Constitution.

- 10. INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF SOVIET ESPIONAGE

The United States has not been the only target

of the Sovzet-bloc intelligence organizations. Many other

S countries of the world have felt the barbs of the Soviet

espionage attack. The disclosures of the Royal Commission

5 in Canada which followed the 1945 defection of Igor Gouzenko,

a Soviet code clerk, revealed a Soviet espionage apparatus which

on a broad scale had recruited and subverted Canadian citizens

while seeking to infiltrate the Canadian Government and drain

off its secrets. The admissions of Klaus Fuchs in 1950 that

he betrayed the free world when, as a member of the British

Q Atomic Energy Team, he passed atomic 
secrets to the Russians

clearly indicate the Soviet designs on information in possession

of the British Government. The flight of the British scientist

Dr. Bruno Pontecorvo in 1950 and the British diplomats Guy
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Burgess and Donald MacLean in 1951 behind the Iron Curtain
adds additional proof. The report of the Royal Commission of
the Commonwealth of Australia in 1955 following the defection 5
of Vladimir and Evdokia Petrov, Soviet espionage agents assigned
to the Soviet Embassy in Australia, disclosed an extensive 5
Soviet espionage apparatus directed against Australia. Many
similar examples could be cited to illustrate that Soviet -
espionage is international in character and the expulsion of
two Soviet officials from Switzerland during the past month
clearly indicates that Soviet espionage is currently inter- S
national in character,

Q
Practically every one of the cases cited above,

although based in other countries, had ramifications in the S
United States. For example, information furnished to the
Russians by Dr. Allan Nunn May, who uas uncovered by S
Gouzenko, had been obtained when May visited a laboratory in
Chicago in 1944. Klaus Fuchs worked on atomic energy in the
United States from early 1944 through September, 1945, andsupplied information to the Russians while in this country. S
The British diplomats Burgess and MacLean had been stationed
in the United States prior to their disappearance behind the
Iron Curtain. In spite of the use of third countries by the
Soviet Union to ccsmit espionage against the United States, 5
Premier Khrushchev has made strong threats of reprisal
against his neighboring countries which he assumes have been 5
used as bases for United States aerial reconnaissance of the $°
Soviet Union. 5
11. AIMS OF INTNATIONAL COMUNISM 

The world-wide espionage networks of the Soviet Union
are an essential and integral part of the over-all communist
plan to completely dominate the world. However, to understand
the significance of the intelligence activity, it is necessary
to examine the basic aims and principles of communism. 5

The highly authoritative "History of the Communist 5
Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks)" summarized the teachings
of Marx and Engels on the question of for : and violence. It
stressed that Marx and Engels taught the impossibility of
establishing a communist state by peaceful means, emphasizingthat this could be achieved only through a proletarian
revolution through which a dictatorship could be established
and all resistance crushed. V. I. Lenin gave practical
application to the teachings of Marx and Engels. Through
the application of such principles the Bolsheviks seized power S
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in Russia in 1917 and under Lenin's guidance, established a
dictatorship through which all resistance was systematicallyS crushed. The success of the movement led Lenin to reiterate
in later years that "The substitution of the proletarian state

S for the bourgeois state is impossible without a violent
revolution."

Joseph Stalin followed the Marxist-Leninist5 principles. The Communist Party in the United States, since
it was organized in September, 1919, and throughout the years5 of Stalin's rule in Russia, was unalterably bound to Moscow.
In the earlier years, Party leaders openly, boastfully and5 defiantly proclaimed their allegiance to and support of Soviet
objectives. The nature of the Communist Party, USA, was

- exposed in 1949 and its leaders convicted in a court of law
where the evidence laid out before the jury constituted
irrefutable proof that the Communist Party, USA, advocated the
overthrow and destruction of the Government of the United States
by force and violence. The policies and activities of the
Communist Party, USA, have not changed to date. The current
leaders of the Communist Party, like their predecessors,
unwaveringly follow the lead of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union.

Time and again, Soviet Premier Khrushchev has
claimed that the Soviet Union does not and will not interfere
in the affairs of other nations. Yet, in practically every
country in the world to date the Soviet Union has established
fifth columns in the form of Communist Parties which are under
the complete domination and control of the Soviets and are
sworn to uphold and aid the Soviet dream for world conquest.5 Through the directives it furnishes to these subversive forces,
the Soviet Union clearly interferes with the political, social,5 and economic affairs of other nations on a continuing basis in
the relentless drive toward world domination.

Today, the rallying cry of world communism is5 "peaceful coexistence." However, on May 5, 1960, Premier
Khrushchev, addressing the Supreme Soviet in Moscow, paid5 tribute to V. I. Lenin and stated "The Soviet people are
proud to know that the cause of our great leader and teacher
lives and triumphs and that Lenin's dreams are being translated
into reality by hundreds and millions of people--builders of
socialism and communism--and that Lenin's cause is winning all
upright men on earth." Referring to the triumph of the ideas

" of Marx, Engels, and Lenin, Khrushchev :cent on to reaffirm
"Marxist-Leninist ideas" as the guide to the ultimate triumph
of world communism.
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Thus, the fact remains that the basic principles S
of Harxist-Leninist philosophy, demanding the use of force and
violence, represent the guides for communism to achieve world Sconquest. The extensive espionage activities directed against
the United States which, in the past, have utilized communists
and communist sympathizers in this country as well as otherindividuals who could be subverted, can be better understoodS
when regarded as essential tools in the relentless and fanatical
drive of international communism to conquer the world.
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